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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The idea of this present dissertation was conceived about six years ago and is based on my 

studies of William Shakespeare and Renaissance English literature in general. The thesis 

started to shape up in 2011 when I was researching in the Cambridge University Library 

which holds an original copy of the English translation of The Ship of Fools, the main 

concern of my dissertation. During this research project, I realised that The Ship of Fools 

had considerable circulation in sixteenth-century England and there is a number of textual 

references to it in the works of early modern dramatists, which confirms that it was 

exploited by contemporary authors. 

 The universality of folly was a commonplace in early modern England and it was 

freqently referred to in Elizabethan/Jacobean drama; in order to capture particular aspects 

of folly, early modern playwrights employed the ship of fools device which owes much of 

its fame to Sebastian Brant’s Das Narrenschiff (Basel, 1494). The work enjoyed massive 

popularity and left its hallmark on visual and literary representations throughout Europe in 

the sixteenth century. In this enumeration of folly, each of the 112 chapters depicts a type 

of fool both in an implemented woodcut and an accompanying poem. The work is rarely 

discussed outside the realm of German studies, despite the fact that it became highly 

popular across Europe at the turn of the sixteenth century; it had several further editions 

and was soon translated into Latin, French, and English. The scope of my thesis does not 

enable a comparative analysis of the original German work and the translations and 

reprints;1 instead, I am primarily focusing on the English version of Alexander Barclay’s 

translation, published twice in the sixteenth century (1509, 1570), which was domesticated 

in England and might be regarded almost as an individual literary piece. Still, The Ship of 

Fools is a marginal subject in English Renaissance studies, and its impact on early modern 

English drama is even more rarely discussed, despite the fact that scholars recurrently refer 

to the work. My dissertation aims at filling this gap and mapping the early modern 

application of the ship of fools, with special emphasis on the dramatic implications of the 

work and its possible impact on Renaissance English drama. The study seeks to know why 

the ship of fools was compatible in early modern England, focusing on dramatic pieces in 

particular, as Brant’s original work carries performative potentials which were transferred 

                                                             
1 I am discussing the differences/similarities between the particular editions only when it is crucial to my 
argument, especially when I mention the dynamics of the ship of fools tradition in general. 
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to the English version as well. The dissertation postulates that Elizabethan/Jacobean 

playwrights in particular exploited the ship of fools tradition and applied the device as a 

stage metaphor.  

 I chose the word “tradition” for the title of the thesis as it denotes ideas circulating 

within a given period of time and space and as the nature of the ship of fools is manifold. It 

originates in late medieval popular culture, it is a literary piece, it contributes to the rich 

iconography of the late Middle Ages and Renaissance, and it is exploited in a number of 

literary pieces in the period. My understanding of “tradition” is very close to that of Tibor 

Fabiny’s, who defines it in literary terms and sees the “deeper structure” of literary pieces 

as the reflection of the author’s unconscious mind, which “is not only anchored in the 

context of the age but in the context of simultaneous existence,” which Fabiny calls 

tradition.2 I use the word interchangeably with “device” as it points beyond the literary 

restrictions of metaphor or topoi; it rather defines an artistic method by which the author 

conveys meaning. Although the ship of fools is applied in the late medieval and early 

modern periods as an image and theme, it also shapes the structure of the literary pieces it 

can be detected in. I am concerned about the dynamics of this tradition, its articulation in 

Brant’s Narrenschiff, and its domestication in England. 

 The dissertation will map the ship of fools tradition over a large stretch of time; I will 

mention the original 1494 German edition and I will refer to records related to the English 

translation of the work until the end of the seventeenth century. Although the works I focus 

on are predominantly English Renaissance pieces, the circulation of the English version of 

The Ship of Fools spans almost until the turn of the eighteenth century, where the last 

record I found dates from. Hence, I use “early modern” in the title to refer to the time 

period beginning from the end of the fifteenth century and extending across the whole of 

the sixteenth-and seventeenth century. I will use the term Renaissance synonymously as 

both terms occlude the continuing medieval aspects of culture, although the term 

“Renaissance” is usually applied to the time period from 1485 until 1660. The term was 

first applied by Jacob Burkhardt in his The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy (1860) 

and it was challenged by scholars of new historicism in the 1980s, most notably Stephen 

Greenblatt and Stephen Orgel, who introduced the term “early modern” to denote the 

period following the Middle Ages. More recently, such periodization is being questioned 

by medievalists and scholars such as Helen Cooper suggest that the division between the 

                                                             
2 Fabiny, ’Literature and Emblems,’ p. 39. 
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Middle Ages and the Renaissance/early modern period is not as obvious as suggested 

previously.3 Although the dissertation is also concerned with the late-medieval aspects of 

the  ship of fools tradition, my main focus of interest falls upon its presence in sixteenth-

and seventeenth-century England; however, the thesis also argues that Brant’s work 

reflects the shift that was happening at the turn of the sixteenth century. In order to be able 

to discuss the nature of such a shift, I apply the terms Renaissance and early modern to 

denote the sixteenth-and seventeenth centuries. 

 In order to shed light on this subtle tradition and its literary implications, the first part 

of the dissertation outlines the various editions, translations, and enlargements of Brant’s 

original work; this is necessary as the philological data confirm the vast circulation of the 

piece and this chapter also explains why my choice fell on Barclay’s 1509 translation in 

the discussion of the ship of fools and early modern drama. As for the chosen early modern 

English works, I mainly focus on dramatic pieces, however, in order to understand the use 

of the device in the dramas in question, I occasionally refer to non-dramatic works as well. 

Such works either apply the device and/or contain textual references to it in performative 

terms and hence their discussion offers a deeper understanding of the dramatic implications 

of the tradition. 

 One of the main difficulties the researcher of the ship of fools in early modern England 

faces is that the academic discourse on the tradition is highly limited as there is only a 

small number of academic papers written in English devoted to the issue. Therefore, I 

started my research by looking for textual references in early modern English literary 

records, and I found that the number of allusions to the ship of fools is quite high in the 

period. As I wanted to avoid a discussion based merely on the ship of fools tradition and 

anchor my argument, I restricted the scope of my investigation to those 

Elizabethan/Jacobean dramatic pieces that contain references to the ship of fools. The only 

exemptions are William Shakespeare’s plays which I discuss in light of the metaphor in a 

tentative subchapter at the very end of the dissertation. I decided to include Shakespeare in 

the body of literature I examine because the the ship of fools is detectable in his plays 

despite the fact that it is not conspicuously present in Shakespearean drama. As the main 

concern of the thesis is the ship of fools tradition in England, I do not discuss the early 

                                                             
3 Cf. Helen Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, London: Methuen Drama, 2010; Helen Cooper, 
The English Romance in Time: Transforming Motifs from Geoffrey of Monmouth to the Death of 
Shakespeare, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008. 
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modern notion of folly in general, I focus on those elements of the concept which are 

directly linked with the ship.  

 The first, introductory chapter proposes to establish my argument, on the one hand, by 

contextualising the dissertation in the English speaking academic discourse on the matter; 

on the other hand, it also sets the context for The Ship of Fools in early modern England as 

it discusses fool literature prior to the 1509 English editions of the work. This is followed 

by a short philological background and the outline of some structural and conceptual 

characteristics of the work, both needed for the demonstration of its circulation at the turn 

of the sixteenth century and for tracing the process of its domestication in England.  

The second chapter focuses on the underlying dynamics of the work which, despite 

being a non-dramatic picture book, carries performative elements. I propose that the central 

governing idea behind Brant’s Das Narrenschiff is to be found in late medieval fool plays, 

most notably those of the Feast of Fools popular primarily in France but also present in 

Basel, and that the ritualistic festive patterns of fool performances were transferred to the 

pages of the work. In my view, a number of early modern English playwrights recognised 

this performative potential and not only did they apply the ship of fools as a stage 

metaphor, but in some cases there are also textual correspondences between the most 

significant English translation, Alexander Barclay’s version and the dramatic pieces of the 

authors in question.  

The third chapter examines how the ship of fools was adapted to the English literary 

setting by discussing an anonymous poem, the adaptation of The Ship, called Cocke 

Lorell’s Bote, which is one of the first examples of the so called rogue literature in England. 

The second subchapter is dedicated to an allegorical poem, the Bowge of Court and the 

most significant Tudor interlude, Magnificence, both written by John Skelton. I am 

demonstrating the use of the ship of fools device by the close reading and analysis of these 

pieces in order to establish the argument of the last chapter. My original contribution to 

academic discourse in this particular field is that I analyse systematically the plays that 

apply the ship of fools device, and I also suggest that the use of the device evolved into 

two main strands by the turn of the seventeenth century.  

The last section of the dissertation begins with the discussion of the works of Thomas 

Nashe, Thomas Dekker, and John Marston, whose plays (Summer’s Last Will and 

Testament, The Whore of Babylon, and The Fawn) contain textual references to the ship of 

fools. Having established the image’s circulation at the turn of the seventeenth century, I 
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focus on the works of Robert Armin, whose pamphlets Foole upon Foole and A Nest of 

Ninnies scholars like H.F. Lippincott and Charles Felver see as the continuation of the ship 

of fools tradition. The first half of the chapter puts this proposition under close scrutiny and 

seeks correspondences between the works in order to establish the argument about 

Shakespearean drama by suggesting that the ship of fools might have seeped into 

Shakespeare’s works through Armin. I am particularly interested in the presence of the 

tradition in Hamlet, As You Like It, The Tempest, and King Lear.  

As for the theoretical background, I decided not to subsume my argument under a 

particular theoretical framework; instead I treat secondary sources critically, and refer to 

previous scholarly findings mainly in order to strengthen my own train of thoughts. 

Generally speaking, the thesis is highly concerned with the socio-cultural and literary 

background from which The Ship of Fools stems and which enabled the work to turn into a 

metaphor in England by the turn of the seventeenth century. For such contextualisation, I 

partly relied on the available topic-specific secondary literature, most notably the studies of 

C.H. Herford, Aurelius Pompen, Edwin H. Zeydel, and the comprehensive article by 

Robert C. Evans.4 All these researchers acknowledge the ship of fools device’s origins in 

medieval carnivals, yet, they most commonly discuss the work as an enumeration which 

castigates human sins on the analogy of the Seven Deadly Sins. The thesis offers an 

alternative reading of The Ship of Fools in light of popular festive traditions by relying on 

the findings of other scholars’ understanding of this legacy. To substantiate my argument, I 

briefly reference Michel Foucault’s thought-provoking chapter on the Stultifera Navis in 

his Madness and Civilization, in which he elaborates on the notion of liminality; I mention 

Victor Turner’s understanding of the rite of passage in his The Ritual Process; I also 

employ some of Mikhail Bakhtin’s theoretical approaches in his Rabelais and His World, 

mostly those on the upsetting of social hierarchy during carnival; I refer to Peter Burke’s 

and Edward Muir’s understanding of carnival and ritual;5 last but not least, I found the 

book Sacred Folly by Max Harris very useful as it contains valuable records in relation to 

                                                             
4  Charles Herford, Studies in Literary Relations of England and Germany in the Sixteenth Century, 
Cambridge: At the University Press, 1886; T.H. Jamieson, The Ship of Fools, Edinburgh, New York: W. 
Paterson; D. Appleton, 1874; Robert C. Evans, ‘Forgotten Fools: Alexander Barclay’s Ship of Fools,’ in 
Fools and Folly, ed. Clifford Davidson, Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1996; Aurelius 
Pompen, The English Versions of The Ship of Fools: A Contribution to the History of the Early French 
Renaissance in England, Shannon: Irish University Press, 1971; Edwin H. Zeydel, The Ship of Fools by 
Sebastian Brant, New York: Dover Publications Inc, 1962; Edwin H. Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, New York: 
Twayne, 1967. 
5 Peter Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern England, 3rd ed., Farnham: Ashgate, 2009; Edward Muir, 
Rites and Rituals in Early Modern England, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. 
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the popolar festival, the Feast of Fools. These scholarly works feature mainly in the first 

part of the second chapter in which I discuss the underlying dynamics of The Ship of Fools; 

that is, I am concerned with the governing ideas in the work mostly originating from the 

medieval fool plays of carnivals. This is followed by the discussion on the interplay 

between text and image in The Ship of Fools in relation to the sixteenth-century 

emblematic tradition containing references to such classic academic works as Rosemary 

Freeman’s English Emblem Books, Peter M. Daly’s England and the Emblem and 

Literature in Light of the Emblem, John Franklin Leisher’s Whitney’s A Choice of Emblems, 

and Charles Moseley’s A Century of Emblems. The main aim of this subchapter is to 

demonstrate my understanding of the work in which the humanistic/classical and the 

popular traditions coexist and complement each other in the forms of the woodcuts and the 

accompanying verses. Additionally, it also anticipates my emblematic reading of King 

Lear and The Tempest in the last chapter. 

In order to map the landscape of the ship of fools tradition in England, the following 

chapter proposes a critical and philological outline to the work. The most authoritative 

scholarly works on the subject are predominantly products of the late-nineteenth and early-

twentieth century positivist critical tradition, which was fundamentally concerned with 

accumulating historical and philological facts in order to establish a literary hypothesis or 

validate a literary phenomenon. This scholarly method provides readers with a solid 

philological background to the texts, thus enabling their historical contextualisation; yet, 

the mere accumulation of such information does not explain the dynamics of the literary 

phenomenon in question. In order to fill this hiatus, the the following chapter focuses on 

three aspects: first, it offers an outline of academic interest in The Ship of Fools to present 

the dominant critical attitudes towards the work and establish my argument within the 

academic discourse on the subject; secondly, it discusses the presence of fool literature in 

England prior to and around the English translations of Brant’s Narrenschiff; thirdly, it will 

provide the philological background inevitable for the contextualisation of the English 

editions and as a starting point for a more in-depth analysis of the governing ideas behind 

the work. 
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1.1. Critical Background 

 

As this thesis is concerned with the ship of fools tradition in early modern England, the 

focus of the following outline of critical responses will fall primarily on scholarly works 

written in English. The Ship of Fools has received scholarly attention since the second half 

of the nineteenth century when the first significant studies appeared both in German and in 

English. This is the period when the first critical editions were published and researchers 

became interested in the iconography of the work.6 

 In general, English-speaking Germanists were appreciative towards Brant’s work. The 

advent of The Ship of Fools criticism written in English was the second half of the 

nineteenth century, when T.H Jamieson produced his edition of Alexander Barclay’s 1509 

translation. Since the 1570 reprint of John Cawood, The Ship of Fools had no further 

English editions until the 1874 modern edition of Jamieson. This print, however, is only 

modern in its date of publication as Jamieson did not alter the text of the 1509 edition, 

except that he omitted the Latin notes. He provided an introduction to the text, offering 

biographical data about Barclay and philological background to Brant’s sources; he also 

summarised the afterlife of Barclay’s translation in sixteenth-century England. When 

Jamieson was compiling his edition he failed to notice one crucial feature: whilst he 

highlighted that text itself is castigating, he did not emphasise the carnivalesque spirit of 

the woodcuts, in light of which the text offers more subtle layers of interpretation. He did 

not focus on the interplay between the images and the text, which I think is crucial in the 

                                                             
6  It can be generally noted that nineteenth-century critical attitude towards Brant’s work was highly 
unappreciative. The most prestigious German critical edition of the Narrenschiff is the work of Friedrich 
Zarncke from 1854, in which he praises the work’s breadth and attention to detail, yet he does not regard it as 
a piece of quality literature. Zarncke implies that Brant’s era was that of “disregard for established literary 
conventions [and] its huge popularity was achieved despite its patent formlessness.” (Qtd. in Van Cleve, 
Brant’s The Ship of Fools, p. 8). Although Zarncke questioned the artistic merits of the Narrenschiff, his 
study put it in the landscape of German medieval studies and established its status in the German literary 
canon (Van Cleve, Brant’s The Ship of Fools, p. 21). Following Zarncke’s edition the one-sided dismissive 
critical attitude towards the Narrenschiff became somewhat more differentiated and even if the work’s 
literary status was still regarded as ambiguous, scholars did not reject it as rigidly as before (Van Cleve, 
Brant’s The Ship of Fools, p. 31.). Consecutive scholarly opinions in the twentieth century had a somewhat 
more profound understanding of Brant’s work and they were less concerned with the shortcomings of its 
form. They were more appreciative with Brant and acknowledged that the Narrenschiff bridges the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance in Europe (Van Cleve, Brant’s The Ship of Fools, p.36). Not until the 1835 study 
by Georg Gottfried Gervinus was the work regarded as part of the German literary canon. Gervinus 
highlighted the tension and ambivalence between the seemingly poor and incoherent form and the content, 
and raised one of the most frequently asked scholarly questions: how did this unstructured piece become so 
popular throughout Europe? (Van Cleve, Brant’s The Ship of Fools, p. 1) 
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discussion on the dynamics of the work.7 Ultimately, Jamieson’s edition is not a proper 

critical edition as it lacks annotations and even though it does contextualise the work by 

providing biographical and philological data, it lacks pointers for an in-depth 

interpretation. 

In his book Studies in the Literary Relations of England and Germany in the Sixteenth 

Century (1886), Charles H. Herford regarded The Ship of Fools as a masterpiece despite 

the fact that German scholarship fiercely criticised Brant’s work for its inappropriate form 

and “barbaric” language.8 Although Herford recognises the performative potentials of The 

Ship of Fools and highlights its carnivalesque origins in the German Fastnachtsspiele,9 he 

does not avoid the pitfalls of positivist scholarly thinking and he also attempts to classify 

the fools on Brant’s ship. His categorisation includes such themes as vicious and criminal 

offences, insolence, or sloth, on the analogy of the seven deadly sins. Attempts to 

categorise folly in The Ship of Fools are due to the idea that the work is incoherent and 

lacks a solid structure. However, the categories offered by Herford and other researchers 

are usually forced as the very essence of Brant’s work is the depiction of folly, which is 

illogical from the sane’s point of view. What most scholars regard as structural weakness 

and lack of coherence is, in my view, rather the correspondence between content and form: 

the unpredictable outcast, the fool is displayed in a seemingly random structure. Despite its 

minor shortcomings, Herford’s study is the most useful nineteenth-century interpretation of 

The Ship of Fools as it contextualises the Barclay translation in late-medieval England.10 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, a series of English-language studies 

discussed The Ship of Fools. Aurelius Pompen traced its arrival in England from Germany 

through France. As the title of his work, The English Versions of The Ship of Fools (1925), 

suggests, Pompen focuses on the intercultural implications of the work. In order to identify 

                                                             
7 In Jamieson’s view “the poems themselves do not display extraordinary imagination, wit or humour,” (The 
Ship of Fools, p. 71) and he sees the success of The Ship of Fools in the concept of types of fools being 
shipped away.  
8 Herford, Studies in Literary Relations, p. 324. 
9 Herford, Studies in Literary Relations, p. 327-328. 
10 In his approach, The Ship of Fools is the culmination of medieval fool literature, which gave enormous 
stimulus to the genre of satire on both the Continent and in England. He sees the main merit of the work in its 
ability to bridge the gap between the literature of personified abstractions to literature depicting social types 
(Studies in Literary Relations, p. 324-325). Although Herford’s attitude towards the work is fundamentally 
benevolent, he highlights that it was “a series of vivid portraits,” albeit “imperfectly carried out” (Studies in 
Literary Relations, p. 327). 
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Barclay’s sources, he provides a thorough comparative analysis of the various French and 

Latin translations and enlargements and presents an informative table in which he enlists 

the alternate French, Latin, and English editions in chronological order. He also 

emphasises the ship’s probable origins in German carnival plays implying that Brant 

apparently took advantage of its already existing popularity. Pompen was looking for 

elements of thematic rather than conceptual unity. However, he overlooked the guiding 

principle, the late-medieval notion of folly, which provides the frame for the work. This is 

reflected in his discussion on the woodcuts, which focuses on the philological background 

and which only briefly mentions the interrelation between the text and the images. Pompen 

did not notice that the verses and the images are inseparable. They are not competing with 

each other; rather they complement each other, thus producing another more subtle 

semantic field to the work, a process which is discussed in more detail in the following 

chapter of the dissertation. 

 Edwin H. Zeydel’s modern translation of The Ship of Fools (1944) changed the 

landscape of Brant scholarship in the English speaking world. He added a thorough 

introduction to his translation of the Narrenschiff, which he put into rhyming couplets and 

he also included the woodcuts. While Barclay relied on the French and Latin translations, 

Zeydel used the original 1494 Basel edition. The introduction is highly informative (based 

mainly on German sources) and helps with understanding the socio-historical background 

of the work as it provides details about the sources, the various prints, enlargements, 

reprints, and translations of the 1494 Basel edition. However, Zeydel focuses on the 

characteristics of the genre of satire and not so much on the dynamics of the ship of fools 

as a literary force. Although he seems to be an experienced philologist, he is undoubtedly 

biased towards Brant and many of his suggestions regarding the Narrenschiff’s literary 

significance seem to be exaggerated.11 Despite all its occasional inaccuracies, however, 

Zeydel’s contribution to Brant scholarship was significant and it re-established the literary 

status of The Ship of Fools in the early modern English canon.  

                                                             
11 He credits much more to Brant than would seem reasonable and his statements such as “Brant’s work is the 
most famous book of its time and exercised tremendous influence in England as well as on the Continent” 
(The Ship of Fool, p. v) should be regarded with a pinch of salt. The number of translations, adaptations, and 
references to the work confirm that The Ship of Fools certainly had considerable impact on European 
literature from the sixteenth century onwards; yet, even if its presence is detectable in England, labelling it as 
“tremendous influence” does not correspond with the records available. There are references to the ship of 
fools in early modern texts; however, even if the number of these references is considerable it is hardly 
“tremendous.” 
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 Following Zeydel’s critical achievements another modern English translation was 

published by the Folio Society in London in 1971, produced by a Germanist, William 

Gillis, and published by his widow, Patricia Ingle Gillis.12 Based on the notes and research 

of William Gillis, his wife, Patricia Ingle Gillis appended a study to the work, which 

introduces the philological and socio-cultural background of the poem. This introduction 

enlists Brant’s sources and the enlargements, adaptations, and translations of the 

Narrenschiff. It also characterises the work as an allegorical satire castigating human 

weakness and it defines the fool as a character “whose actions bring about their own 

unhappy consequences, his punishment.”13 The introduction also examines the tension 

between medieval Catholic and the humanistic doctrines and emphasises that the work was 

the product of a transitonal period between the Middle Ages and the early modern era.14 

Not until Michel Foucault’s Madness and Civilization (1961) do we get a lengthy 

theoretical argument on the implications of the ship of fools as a literary force. In this 

thought-provoking work Foucault outlines how the social status of madmen altered in 

Europe from the Middle Ages until the twentieth century. His first chapter focuses on the 

Stultifera Navis, the ship of fools with attention directed not on Brant’s text, but rather on 

the societal dynamics of the ship of fools.15 Foucault was not a philologist and it can be 

generally said that his work lacks precise references and in some cases, for instance when 

he claims that there was an actual ship of fools, the reader cannot trace his sources, simply 

because there are no references. However thought-provoking and stimulating Madness and 

Civilization might be, researchers interested in the ship of fools should take his words with 

caution. Even if many of his statements are plausible (particularly those describing the 

                                                             
12 The volume contains the original woodcuts as found in the 1494 Basel edition and it was translated from 
the first German edition with the original title page without the Latin text. The edition lacks the features of a 
real critical edition, such as references or detailed annotation, and apart from the introductory study, it does 
not assist a close reading of the work. 
13 Gillis, The Ship of Fools, p. xvi. 
14 Gillis, The Ship of Fools, p. xiv. 
15 Foucault establishes his discourse on social grounds, claiming that with the disappearance of leprosy at the 
end of the Middle Ages the hiatus of social outcasts was filled by madmen (Madness and Civilization, p. 5). 
According to Foucault, the ritual significance of the ship of fools lies in its purifying function: the 
incarcerated fools were driven away by the sea, thus purging the community of sin (Madness and 
Civilization, p. 8). The fool is placed into a liminal position, as, on the one hand, he is cast into the middle of 
the sea liberated from the constraints of society; on the other, he is confined to the ship as a prisoner 
(Madness and Civilization, p. 9). As Foucault suggests, if folly leads people into blindness, and thus they 
become lost, the madman, on the contrary, reminds them of truth. Madmen see interrelations in earthly life 
which are normally invisible for sane people, whose attention has to be drawn up to the imperceptible notions 
of life. In the performing arts, the fool fulfils this very function: during the Feast of Fools, popular in 
Flanders and northern Europe, carnivalesque events were organised into social and moral criticism (Madness 
and Civilization, p. 11).  
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expulsion of the incarcerated fools as a scapegoating ritual), his claims are often 

speculative and overtheorised, with little philological, historical, or textual evidence. 

Despite this, one cannot ignore this fascinating and inspiring study on the ship of fools, 

since it (re)introduced the text to a wide spectrum of readers and offered a profound 

interpretation of the theme. Even though Foucault’s work was originally written in French 

and does not belong to the body of English language criticism, it was soon translated into 

English and reprinted several times,16 hence it seems plausible to suggest that Foucault’s 

interpretation of the ship of fools reached much more English speaking readers than any 

scholarly studies in England prior to Madness and Civilization.  

As The Ship of Fools was a major contribution to Renaissance visual culture, it is 

worth having a closer look at the findings of iconology, starting with the scholars of the 

Warburg Institute. Due to the emerging field of semiotics, in the second half of the 

nineteenth and at the beginning of the twentieth century there was an increasing interest in 

visual representations, which might be the reason why The Ship of Fools attracted 

researchers’ attention. In England, Aby Warburg introduced the concept of iconology and 

iconography and founded the Warburg Institute, which soon became the research centre of 

art history with such prestigious scholars as Erwin Panofsky or Ernst Gombrich. Even 

though the researchers mentioned were not representatives of the classical semiotics 

schools and neither were they related to Aby Warburg’s circle, they were probably 

influenced by the increasing interest in iconography. The fellows of the Warburg Institute 

mainly focused on iconography inspired by classical art and seem to have been ignorant of 

the work, maybe due to a kind of scholarly elitism, which might have regarded the 

products of early modern popular culture unworthy of academic discussion.  
 One of the most iconic scholars of the Institute was Erwin Panofsky, whose studies on 

Albrecht Dürer changed the scope of both Dürer scholarship and modern iconography. In 

his The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer (1955) Panofsky discusses the early stage of 

Dürer’s art, which included his participation in the production of the original woodcuts for 

Brant’s Narrenschiff. He does not devote much attention to the woodcuts and he dismisses 

the subject by noting that in the Narrenschiff approximately two thirds of the images 

display no considerable Düreresque features as the majority of the woodcuts are inferior in 

design and cutting.17 Apparently, Panofsky was not interested in the iconography of The 

                                                             
16 I discuss the various translations and editions in the following chapter. 
17 Panofsky, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer, p. 29. 
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Ship of Fools and his statements are rather general, especially when he mentions the 

Düreresque features of the images.  

 Similarly to Panofsky, Peter M. Daly, a scholar widely acknowledged for his deep 

interest in the interplay between text and image, also seems to be rather indifferent towards 

the Narrenschiff. In his Literature in Light of the Emblem (1979), he discusses the work in 

a single paragraph and he ignores Barclay’s translation. 

 Robert C. Evans provides a more profound and appretiative perspective in his recent 

study focusing explicitly on Alexander Barclay’s 1509 edition and providing a thorough 

insight into both the genesis of the translation and the reception of the work in England. 

Given the massive impact of The Ship of Fools, Evans finds it surprising that the critical 

response to both Barclay’s English and Brant’s original text have been rather poor in 

English-language scholarship.18 He rightly points out that almost nothing appeared on 

Watson’s 1509 and 1517 prose editions, and although there are some authoritative studies 

on Barclay’s translation (those of Herford and Jamieson), scholars tend to dismiss this 

work, too. This neglect of Barclay seems surprising in light of his impact on Renaissance 

literature.19 Evans is rather careful with the reception history of the work and although he 

acknowledges the impact of The Ship of Fools in sixteenth-century England, his wording 

remains objective. Additionally, his references to records are much more accurate than 

those of his predecessors. At the end of his study, he raises the question why The Ship of 

Fools is so rarely read by scholars despite its popularity in sixteenth-century England. The 

answer he proposes is manifold: first of all, the modern editions of the text are hard to 

access; secondly, the already existing modern editions have serious problems and do not 

meet the requirements of a critical edition.20 Evans regards the dissertations of David 

Anderson (1974) and Jonathan Wright as the most genuine studies on the subject but also 

                                                             
18 Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fools,’ p. 48. 
19 Evans refers to Herford who suggested that Barclay’s was the only book that enjoyed the “privilege of 
being read for nearly a century after it was written,” (‘The Forgotten Fools,’ p. 49) and even if some of 
Herford’s claims appear to be exaggerated, the significance of Barclay’s edition is undeniable, although 
largely unexplored. R.M. Alden, for instance, suggests that The Ship of Fools is “the most important work in 
the history of English satire before the Elizabethan period” and he claims that it contains the first use of the 
word “satire” in all the English works he surveyed (qtd. in Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fools,’ p. 49).  
20 Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fools’, p. 61.  
The standard English edition is that of Jamieson, who kept Barclay’s original punctuation, owing to which 
the text is often incomprehensible for modern readers. Although Jamieson provided a useful glossary, he did 
not append explanatory notes to the text and deleted Barclay’s marginal citations of classical and Christian 
writers (Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fools’, p. 63) 
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regrets that they are even less accessible than Jamieson’s edition.21  Unfortunately, 

contemporary readers still have limited access to the text,22 and hence The Ship of Fools 

remains a marginal piece of literature. 

 Even though the response of modern literary criticism does not confirm the popularity 

of The Ship of Fools in the nineteenth and twentieth century, the number of editions, 

translations and adaptations at the turn of the sixteenth century clearly shows that the work 

was highly popular with contemporary readers. Although the lack of records suggests that 

literature depicting the notion of folly was rare in England prior to the sixteenth century, 

Barclay’s translation had not been utterly unprecedented.  

 

 

 

1.2. Fool Literature in England before The Ship of Fools 

 

In my understanding, fool literature includes those pieces which feature some form of folly, 

including human or nonhuman characters, with the aim of entertainment and endeavour to 

hold a mirror to the reader and confront them with their image. 23 Medieval and early 

modern pieces of fool literature do not define folly primarily as mental incapacity. Instead, 

folly is seen as the vanity of a number of human deeds and behaviour; as soon as these 

behavioural patterns are recognised, this very recognition amends them.  

The Ship of Fools combined the genre of medieval speculum literature with the tone of 

classical satires. The most notable medieval examples of fool literature in England are 

Nigel Wireker’s Speculum Stultorum (A Mirror of Fools), and John Lydgate’s Order of 

Fools, both depicting the founding of religious orders with fierce criticism towards the 

clergy. The title of Wireker’s work suggests that it aims at compiling encyclopaedic 
                                                             

21  Anderson’s work offers thorough annotations, an introduction, and an index; however, it omits the 
woodcuts and almost all the Latin texts from the original Barclay edition. At the end of his study, Evans 
points out that an accessible modern edition was carried out by a then PhD student, Jonathan Wright, who is 
now an associate professor of English at Faulkner University in Atlanta. This modernised edition was his 
PhD dissertation, which unfortunately has not been published yet and exists only in electronic format.  
22 Apart from Jamieson’s nineteenth-century edition, there is no published modern edition of the work and 
Jamieson’s version is very rare. Although both the 1509 and 1570 Barclay versions are downloadable from 
the Early English Books Online database, they do not have facsimile editions and hence are accessible only 
in e.g. the Cambridge University Library or The British Library.  
23 Some examples of early modern fool literature are Erasmus’s Moriae Encomium (The Praise of Folly, 
1511) the anonymous poem A Merry Jest of an Old Fool (1530); the works of Richard Tarlton, e.g. Tarlton’s 
Jests (1613) or Tarlton’s Newes out of Purgatorie (1590); the published works of Robert Armin, e.g. Foole 
upon Foole (1600, 1605) or A Nest of Ninnies (1608); the pamphlets of the fool of James I, Archie 
Armstrong, e.g. Archie’s Dream (1641). 
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knowledge into one work, a characteristic of the mirror genre which was usually centred 

on a particular subject, such as alchemy (Speculum Alchemiae by Roger Bacon, 13th 

century), or astronomy (Speculum Astronomiae by Albertus Magnus, 13th century), or 

other factual or didactic themes. It was used like a survey which contained the most 

fundamental contemporaneous findings of the given field and showed a mirror to all forms 

of nature. Herbert Grabes discusses the connection between the mirror as a literary device 

and the mirror-conventions established by the encyclopaedic works of the Middle Ages. 

He suggests that although the use of the metaphor is much wider than being a mere device 

for cataloguing themes, the interrelation between the metaphor and the genre is undeniable 

as not only do writers apply the mirror image in the title but in order to establish the 

vehicle/tenor relationship within the text, they recurrently refer to the metaphor within the 

work.24 Therefore, these pieces become self-referential as they constantly reflect upon the 

genre of the given work and, at the same time, they also remind the reader of the subject of 

the book, which in Wireker’s case is folly. Grabes adds that there is no continuation with 

the mirror-titles of Antiquity and the tradition of the mirror metaphor in book titles cannot 

be traced back beyond the ninth century.25 Up to the late-fifteenth century, there are about 

three hundred Speculum titles in Europe, not taking into account the vernacular titles, and 

about half of these can be convincingly substantiated for England.26 Mirror literature 

flourished in the Middle Ages and the tradition was exploited by Renaissance writers. 

 Nigel Wireker (or Nigel de Longchamps) born in 1130 in Normandy, Longchamps, 

would protest against the intrusions of royal and episcopal authority upon the ancestral 

privileges of monastic bodies,27  against which he raised his voice in the Speculum 

Stultorum and in his other works. The poem, composed between 1179-1180,28 was a 

combination of medieval Latin satire and burlesque. The most popular form of burlesque in 

the Middle Ages was the beast-epic,29 a genre which contributed to the popularity of the 

Speculum in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.30 During the reformation the interest in 

                                                             
24 Grabes, A Mutable Glass, p. 21. 
25 Grabes, A Mutable Glass, p. 23. 
26 Grabes, A Mutable Glass, p. 29. 
27 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, John H. Mozley & Robert R. Raymo eds., p. 1. Subsequent 
references will be to this edition. 
28 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 2. 
29 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 5. 
30 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 8. 
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beast-epic, including Wireker’s Speculum, was primarily due to these works revealing the 

corruption of the medieval clergy, and not to their literary merits.31  

In Wireker’s Speculum Stultorum, the protagonist is a donkey called Brunellus who is 

dissatisfied with the length of his tail and sets out on a journey to have it lengthened. 

During his quest he seeks solution in contemporary medicine, at the University of Paris, 

and in religion, however, his attempts are all in vain and the text ends by drawing the 

conclusion that nobody can escape their nature. Brunellus has aspirations within the clergy 

and he wants to establish a religious order under his leadership. One of the illustrations to 

the text displays a donkey with a bishop’s mitre descending on his head, to which 

Wireker’s introductory epistle provides explanation. The epistle is addressed to William de 

Longchamps, the Bishop of Ely, and Wireker explains that the donkey represents the 

ambitions of members of religious orders who aim at high positions “which he might 

proudly trail behind him like a tail.”32 The quote sums up the vain aspirations of the clergy 

to gain knowledge in order to meet their betters’ expectations. The failure of their 

aspirations is exhibited in Brunellus’s desperate struggle to alter the unalterable, which 

results in the mocking of their endeavours and the folly of pretension serves as “a warning 

to the regular clergy.”33Wireker’s letter points out the central moral to the poem: “Happy is 

the man, who learns caution from another’s calamity and is governed by reason.”34 The 

Speculum Stultorum’s focus is rather general and, although there is much emphasis on the 

castigation of the clergy, the work is interested in the notion of human folly on various 

levels of society. Not until John Lydgate’s Order of Fools, an enumeration of fools framed 

in a religious order, do we see another notable example of fool literature in England. 

John Lydgate’s sixteenth-century reputation is mostly due to his English adaptation of 

Boccaccio’s De Casibus Virorum Illustrium which depicts the fall of mighty leaders of all 

times in order to demonstrate that even the great ones cannot avoid the whims of Fortune, a 

recurring theme in The Ship of Fools. Lydgate exploited this theme in the Fall of Princes 

(ca. 1431-1438), which was published by William Caxton, as were the majority of 

Lydgate’s works. This work established the popularity of political mirror literature in 

England in the sixteenth century. Its adaptation, the Mirror for  Magistrates, a collection of 

poems depicting lives of kings, was first compiled and published by John Weyland in 1555, 

                                                             
31 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 9. 
32 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 3. 
33 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 3 
34 Nigel de Longchamps, Speculum Stultorum, p. 3 
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and it had numerous further and extended editions until 1610, which clearly shows the 

compilation’s massive popularity.35 The Mirror for Magistrates was a source book for 

Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights, and scholars of Renaissance studies generally agree on 

that such dramatists as Marlowe or Shakespeare used it extensively for their plays.36 The 

Fall of Princes is a collection of poems providing numerous examples centred on the idea 

of the misfortunes of the mighty. This generic pattern relates the text to medieval speculum 

literature, which, as in Wireker’s Speculum Stultorum, exhibits variations on one theme.  

Lydgate’s Order of Fools (ca. 1475) also follows the pattern of the Speculum 

Stultorum when it displays sixty-three fools in a fictitious religious order. However, 

Lydgate does not present his mirror combined with a beast-fable, but in satire, the 

fashionable genre of the time. C.H. Herford emphasises that Lydgate’s Order of Fools had 

already been a commonplace of satire by the second half of the fifteenth century. He adds, 

however, that Lydgate’s treatment of folly is completely different from that of Wireker. 

While Wireker highlights conditions and privileges within the order, Lydgate merely uses 

the concept to enumerate fools. The description of the fools lacks any dramatization and 

merely displays various types of folly.37 Herford also claims that the structure of Brant’s 

Narrenschiff bears close resemblance to Lydgate’s poem. Yet, the mere enumeration of 

fools would have not made Brant’s work a literary success, it needed the allegory of the 

ship to attract readers. Lydgate’s work lacks such a vivid device to provide a variety of 

fools; it merely enumerates types and lists characteristics.38 In the second half of the 

fifteenth century, satire enjoyed such popularity that authors like Lydgate, who previously 

had been mainly interested in writing didactic and political works,39 also turned to it.40 The 

                                                             
35 Grabes notes that after the turn of the sixteenth century with the emergence of vernacular literature in 
printing, the mirror books featured titles in the form of Mirrour  or Looking-Glasse, depending on the work’s 
aim: if it was to offer positive models of life conduct or spirituality, the Mirrour  was the predominant title (A 
Mutable Glass, p. 37.) One example is the Mirror for  Magistrates, which sets an example to the reader and 
offers means of life conduct by showing up various examples facing which one might amend one’s life. 
Grabes notes that pieces of mirror literature, when combined with satire, also offered the opportunity to face 
one’s faults and thus to be aware of them. The reflection exists only while the object faces the mirror and the 
observer is looking at it. Thus, the mirror metaphor can be explored as a device applied to express the 
transience of life (A Mutable Glass, p. 111), a notion frequently conceived from the Middle Ages as folly. A 
large body of speculum literature was provided in thirteenth-century England, foreshadowing the vogue of 
the genre up to the seventeenth century.  
36 Cf. Willard Farnham, The Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan Tragedy, Oxford: Blackwell, 1956. 
37 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 326. 
38 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 327. 
39 Most notably, the Fall of Princes (1431-38). 
40 Walter Franz Schirmer argues that Lydgate most probably introduced the theme of the Order of Fools into 
English from French and he invented sixty-three fools in an order which was invented by Marcolf, under 
Bacchus and Venus (John Lydgate, p. 95). 
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poem lists types of folly in twenty-two stanzas, in which fools are grouped either on the 

basis of the seven deadly sins, human flaws, or simply bad behaviour. Although fool 

literature had not enjoyed overwhelming popularity in England before the sixteenth 

century, it had already been established when The Ship of Fools arrived in the country. 

This probably factored in its positive reception and considerable circulation in the sixteenth 

century as it was not a completely unknown genre but a tradition which was compatible 

with the early modern literary landscape.  

In order to understand this literary landscape more, one cannot bypass the other 

cornerstone of fool literature in the period, Erasmus’s Moriae Encomium (1511, from now 

on The Praise of Folly). Although this work was published after Brant’s original German 

work and Barclay’s English translation, Erasmus spent much time in England from 1499 

onwards and his The Praise of Folly was available in England (first in Latin and from 1549 

in English). A brief comparative outline of The Ship of Fools and Erasmus’s work might 

place the early sixteenth-century notion of folly into a broader perspective. 

Although Brant’s approach to folly reflects the late-medieval mind whereas Erasmus 

is regarded as the most significant humanist of the age, records reveal that their approach 

towards folly and the form in which they articulate it were regarded as similar in early 

modern England. In his A Retractive from the Romish Religion (1616) Thomas Beard, a 

theologian, clergyman, and Oliver Cromwell’s schoolmaster at Huntingdon Grammar 

School, provides a lengthy theological discussion as to why the Anglican Church is the 

true church and why Rome is “the whore of Babylon.” As the title page indicates, this 

religious tractate enlists “Thirteene Forcible Motives, disswading from communion with 

the Church of Rome: Wherein is demonstratiuely proued, that the now Romish Religion 

(so farre forth as as it is Romish) is not the true Catholike Religion of Christ, but the 

seduction of Antichrist.” The thirteen motives of Beard’s argumentation are divided into 

further subpoints, each point discussing a crucial problem within the Catholic Church 

contrasted with Anglicanism. The text contains references to various members of the 

clergy who abuse the Holy Scripture according to their own purposes. Motive VI/28 

contains a peculiar allusion:   

 

Erasmus placeth that Frier in the Ship of fooles, that being asked 

what Text he had in the Scripture, for the putting of Heretikes to 
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death […] This fellow by Erasmus opinion, was worthy of a 

Garland, or rather of a Cockscomb for his witty exposition41  

 

The ship of fools seems to refer to the work in this passage, which Beard attributes to 

Erasmus. This suggests that by the beginning of the seventeenth century the two works 

were confused; this implies that contemporary authors recognised the similarities between 

the two works, which jointly shaped the concept of folly in the period. Enid Welsford’s 

influential work, The Fool, discusses the interrelation between The Ship of Fools and The 

Praise of Folly, and distinguishes two main strands in the notion of folly at the beginning 

of the sixteenth century. She argues that Brant’s fools were neglecting their true and 

ultimate self-interest and this is what makes them ridiculous; on the other hand, the fool 

was also seen as a character licensed to tell the truth, and thus as beholder of true wisdom, 

“whose real insight was thinly disguised as a form of insanity.”42 These two strands 

fundamentally determined the concept of folly in sixteenth-century England, and although 

these are two alternate approaches, they were not as distinct from each other as they might 

seem at first. 

Erasmus had direct impact on sixteenth-century English humanism as he spent 

considerable time researching, studying, and teaching in London and Cambridge, and he 

was good friends with Sir Thomas More.43 Erasmus and Brant knew each other, which is 

confirmed by a short poem by Brant appended to the 1511 edition of The Praise of Folly. 

In this poem Brant compares the Moriae Encomium to his Narrenschiff, implying that the 

satirical tone of Erasmus’s work would similarly provoke the anger of the clergy and 

scholars.44 Indeed, the two pieces correspond in their harsh criticism towards some high-

powered representatives of the Catholic Church and intellectuals related to the clergy. 

Erasmus was probably familiar with Brant’s work (maybe even in the English translations) 

                                                             
41 Thomas Beard, A Recitative from the Romish Religion, London: Printed by William Stansby, 1616. The 
reference is taken from the original edition as found in the Early English Books Online database. 
42 Welsford, The Fool, p. 237. 
43 Erasmus first met More in 1499 in England and later he infamously dedicated his The Praise of Folly (with 
a pun on More’s name and the Latin word for folly “moria”) to him. Both of them were scholars of the 
humanist tradition and they immediately became friends; Erasmus visited More in his home several times. He 
stayed with More and his family in 1509 as well, the same year the English versions of The Ship of Fools 
were published (footnote to The Praise of Folly, ed. Robert M. Adams, p. 3). More’s Utopia contains several 
references to folly, which confirms that the notion was of high interest in early sixteenth-century English 
literature. 
44 Screech, Ecstasy and the Praise of Folly, p. 7. 
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and some correspondences between the pieces suggest that Erasmus might have found 

Brant’s work inspirational. 

Both pieces are highly encyclopaedic in the sense that they attempt to provide 

catalogues bound up by the notion of folly. Whilst Brant’s text castigates fools and 

identifies folly with sin, Erasmus applies a much more lenient approach towards folly, 

suggesting that to err and commit foolish deeds are integral parts of human existence. In 

order to justify their viewpoints, both Brant and Erasmus reach back to authoritative 

classical texts and rhetoric, yet both works are immersed in contemporary popular culture. 

Both pieces could be seen as a collection of sermons: Folly in The Praise of Folly 

delivers a long mock-oration in front of an audience in an academic hall, whilst Brant’s 

chapters in The Ship of Fools constitute a compilation of oratory ideas accompanied by the 

woodcuts.45 Both works employ various elements of late-medieval popular culture, most 

notably certain features of the Feast of Fools. From the middle of the fifteenth to the 

seventeenth century popular entertainments of the Feast of Fools in France were the so 

called “sotties” (sot meaning “fool”), the “roll-call for fools.” The governing idea behind 

these fool plays was that regardless of social rank everyone can be seen as a fool.46 The 

sotties were usually followed by a “sermon joyeux,” which concerned such topics as lives 

of saints and humorous characters, love, the relationship between men and women, 

drinking and taverns, sermons and fools.47 The sermon joyeux was a popular form of 

monologue ridiculing Christian discourse and ritual by mock sermons. As Donald Gwynn 

Watson emphasises, the most dominant character of the sotties was Mère Folle (Mother 

Folly), the queen of fools, who was often the persona of dramatic monologues meant for 

reading or declamation; she summoned the fools and declared her authority over them.48 

Both The Ship of Fools and The Praise of Folly are concerned with the enumeration of 

types of fools parading in front of the reader to demonstrate the diversity of folly in the 

world; they resemble the fool processions during carnival time. 

 Both works carry dramatic potential and contemporary readership might have 

associated them with carnivalesque fool performances. The thesis will discuss the 

performative potentials of The Ship of Fools later; at this point suffice it to say that the 

                                                             
45 The mocking significance of the woodcuts and the interplay between image and text will be discussed 
later. 
46 Introduction to The Praise of Folly, ed. Clarence H. Miller, p.xix. 
47 Introduction to The Praise of Folly, ed. Clarence H. Miller,  p. xx. 
48 Watson, “Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly and the Spirit of Carnival,”  p. 339. 
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chapters in Brant’s piece closely resemble the fool processions of late medieval popular 

festivals and the work contains visual and textual allusions which confirm this link. As for 

The Praise of Folly, it is a monologue uttered by Folly who stands up “to speak in [a] 

crowded hall,”49  and she refers to the world as a show performed to the gods: “Lord 

almighty, what a theatre is this, what a wild storm of follies!”50 This is followed by a 

procession-like enumeration of the various roles humans play on this universal stage, a 

similarity with Brant’s list of types of fools, although Folly’s speech looks as if it was 

uttered in one breath with no distinct sections in the text.  

 The Praise of Folly defines folly with reference to Seneca’s ideas and sees its essence 

in its sensual and irrational nature: 

 

[…] emotions are the province of folly. Indeed, this is the way we 

distinguish the wise man from the fool, that the one is governed by 

his reason, the other by his emotions. […] Yet these emotions not 

only serve as guides for those who press toward the gates of 

wisdom, they also act as spurs and incitements to practice every 

virtue, and stimulate men to the performance of good deeds.51 

 

Folly rejects the stoic idea that emotions are harmful for humans and suggests that 

sensuality and affections, without which man would be a statue made of stone, are humane. 

The key to wisdom, according to Folly, is the acceptance of the fact that humans are full of 

emotions that are like “spurs” which stimulate man to be virtuous. The structure of Folly’s 

speech reflects this suggestion as her words exhibit enormous dynamism as if they were 

enormous emotions intensely flowing out of the human heart. The Preface reveals that 

Erasmus did not regard folly as sin and emphasises that his “intention was to divert, not to 

insult “52 and his aim was “to ridicule absurdities, not to catalogue sin.”53 

This approach differs significantly from the depiction of folly in The Ship of Fools, 

which is an insane and seemingly incoherent catalogue of fools closely linked with sin. In 

Erasmus’s work folly is not so distinctly catalogued, and it is not explicitly identified with 

                                                             
49 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, trans. & ed. by Robert M. Adams, p. 6. All subsequent references will be to 
this edition. 
50 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 49. 
51 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 29. 
52 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 5. 
53 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 5. 
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sin; however, it does not lack castigation of the clergy, the representatives of bureaucracy, 

politicians, scholars, various professions (soldiers, merchants etc.), or bad habits (playing 

dice). These sections function as ironic “literary pageants” of human weakness rather than 

a castigating catalogue. Even though Folly claims that such weaknesses, that is types of 

folly, are not beneficial for mankind, she does not condemn human beings. Instead, she 

suggests that to err is human, and flaws are parts of our existence, expressed with theatrical 

terminology when Folly says that “this is the way the play of life is staged.”54 After listing 

the suffering and pain humans inflict on one another, Folly says that she brings “mankind 

some relief from their accumulated woes,”55 implying that folly may also be regarded as 

remedy for the evils in life. The thesis will discuss the interplay between image and text in 

The Ship of Fools in the next chapter, however, at this point it is important to emphasise 

that the woodcuts in Brant’s work similarly function as comic relief; the stylised and 

grotesque images question the seriousness and didacticity of the verses, which corresponds 

with Erasmus’s approach.  

The “Thomas Beard confusion” reveals that it is impossible to trace back to what 

extent Erasmus and Brant influenced the concept of folly in early modern England; 

however, the number of textual references to The Ship of Fools reveals that contemporary 

authors were familiar either with the work itself or with the device. In order to shed light 

on how this tradition was domesticated in England, I propose a brief survey of the English 

editions available for sixteenth-century readers. 

 

 

 

1.3. The Early Modern Editions of The Ship of Fools 

 

Before William Caxton, the first printer in England, opened his printing shop in London in 

1476, most books had been imported from the Netherlands and only manuscripts were 

produced in England.56 Initially, the book trade was dominated by the Netherlands and 

Italy; however, they were surpassed by France and Basel in the early sixteenth century.57 

The number of imported books from Germany was already high in the 1480s and 1490s; 

                                                             
54 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 29. 
55 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, p. 31. 
56 Ford, ‘Importation of Printed Books,’ p. 179. 
57 Ford, ‘Importation of Printed Books,’ p. 182. 
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however, it showed a marked rise in the 1520s, which might have been due to the humanist 

printing in Basel.58 

Sebastian Brant (1457-1521) was probably the most important early German humanist 

at the turn of the sixteenth century working mainly in Basel, one of the centres of Swiss 

reformation at that time.59 He produced a large body of writings including sermons, 

political and theological poems, addressing a wide spectrum of readership as he wrote both 

in Latin and in German. The Narrenschiff was first published in 1494, as Edwin H. Zeydel 

suggests at Shrovetide,60 and Brant most probably relied on a wide range of sources when 

he was composing his piece. The work followed the patterns of ancient and medieval 

rhetoricians (e.g. the Rhetorica ad Herennium, formerly attributed to Cicero)61 and the 

tradition of Roman satire by such authors as Lucilius, Horace, Persius, and Juvenal.62 

Researchers of Brant generally acknowledge the ship of fools’ origins in popular carnivals 

of Europe, especially those in Germany and France. Among possible sources, Zeydel lists 

the Swiss priest, politician and writer, Felix Hemmerlin’s Doctoratus in stultitia (Doctorate 

in Folly), which Brant edited in 1497, and the tales of the Schluraffenland, the mythical 

land of plenty known as the Land of Cockayne in England.63 Although the Narrenschiff 

was written in vernacular German, in order to appeal to educated readers Brant included 

several sections based on authoritative texts from the classics and the Bible.  

The first edition of the Narrenschiff was soon followed by several further reprints 

authorised and occasionally enlarged by Brant. The work had twenty-five authorised and 

pirated high and low German editions until 1500.64 Occasionally, the republished editions 

considerably differ from the original version as many woodcuts were altered, including the 

title pages of certain reprints in the late 1490s. This number of editions clearly shows how 

considerable the circulation of the Narrenschiff was. 

                                                             
58 Ford: ‘Importation of Printed Books,’ p. 195. 
59 Zeydel notes that Brant was a student of Greek and there are references to Xenophon, Plutarch, Socrates, 
Aristotle, and Plato in his works, however, his knowledge of these authors stems mostly from Latin texts 
(Sebastian Brant, p. 17.) In Basel, Brant attended the Humanistic Faculty (Artisenfakultät) where classics of 
philosophy and rhetoric were taught (Sebastian Brant, p. 23.) and he was probably acquainted with the 
Carthusian monastery in Basel, which was the centre of scholarship with a vast holding of classical 
humanistic writings, especially Greek texts (Sebastian Brant, p. 25). Brant got a doctoral degree in civil and 
canon law in 1489 (Sebastian Brant, p. 30.) and he also studied in Louvain, Leipzig, and Paris (Sebastian 
Brant, p. 31.). 
60 Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, p. 72. 
61 Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, p. 79. 
62 Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, p. 82. 
63 Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, p. 74. 
64 Jeff Morris provides a remarkable compilation of the woodcuts in the editions published until 1500. Cf. 
Jeff Morris, The Ship of Fools To 1500, Mansfield Centre: Martino Publishing, 2005. 
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 Three years after the first Basel edition, the Narrenschiff was translated into Latin by 

Jacob Locher (Stultifera Navis, 1497), a friend and fellow poet of Brant.65 Locher’s 

alterations to the text were extensive: he omitted certain chapters and, more importantly, he 

changed the original woodcuts. Although the images in his version depict the same themes 

as the ones in Brant’s original, their visual depiction and style considerably differ from the 

pictures in the Narrenschiff.66 The first French verse translation was published in 1497 in 

Paris, generally credited to Paul Riviére and followed by Jehan Drouyn’s version in 1498 

and 1499.67 The considerable popularity of Brant’s work owed much to late medieval 

popular culture, which had already exploited the ship of fools device before Brant’s 

Narrenschiff. 

 The theme of enumerated fools occurred during folk festivals in Germany, the Low 

Countries and France and Brant’s compilation condensed the humour, grotesquery and 

satirical edge of the carnival fool plays. Although such carnivals as the French Feast of 

Fools were sporadic in England, the French influence at the turn of the sixteenth century is 

undeniable,68 hardly surprising therefore that the English versions of The Ship of Fools 

heavily relied on the French translations of Brant’s German original piece. Before the 

thesis turns to the English translations, it is worth summarising the relevant editions: 

 

German 

editions 

Latin editions French 

editions 

English 

editions 

Brant: 1494 

Basel; verse 

Locher: 1497 

(2x), 1498; 

verse 

  

Riviére: 1497, 

1498; verse 

 

Watson: 1509, 

1517; prose 

 Bade: 1498, 

1500, 1505; 

prose 

Jehan Drouyn: 

1498, 1499;  

prose 

Barclay: 1509, 

1570; verse 

                                                             
65 Aurelius Pompen points out that all the Latin editions contained contributions by Brant in the forms of 
prefatory poems or notes. The second edition was published in the same year followed by the third one in 
1498 (The English Versions of The Ship of Fools, p. 7). 
66 Locher emphasises the ship motif from the very beginning (Zeydel, Sebastian Brant, p. 92), whereas for 
Brant it becomes the governing image from the middle of the work. According to Pompen, the reason for this 
shift is that Brant realised the power of the ship metaphor during the process of writing, since in the first 61 
chapters there is hardly any direct allusion to the ship and no woodcut depicts it (The English Versions of The 
Ship of Fools, p. 298). 
67 Pompen, The English Versions of The Ship of Fools, p. 7. 
68 Among other scholars, Edward Muir discusses the presence of the Feast of Fools. Cf. Muir, Ritual in Early 
Modern Europe, p. 102. 
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There were two English translations of The Ship of Fools in the sixteenth century: the 

prose version of Henry Watson printed by Wynkyn de Worde and the verse translation of 

Alexander Barclay from Richard Pynson’s workshop, both published first in 1509. As 

German was a rather rarely spoken and read language in England at the turn of the 

sixteenth century, it seems possible yet implausible that Brant’s Narrenschiff had great 

circulation in England. Robert C. Evans argues that the German Narrenschiff was little, if 

at all, read in England and the work’s popularity is ascribable to partly Watson’s and 

mostly Barclay’s translation. Calling these translations is misleading because both authors 

freely expanded, altered, and adapted their mainly French and Latin sources, which already 

diverged from the original German text.69 As the thesis will argue in the following chapter, 

the ship of fools had long been a well-established device before the turn of the sixteenth 

century in Germany, however, according to the records it had not existed in England prior 

to the sixteenth century. Barclay and Watson introduced the image to English literature, 

and the prefaces to their editions confirm that they used the Latin and the French versions 

for the English translations.  

 Wynkyn de Worde, the Dutch printer of Watson’s translation, specialised in 

publishing popular works. Watson’s version has no modern scholarly edition and it is even 

more rarely discussed in English studies than Barclay’s work.70  Wynkyn de Worde 

provided at least two editions of Watson’s translation (certainly another one in 1517) and it 

must have had a circulation of a thousand copies in the country. Pompen explains the lack 

of existing copies with the fact that the most popular books were read to rags and did not 

survive.71 Even though the editions were published in the same year, Watson’s version was 

targeted at different readership. This can be seen in the quality of the book as well. 

Generally speaking, the Watson edition is rather careless: it lacks pagination; the 

typesetting is incoherent and visually distracting as the text is not divided into sections. 

Additionally, the implemented woodcuts are lower standard than those in Barclay’s 

compilation. This qualitative difference relative to Barclay’s edition might have been due 

                                                             
69 Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fool,’ p. 50. Even if the original German text reflects the contemporaneous German 
social framework, T.H. Jamieson suggests that Barclay’s translation can be adopted to the English context, 
since it is a “comprehensive picture of the social condition of pre-Reformation England, an important 
influence in the formation of our modern English tongue.” (Introduction to The Ship of Fools, p.3.) 
70 Nowadays, the availability of the existing copies of Watson’s The shyppe of fooles is rather restricted. I 
know about two available copies, one in the Bodelian Library in Oxford, the other one in the British Library 
in London. 
71 Pompen, The English Versions of The Ship of Fools, p. 2. 
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to Wynkyn de Worde’s commercial aims. Since Barclay’s and Watson’s translations were 

published in the same year, it seems plausible that the two editions were competing with 

each other. Barclay’s use of vernacular English implies his wish to aim at a wide spectrum 

of readership. This required, on the one hand, a highly sophisticated language to win the 

well-educated, scholarly readers; on the other hand, The Ship of Fools was also targeted at 

the less scholarly readers. Barclay’s authorial position was further complicated by the fact 

that he was a theologian and a priest of the Catholic Church, the official language of which 

was Latin, therefore not only did he have to meet the expectations of the intellectuals of his 

age but also the demands of contemporary theologians. Barclay had to please a readership 

just as heterogeneous as the fools on the ship and he also had to meet the expectations of 

the publisher, Richard Pynson, who, being a businessman, probably considered printing 

The Ship of Fools as a financial enterprise and expected it to be profitable. Hardly 

surprising therefore that in the work not only the genres but also the linguistic registers 

mingle: classical rhetoric, proverbial and Biblical language articulated in vernacular 

English. Watson omitted the Latin sections and in his Prologue he explains that he 

translated the text in prose because it is “famylyer vnto euery man than ye ryme,”72 and he 

also reveals that for “symple of vnderstondynge [he] ha[s] reduced this present boke in to 

our maternall tongue of Englysshe out of Frensh”73 so that “euerybody may vnderstonde 

some thynge for folkes vn lyttered demaundeth not thynges obscure.”74 

 Watson’s title, The shyppe of fooles of this worlde, defines the ship as the world and 

the Prologue elaborates on this identification: 

 

By the shyppe we may vnderstonde the folyes and erroures that the 

mondaynes are in by the se this present worlde the fooles beynge in 

the shyppe is the synners for we are in this worlde as pylgrymes 

fletynge frome one countree to another and after our operacyons we 

shall be remunered at the porte of salute.75 

 

                                                             
72 Sebastian Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, London, Printed by Wynkyn de Worde, 1517, 
FOLIUM 2/v. Subsequent references will be to this original edition as found in the Early English Books 
Online database. 
73 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 2/v. 
74 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 2/r. 
75 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 2/v. 
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Watson sees the fools aboard as manifestations of human weakness, their voyage as 

denoting human existence, and the sea as the world in which the fools embark on a 

pilgrimage. This pilgrimage is universal since ”euery body is trobled with this vyce,”76 that 

is folly, and just like the number of fools aboard, “our synnes are infynyte.”77 The passage 

also suggests that at the end of the pilgrimage some form of compensation awaits the crew 

of the ship; this compensation is the recognition of one’s own folly and the wisdom this 

recognition brings about: “Mondayne fooles myrre you well in my glasse and you shal se 

your fautes and synnes. And shall knowe euydently how foly dothe gouerne you.”78 The 

Prologue reads that “[t]he poetes haue also compyled dyuers noble bookes correckynge the 

vyces of the humaynes,”79 and holds the promise that  

 

[i]f that you entende totally vnto my doctrynes be you well sure 

that you maye acquyre the glorye eternel and eschewe the 

pardurable paynes of helle for you shall haue fruyte of vertues & 

benedyccyon of god.80 

 

Watson’s edition preceded the mirror literature of the Tudor era and offered a handbook 

for life conduct targeted at a readership not restricted to intellectuals. It aimed at 

commercial success by presenting a collection of educational chapters studying which one 

might be able to better their lives. 

Wynkyn de Worde shared assistantship with Richard Pynson, the publisher of 

Alexander Barclay’s translation of The Ship of Fools.81 Barclay defines his work very 

similarly to Watson. The section in which Barclay apologises for the “rudeness” of his 

translation is followed by an “exhortacion” in which he states, that those who “Amende 

[their] lyfe and expelle that vyce away. / […] And yf ye so do and ensue Vertue and grace. 

/ Wythin my Shyp ye get no rowme ne place.”82 This exhortation defines the aim of the 

book, which is identical with that of Watson’s as both of them are supposed to be used as a 

                                                             
76 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 3/v. 
77 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 3/v. 
78 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 4/r. 
79 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 5/v. 
80 Brant, The shyppe of fooles, Trans. Henry Watson, FOLIUM 4/v. 
81 Pynson’s output of books mainly consisted of law books, statutes, religious works and grammar books, and 
John Lydgate’s Fall of Princes in 1494. I have consulted the original 1509 and 1570 editions of Barclay’s 
The Ship of Fools, which are accessible in the Cambridge University Library. 
82 Sebastian Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM I/v.  
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handbook of virtuous life conduct. Barclay’s exhortations function similarly to sermons, 

which being listened to (or in this case read) regularly can show the way to a virtuous life. 

The fact that contemporary readers could access two English versions of The Ship of Fools 

raises the following question: which English edition could have been familiar to early 

modern playwrights? 

The present dissertation is conducted on the assumption that The Ship of Fools was 

exploited by early modern dramatists, especially, as the last chapter argues, by 

Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights. As Watson states in his prologue that his translation 

was simplified for the less educated readers, the suggestion that the playwrights of the 

second half of the sixteenth century might have been familiar with Barclay’s edition seems 

plausible. They were well-read authors with solid knowledge of the literature popular in 

the early modern era; hence Barclay’s much more prestigious edition seems more likely to 

have circulated among them. Additionally, Barclay’s translation was reprinted by John 

Cawood in 1570, which is much closer in time to Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights than 

the 1509 or 1517 editions of Watson. Last but not least, Barclay’s introduction to his 

translation reveals an intriguing narrative technique, which also occurs in the discourse of 

Renaissance stage fools. 

Alexander Barclay (1476-1552) was a theologian, priest, regular at court and enjoyed 

the benevolence of King Henry VIII. He was a highly influential author and David Carlson, 

upon discussing the popularity of Barclay’s translation, notes that Barclay was the “only 

native writer of the early Tudor period whose works went immediately and regularly into 

the wide and comparatively popular circulation that print afforded.”83 Barclay worked with 

Richard Pynson for more than a decade and Pynson published most of Barclay’s works: his 

1512 religious tractate Figure of our Mother Holy Church Opressed by the French King, 

his Life of Saint George, and his adaptation of Mantuan’s 5th Eclogue “Cordus and 

Minalcas.” 84 Pynson commissioned Barclay to translate The Ship of Fools sometime in 

1508 when Barclay was the chaplain at the College of St. Mary Ottery.85 Barclay’s 

eclogues were published attached to the 1570 edition of The Ship of Fools. 

                                                             
83 qtd. in Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fool,’ p. 50. 
84 Johnston,  A Study and Career of Richard Pynson, p.110. 
85 Johnston,  A Study and Career of Richard Pynson, p. 113. 
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Barclay, similarly to Watson, used Locher’s Latin version and a French translation and 

it is very unlikely that he knew the original German work.86 The 1509 Barclay edition 

includes epigrams of Locher and epistles and an introductory poem by Brant which was 

attached to Locher’s edition, all in Latin. This is followed by Barclay’s address to the fools 

of the ship: 

 

My selfe shal trye the wynde and kepe the Stere. 

But I pray you reders haue ye no dysdayne. 

Thoughe Barclay haue presumed of audacite 

This Shyp to rule as chefe mayster and Captayne. 

Though some thynke them selfe moche worthyer than he. 

It were great maruayle forsoth syth he hath be. 

A scoler longe: and that in dyuers scoles 

But he myght be Captayne of a Shyp of Foles 

But if that any one be in suche maner case. 

That he wyl chalange the maystershyp fro me 

Yet in my Shyp can I nat want a place. 

For in euery place my selfe I oft may se.87 

 

At first Barclay seems to be the captain of the ship, and he seems not to be identical with 

the narrator as Barclay is mentioned in the third person singular. A couple of lines below, 

however, the speaker remarks that even though he was challenged to take the steer, he does 

not want to embark on The Ship of Fools. The text ambiguously maintains distance 

between its subjects (the fools), the speaker, and the author. The latter two occasionally 

seem to be fitting members of the ship, yet at some points they seem to be outsiders. This 

narrative uncertainty is characteristic of the stage fool, who is balancing on the threshold of 

being an outsider and insider, sane and insane, speaking nonsense and pure wisdom. For 

                                                             
86 “And after hym [Brant] one called James Locher his Disciple translated the same into Laten to the 
vnderstondinge of al Christen nacions where Laten is spoken. Than another (whose name to me is vnknowen) 
translated the same into Frenche. I haue ouersene the fyrst Inuencion in Doche and after that the two 
translations in Laten and Frenche whiche in blaminge the disordred lyfe of men of our tyme agreeth in 
sentence: threfolde in langage wherfore wylling to redres the errours and vyces of this oure Royalme of 
Englonde.” (Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM VIII/v.) 
87 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM V/v.-VI/r. 
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this reason, the consecutive chapters of the thesis will primarily refer to the 1509 Pynson 

and the 1570 Cawood edition88 of Barclay’s version. 

Records confirm the circulation of The Ship of Fools even in seventeenth-century 

England. John Milton refers to it in his collection of his Latin Prolusions, which was 

published in 1673 and contains his university experiences from Cambridge in the 1620s 

and early 1630s. The text mentions the omnipresence of folly which is likened to “that 

famous Ship of Fools.”89 Later in 1686/87, a catalogue of English books was published by 

a book seller called Edward Millington, in which The Ship of Fools (“Stultifera Navis, or 

the Ship of Fools, Lat. and Engl. Verse”) is one of the items sold at a book auction 

alongside various editions of the New Testament, the Mediations of King Charles, John 

Stow’s Chronicle of England, Chaucer collected works, Shakespeare’s First Folio, or 

George Puttenham’s The Arte of Englishe Poesie.90 The date of publication is indicated as 

1510, which is incorrect as there are no known editions from that year. The record does not 

mention the translator; however, the bilingual title confirms that it was Barclay’s verse 

translation, and the spelling suggests that it is the Cawood edition.91 The fact that this item 

was catalogued by one of the most famous bookbinders of the age, the bookbinder to the 

king, Charles Mearne, and the fact that it was listed among such well-known items 

suggests that The Ship of Fools had some circulation even at the end of the seventeenth 

century. 

 As the numerous editions show, The Ship of Fools became highly popular in Europe 

within a very short space of time and it took only fifteen years to publish it in England, 

                                                             
88 John Cawood (1514-1572), the head of one of the most influential contemporaneous publishing companies, 
printed Protestant books under Edward VI, Catholic books under Mary, and Protestant books under Elizabeth 
I. Under the reign of Mary he was appointed royal printer, however, upon the accession of Elizabeth he lost 
his royal position; yet, he continued to work as a printer until his death in 1572. He mostly printed acts, 
proclamations, statute books, and other official documents of this sort. He also printed religious tractates, 
sermons, quarto editions of the Bible, and the Book of Common Prayer. Cawood became one of the wardens 
of the highly prestigious Stationer’s Company in 1554 and he was connected to it throughout his life. (Plomer,  
A Short History of English Printing, p. 109-110). His edition of Barclay’s text is not simply a reprint, there 
are some alterations in the volume: for instance he attached to The Ship of Fools a selection of Barclay’s 
Eclogues; corrected the typography of the first edition e.g. in the first edition the titles fall at the bottom of 
the pages sometimes and the verse begins on the next page; edited the introduction into bilingual chapters; 
added titles to sections. Additionally, some Chapters are in different order, Cawood uses Arabic numerals, 
and of course the spelling and punctuation occasionally differ.  
89 Milton, Prolusion VII, David Loewenstein ed., p. 3. 
90 Appendix to A Catalogue of English Books: in Divinity, Philology, Humanity, History etc., of Mr. Charles 
Mearne’s, late Bookseller to His Majesty; Which will be exposed to Sale by Auction, at Richard’s Coffee-
House in Fleetstreet, near the Middle-Temple Gate, on Thursday, the 17th day of this Instant February, 
1686/87. p. 2. I refer to the original record as found in the Early English Books Online database. 
91 Watson’s English title is spelt as The shyppe of fooles, the 1509 edition of Barclay’s bilingual version is 
Stultifera Nauis, The shyp of Folys, and Cawood’s edition is Stultifera Nauis, The Ship of Fooles. 
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which at the advent of book printing was relatively swift. Its popularity in England seems 

to have been due to a number of factors: first of all, the genre had already been established 

at the time of its publication; second of all, the work might have been appealing in England 

as its publication coincided with the era in which emblem books became increasingly 

popular.92 This is especially true for Cawood’s 1570 reprint, which was published at the 

same time with such emblem books as Ian van der Noot’s Theatre of Wordlings (1569). 

Last but not least, The Ship of Fools was greatly immersed in late-medieval popular culture 

and the patterns of European carnivals, which, although rather differently, seeped into 

English popular culture, in which the use of ship processions had long been established. 

The next chapter first proposes to discuss the dynamics of The Ship by elaborating on its 

ritual origins; then it details the interplay between text and image, with special emphasis on 

Barclay’s version; finally, it investigates how performance is exhibited in Barclay’s 

translation arguing that these features might have been inspiring for early modern 

dramatists. 

                                                             
92 Andrea Alciato’s Emblemata liber (1531) is generally regarded as the first published emblem book, 
however, it was preceded by works which exhibit emblem-book-like features. 
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2. THE SHIP OF FOOLS TRADITION  

 

The thesis proceeds towards the assumption that the ship of fools was part of the common 

cultural stock in early modern England and, as I will argue in the last chapter, English 

Renaissance playwrights recognised its performative potential and exploited the image. In 

order to substantiate this, this chapter proposes to examine the following aspects: the 

origins and the late-medieval application of the ship of fools device; the governing 

dynamics behind The Ship of Fools; the interplay between image and text in the work in 

light of the sixteenth-century emblematic tradition; finally, those features in Barclay’s 

compilation which carry dramatic potentials. 

 

 

 

2.1. The Ship of Fools Device  

 

The Ship of Fools was one of the “literary symptoms” of the epistemological crisis of the 

late medieval and early modern era, in which the Church gradually lost its spiritual prestige, 

institutions of education and politics were declining, and fundamental notions of 

philosophy and cosmology were questioned. Additionally, the Great Discoveries redrew 

the map of the world, which suddenly expanded and seemed full of perils. The numerous 

editions and translations of The Ship of Fools at the turn of the sixteenth century confirm 

that the notion of folly was central to contemporary European culture as it was a fitting 

device to capture the uncertainty of the age; the fools on the barge represent humanity cast 

into the middle of the sea, that is the world, without directions. As discussed, fools had 

long existed in literature and visual culture prior to the sixteenth century, yet, at the turn of 

the century from central characters of popular festivals they became literary devices 

through which the frenzy of the world could be captured. One of the most well-known of 

such literary devices was the ship of fools.  

The publication of Brant’s Narrenschiff marks both the peak and the end of the 

device’s popularity as the ship of fools tradition gradually vanished after the first two 

decades of the sixteenth century; although it still enjoyed considerable popularity in the 

early modern period, after the compilation of Brant there were no further works dedicated 

exclusively to the image. The extensive circulation of the work in Europe was a clear sign 
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of the intensifying anxiety of the age. The fact that a book depicting folly seemingly at 

random cast into the middle of the sea on an unnavigated barge was so successful suggests 

that the late-medieval mind was highly concerned with the unpredictability of life. In the 

age of explorations the world suddenly expanded, it became unstable and the whole of 

Europe was comparable to an unnavigated ship. In his work, Brant represented the havoc 

of the world by applying grotesquery and satirical tone,93 and as the work depicted 

universal frenzy, it became independent of the German sociological/historical context and 

could be easily adapted to other (e.g. the English) cultural frameworks. The reason why 

this universal frenzy was depicted through the ship metaphor might be due to fifteenth-

century geographical discoveries and redrawing of contemporary nautical charts. In order 

to have a deeper insight into the dynamic of the image, it is worth investigating similar 

ship devices preceding the ship of fools.94 

While discussing the literary device of the ship, C. H. Herford suggests that the image 

of a “Ship of boon companions” was a German invention.95 Literary pieces such as 

Teichner’s poem the Schif der Flust (“The Ship of Ruin,” 1360) or Jodocus Gallus’s 

Monopolium et societas vulgo des Lichtschiffes (1489) all carried unthrifts on board who 

were depicted and set as negative examples for the reader. Herford compares the satirical 

device to that of the Land of Cockayne, the land of indulgence, the mythical place where 

                                                             
93 Kenneth J. Northcott points out that whilst the previous vernacular satires of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
century are mainly concerned with reflecting on personal and restricted themes, Brant’s Narrenschiff brings 
these everyday issues onto a more universal level (’The Fool in Early High German Literature,’ p. 39). 
94 The scope of the dissertation does not allow a full exploration of the ship symbol in general; however, I 
would like to point out its most widely-known applications. In Greco-Roman culture, the ship was often 
percieved as the symbol of the state, whereby the king or tyrant is the captain, the citizens represent the crew, 
the weather stands for politics, and the destination is a safe harbour (Ferber, A Dictionary of Literary 
Symbols, p. 193). Plato also applies the ship metaphor in his Republic, Book VI, in which he compares a bad 
leader of the state to a bad captain of the ship who lets the vessel sail unnavigated and does not manage the 
crew, which ensues chaos aboard. Plato’s use of the ship, however, is purely political and not allegorical. The 
Christian application of the symbol is similar: Noah’s Ark may be regarded as a “mini state” and the ship of 
the Church at the same time, outside which there is no salvation (Ferber, A Dictionary of Literary Symbols, p. 
194). In Christian symbolism, the ship is analogous with the holy island and is also differentiated from the 
hostile sea which represents the outside world; the ship of the Church denotes one’s search for peace and 
wisdom. Another more general meaning of sailing is closely related to the Ship of Death, an implication of a 
desire to transcend existence; that is, to travel through other worlds (Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, 295). 
The ship may also be seen as the symbol of navigation related to the two fundamental structures of existence: 
”living […] understood as living for or in oneself, and sailing or navigating,” which is ”living in order to 
transcend” (Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p. 294). Additionally, the ship is frequently applied as a symbol 
for the soul being cast into the body and then returning to the origin through death; the sailor aboard denotes 
the explorer on an endless journey (Cf. Odyssey, Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p. 294). The definitions of 
the ship as a symbol for the transcending soul are particularly relevant in the dissertation as in this chapter I 
argue that the ship of fools device has ritualistic significance; the following chapters discuss the tradition in 
relation to sixteenth-century moralities, especially John Skelton’s Magnificence, which are fundamentally 
dramatised depictions of the battles within the human soul. 
95 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 331. 
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every desire becomes true immediately without any effort. The residents of this land share 

the foolish illusion that they can live their lives without any pain, effort, and work. Herford, 

also points out that “Cockayne was a bona fide paradise of the improvident, in which the 

one condition of prosperity was to take no thought.”96 The crew of the ship, however, has 

high expectations about their destination, Narrgonia the land of fools, and the board of the 

ship is paradise only in their heads. Cockayne was the destination itself, and once one had 

arrived one did not have to care about the hardships of life. The crew of the ship, on the 

contrary, wanders helplessly in the sea, searching in every port for the Promised Land. 

Herford adds that Brant refers to the ship of Cockayne in chapter 108 in which the “ship of 

good fellows” is called the ship of Cockayne. The fools’ voyage is full of perils as they sail 

along the seas searching for ports to land,97 similarly to the crew of Teichner’s The Ship of 

Ruin, which Herford regards as the precedent of The Ship of Fools.98  

Edwin Zeydel refers to a discovery of the German researcher Adolf Spamer who 

argues that Brant got the idea of the ship from a sermon from the late-fifteenth century. In 

this sermon, an anonymous preacher mentions St. Ursula’s ship and depicts twenty-one 

fools and a twenty-second character, Christ.99 Being followed by St. Ursula’s ship, he 

crosses the sea and calls upon the fools to leave the ship and board Christ’s Ursula ship, 

described as the ship of penitence. This suggestion is strengthened in chapter 103 in the 

Narrenschiff, in which the ship of fools is contrasted with St. Peter’s ship.100  

Michel Foucault in Madness and Civilization suggests that the image originates from 

the so called Argonaut cycle, a great mythic cycle in which various representatives of 

society were assembled to a ship embarking on a journey towards their destiny.101 He 

argues these ships were all fictitious except for the Narrenschiff, which he claims to have 

sailed the rivers of Germany, transferring the expelled madmen from town to town.102 He 

remarks that only a century after the peak of the ship’s popularity, it was replaced by the 

image of the hospital,103 a storehouse of incurable deranged minds. Undoubtedly, the ship 

device is deeply embedded in European literature and iconography and Brant might have 

                                                             
96 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 332. 
97 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 332. 
98 Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 333. 
99 Zeydel, The Ship of Fools, p. 13. 
100 Zeydel, The Ship of Fools, p. 14. 
101 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 5. 
102 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 5-6. However, he does not substantiate this with records. 
103 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 31. 
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used a variety of sources when he produced the Narrenschiff; it is a recurring image in the 

Greco-Roman and the Biblical tradition, and it is also present in European popular culture. 

The literary tradition of a ship, by which various characters could be brought together, 

had already been established by the time Brant compiled The Ship of Fools and his work 

could be seen as a continuation of this literary tradition.104 However, this chapter argues 

that although Brant did continue this literary practice, the combination of the ship with 

fools aboard was his own literary invention.105 Brant’s piece is immersed in contemporary 

popular traditions and, as I will argue, the patterns of carnival performances seeped into his 

work and became the governing idea behind it. Before elaborating on this, it is important to 

emphasise that formerly the main focus of scholarly attention fell upon the work’s satirical 

tone and researchers recurrently attempted to categorise the types of fools in the book. To 

achieve this, scholars frequently categorised the chapters in The Ship of Fools on the 

analogy of the medieval Seven Deadly Sins to highlight that the work equates folly with 

sin and the verses castigate humanity for its frailty.106 These classifications reflect the late-

nineteenth century critical thinking and philological mind which attempts to establish 

categories to structure literary pieces in order to produce interpretation. To some extent, 

similar divisions and structured thinking might trigger a more in-depth rendering of the 

                                                             
104 The entry to the ship of fools in J.C. Cirlot’s Dictionary of Symbols relates the image to the Biblical 
“foolish virgins” (Matthew 25: 1-13), and it expresses the idea of sailing not as a means to an end but as the 
purpose itself. There is no destination or promise of heaven, only the act of sailing; the visual illustrations to 
the ship of fools often showed naked women, wine glasses and various references to mortal desires 
(Dictionary of Symbols, p. 295). 
105 Kenneth J. Northcott also came to the conclusion that the Narrenschiff is the first work that uses the ship 
device as a framework in this particular context, which had been well-known for Brant’s audience from late-
medieval carnival plays (’The Fool in Early High German Literature,’ p. 38-39). 
106 C.H. Herford distinguishes six different categories to which the fools on the ship could be attached. The 
first is the “vicious or criminal offences,” under which such categories fall as offences against religion 
(blasphemy, desecration of festivals) and offences against the law and morality (crafty dealing of many 
kinds, forging, dishonest borrowing, usury, slander, adultery). The second class is “insolence,” which 
includes quarrelsome people who take everything as an offence and take slight issues to court, those who are 
unwilling to take responsibility for their actions, and any kinds of oppressors (Studies in the Literary 
Relations, p. 333-334). The third is “riot,” featuring fools violating the norms of social behaviour (gamblers, 
drunkards, users of bad language in the street, idle students, those who enjoy the superfluity of wealth, 
benefices, or even books). This category is followed by “sloth,” featuring fools that neglect their own duties 
but they intrude into other’s affairs. Herford regards this category as the “very heart of [Brant’s] satire.” 
(Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 334-335). The fifth is “presumption,” the vaguest category in which 
Herford lists such follies as frivolous ambitions, worldly marriages, or meddlesome quarrel-making. The last 
one is “perversity” including mere simpletons who obviously appear as fools in the eyes of the world. They 
are the ones who do not follow the doctors’ prescriptions, who perform foolish exchanges, or act against 
common sense in any other way (Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 337). Zeydel follows Herford’s 
categorisation implying that his categories have “appropriately styled the Narrenschiff a telling picture of the 
infirmities of German society in 1494” (The Ship of Fools, p. 18). 
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image; however, such mechanical understanding of the work does not enable a deeper 

insight into the governing ideas behind The Ship of Fools. 

 

 

 

2.2. The Dynamics of The Ship of Fools 

 

As we have seen, former academic works written in English on The Ship of Fools failed to 

elaborate on its ritualistic significance; although they acknowledged its origins in medieval 

popular culture, they mainly regarded it as a satire castigating human weakness on the 

basis of classical patterns. Undoubtedly, The Ship of Fools identifies folly with sin, 

however, its significance points beyond mere castigation and condemnation of human 

faults as the governing idea behind it seems to be deeply rooted in the ritualistic 

expressions of popular culture. The work depicts folly, the core of which is incoherence 

and uncertainty; hence the endeavour of trying to place the irrational into rational 

categories seems to be incongruent with the dynamic of the work. The content and form of 

The Ship of Fools are intentionally brought together and the fact that the work is a 

seemingly random collection of chapters on frenzy reflects the essence of frenzy. This 

section argues that the late-medieval fool plays and their carnivalesque elements seeped 

into Brant’s work and became the main governing ideas behind it. In order to substantiate 

this, I propose a carnivalesque approach to the work by demonstrating how it relates to 

late-medieval carnivals and how various features of such carnivals were recorded in 

Brant’s piece. 

The first chapter depicts unnecessary books and displays a woodcut of a highly 

stylised and ridiculed scholar reading in his chamber. The beginning of the poem 

emphasises that scholars pile up plenty of books still they “take no wysdome by them” and 

“what they mene do [they] nat understonde [...] / yet [they] have them in great 

reverence.”107 The text mentions the example of Ptolemaeus, who lived in the illusion of 

having all the knowledge in his books, “[b]ut nevertheles he dyd him nat aply / Unto theyr 

                                                             
107 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509. FOLIUM XIIII/v. In this chapter, I mainly 
discuss the dynamics of The Ship of Fools in general, however, the main focus of the thesis is its relation to 
early modern drama; hence, I regard Barclay’s translation relevant in this chapter and subsequent references 
will be mainly to his 1509 edition, except for those passages which require the citation of the original 
German work. In such exceptional cases, I refer to the modern English translations of the Narrenschiff. 
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doctryne, but lyved unhappely.”108 The emphasis is laid upon application, which in The 

Ship of Fools means that science should be transformed into applicable knowledge; 

however, the image of the stylised scholar suggests that this is not achieved by most 

intellectuals. The fact that this chapter is the first one in the book implies that it is of 

particular significance; Barclay’s Prologue refers to the scholar as the potential captain of 

the ship, and the passage blurs the narrator, the scholar, and Barclay: 

 

A scoler longe: and that in dyuers scoles 

But he myght be Captayne of a Shyp of Foles 

But if that any one be in suche maner case. 

That he wyl chalange the maystershyp fro me 

Yet in my Shyp can I nat want a place. 

For in euery place my selfe I oft may se.109 

 

This narrative ambiguity is typical of Barclay’s version and the last line of the verse 

reveals that the scholar/narrator/Barclay is reflected in many of the chapters in The Ship of 

Fools.110 The last line captures the essence of the work: it is a collection of patterns, 

reflections of folly produced by a scholar, who is a fool himself. The fact that the first 

chapter depicts him might also imply that receiving this work by scholarly means would be 

foolish, and in order to grasp the essence of The Ship of Fools one has to temporarily 

dismiss scholarship and enter the realm of carnival.  

 The notion of carnival is difficult to define as, on the one hand, it features a variety of 

cultural frameworks (from Ancient Rome and early modern Europe to contemporary South 

America); on the other, the number of records which would provide information about 

popular culture is small and hence the researcher of popular festivities needs to rely on 

Church records, literary pieces, and pieces of visual art in order to reconstruct particular 

carnivalesque traditions. In the European Christian cultural context, Carnival is the period 

preceding Lent in the Christian calendar (“carne” meaning “flesh” and “levare” meaning 

                                                             
108 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509. FOLIUM XIIII/v. 
109 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509. FOLIUM VI/r. 
110 This particular passage is missing from Zeydel’s modern translation, which is based on the 1494 Basel 
edition of the Narrenschiff. Nevertheless, even if it seems to have been added by Barclay, it corresponds with 
the mirroring structure of the original work; the chapters reflect the scholar (that is Brant) and the reader, 
hence producing a seemingly endless number of reflections of folly. 
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“to take away”111). Carnivals might be characterised as popular festivities with rules of 

conduct completely opposite of those of the religious framework; that is, whilst religious 

principles were highly restrictive, those of carnivals dismissed such disciplinary measures 

and substituted them with misrule. Peter Burke defines the notion by exploring recurring 

themes and the festive patterns related to it. Burke distinguishes three major themes in 

carnivals: food, sex, and violence. The former two are interchangeable as the word “carne” 

might both mean “meat” and “flesh.”  Eating and sexuality are bound up by destruction, 

aggression, and violence,112 notions which might be best characterised by the lack of 

control. Burke highlights that carnivals took place in winter before Lent (mostly in 

February); however, a number of popular festivals throughout the year could not be called 

carnivals (such as May Day or Midsummer Night), yet they similarly fulfilled the function 

of social relief and hence may be referred to as “carnivalesque.”113 Both carnivals and 

carnivalesque festivals emphasised renewal, eating, sex, violence, and the reversal of 

order,114 themes which became central to the accompanying games and performances as 

well.115 C. L. Barber explores the notion of carnival from a performative perspective and 

he defines festive both as an atmosphere and structure based on the patterns of the ancient 

Roman Saturnalias, the festivals of misrule.116 As we will see, both aspects of Barber are 

present in The Ship of Fools: the woodcuts carry the festive atmosphere of carnivals while 

the structure of the work resembles the fool performances of carnivalesque events. Such 

festive fool plays are highly ambigious, which, in my view, is the essence of carnival; as 

the rules of social conduct are temporarily suspended, carnivalesque events lack fixed 

frames of reference according to which their patterns could be structured. Hence, 

ambiguity and uncertainty become inseparable from them, which is the very reason why 

defining carnival is highly problematic. 

 Edward Muir attempts to characterise carnival with reference to Peter Brueghel the 

Elder’s famous painting, Battle between Carnival and Lent (1559), which besides 

depicting a variety of festive games allegorises the struggle between the pleasures of flesh 

                                                             
111 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 96. 
112 Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern England, p. 265-266. 
113 Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern England, p. 274. 
114 Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern England, p. 274. 
115 Burke argues that the reversal of order in carnivals manifested itself in the upsetting of social hierarchies, 
the performative aspect of which were the backwards processions, in which the horses were going backwards 
with the rider facing its tail (Popular Culture in Early Modern England, p. 268). 
116 Barber, Shakespeare’s Festive Comedy, p. 2. 
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and the restrictions of piety and reason.117 The presence of such festive games led Muir to 

the conclusion that European carnivals might best be approached from a performative point 

of view. As he observes, festivals provided occasions, that is given time periods in the 

Christian calendar, and stages, normally in such public spaces as market squares or streets, 

to display plays on a cosmic scale. These stages functioned as platforms for stock 

characters impersonated by the citizens of a given town or city; such performances enabled 

commoners to temporarily adopt roles which were normally alien to their everyday lives. 

The meaning of such characters was highly ambigious and so was the nature of the 

performances as, according to Muir, a satire performed on the stage could easily turn into 

violence. This ambiguity and uncertainty is the very source of carnivalesque creativity as 

the imagery employed had no particular social functions and hence could have a variety of 

meanings.118 Muir also refers to the bodily aspects of carnival, an approach famously 

applied by Mikhail Bakhtin in his Rabelais and His World (1965). 

 Bakhtin’s understanding of carnival is based on the concept of the grotesque body. He 

explores the differences between carnivalesque and classical aesthetics by describing the 

grotesque body as incomplete and open to changes, as opposed to the marble bodies 

depicted in classical statues, which are finished and closed. The focus on the grotesque 

body falls on parts of the body which are open to the world; that is, the open mouth, the 

genitals, or the potbelly. This body is ever changing and ever creating, the culmination of 

which is the depiction of two bodies in one: one dying and the other one giving birth.119 

These bodies are incomplete and they do not carry such unequivocal aesthetic values as 

beauty or ugliness. The ambiguity of the body is the essence of Bakhtin’s understanding of 

carnival, which he also sees as a cleansing ritual in which tension is released through 

ritualised carnival laughter.120 Carnival and ritual are two closely interrelated concepts and 

in order to understand the former, the latter needs to be clarified. 

Providing a precise definition of ritual is also highly problematic as from religious 

ceremonies to everyday repetitive actions most human deeds may be regarded as forms of 

ritualistic expression. Edward Muir emphasises that rituals always exist at the moment of 

their performance and they fulfil their function only when they evoke the expected 

                                                             
117 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 89. 
118 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 100. 
119 Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p. 26. 
120 Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p. 7. 
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response; otherwise they are empty repetitive actions.121 A ritual points beyond the action 

itself and Muir adds that it has to be a “unified performance”, a “rule of conduct”122 

through which the given aim of the ritual can be achieved. Muir refers to David Kertzer 

who argues that the importance of rituals lies not in their dealing with the supernatural; 

rather, they express social dependence.123 If we consider carnivals as ritualistic expressions 

which offer a temporary break from the socio-religious order, Kertzer’s definition could be 

amended by adding that rituals also express social independence. That is, rites of popular 

festivals could be seen as recurring patterns within the cycle of society; they represent the 

temporary suspension of social constraints.  

Scholarly opinions differ whether ritual could be regarded as a separate unit within the 

social cycle, or become meaningful only in light of social constraints. Max Gluckman 

compares socio-political systems to those in nature and argues that every system strives for 

equilibrium. In his view, disturbances in society occur due to human imperfections or 

competition, but after such disturbances “regulative and redressive customs restrain and 

settle these disturbances.”124 Gluckman suggests that the social system restores its regular 

order after the disturbace (e.g. carnival) without any change. As opposed to this, in his 

influential work The Ritual Process (1969), Victor Turner discusses the significance of the 

rites of passage in society, which occur at times of shifts within the social framework and 

trigger qualitative difference in the community. Turner refers to Arnold van Gennep’s 

three phases of transition: separation, which signifies the detachment from patterns in the 

social structure; margin, the liminal state of transition in which the passenger travels 

through a cultural realm with the attributes of both the past and the forthcoming period; 

and aggregation, when the passage is accomplished and the new social order is established. 
125 Neither Gluckman nor Turner acknowledges carnival as separate from the social cycle 

and they approach it with reference to the hierarchical socio-political setting.  Bakhtin, on 

the other hand, sees carnival as a legitim phase on its own and argues that “carnival 

became the symbol and incarnation of the true folk festival, completely independent of 

Church and State but tolerated by them.”126  

                                                             
121 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 2. 
122 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 3. 
123 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 3. 
124 Gluckman, Politics, Law, and Ritual in Tribal Society, p. 280. 
125 Turner, The Ritual Process, p. 94-95. 
126 Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p. 220. 
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The ship of fools is a fitting device for ritualistic expression primarily because the 

fools sail on board of the unnavigated ship in “permanent transitoriness,” not knowing the 

time or place of their landing and hence constantly having to face the unpredictability of 

the future. Turner argues that liminal personae are ambiguous and avoid classification; 

they are indeterminate and are examples of ritualisation of cultural transitions.127 The 

woodcuts in The Ship of Fools exhibit a heterogeneous crew on board of the barge as male, 

female, rich, poor, old and young characters are equally bound up with the notion of folly 

in the work. The identity of the fools seems to be highly ambiguous, and in order to 

reconcile various definitions of folly, Michel Foucault approaches the question from a 

socio-ritual aspect by emphasising the transgression of the fool. He interprets the ship of 

fools as a metaphor for a “ritual exile” in which the mad are carried away and purified by 

the sea: 

 

The madman’s voyage is at once a rigorous division and an 

absolute Passage. In one sense, it simply develops, across a half-

real, half-imaginary geography, the madman’s liminal position on 

the horizon of medieval concern.128 

 

As Foucault argues, the ship was a metaphor for a purging social ritual during which the 

community was purified of folly, regarded as sin in late-medieval Europe.129 Like Bakhtin, 

Foucault also emphasises permanent liminality and sees the ship as a device to capture the 

ritualistic act of transition. The ship of fools device depicts permanent transgression, a rite 

of passage without the aggregation period Turner mentions. It does not offer solutions 

other than suggesting that the world is uncertain and ambigious, an answer utterly 

unsatisfying from a non-carnivalesque, rational point of view.  This section of the thesis 

will argue that The Ship of Fools is a literary record of not only the battle between Carnival 

and Lent, that is festivity and communal constraints, but it is also a record of permanent 

liminality and transgression independent of any social framework. 

                                                             
127 Turner, The Ritual Process, p. 94-95. 
128 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 8. Foucault does not discuss Brant’s work, he is interested in the 
tradition itself and only mentions Hieronymous Bosch’s painting as a representation of the device. 
129 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 8. Cf. René, Girard, The Scapegoat. Trans. Yvonne Freccero. 
London: The Athlone Press, 1986. p. 43. 
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Even though The Ship of Fools suggests that “[t]he whole world lives in darksome 

night, / In blinded sinfulness persisting,”130 and hence identifies folly with sin, the aim of 

the work seems to point beyond the tradition of medieval moral tractates which castigate 

humanity. The Prologue to The Ship of Fools confirms the idea that the sailing off of the 

fools could be seen as a cleansing ritual as it states that the book was published “[f]or 

profit and salutary instruction, admonition and pursuit of wisdom, reason and good 

manners: also for contempt and punishment of folly, blindness, error, and stupidity of all 

stations and kinds of men.”131 The passage implies that reading the work and hence 

becoming aware of one’s folly might result in gaining wisdom. The congregation of fools 

aboard a vessel offers the literary depiction of a cleansing ritual, the main aim of which is 

awakening sanity in the readers by confronting them with their own folly. In late-medieval 

Europe, this purification took place during such festive occasions as the German 

Fastnachtsspiele, which in Brant’s Basel coexisted with the French Feast of Fools. 

As the identity of fools was ambiguous, they were fitting characters in festivities: their 

attributes corresponded with the similarly ambiguous carnival during which hierarchy and 

social order were temporarily suspended. Witnessing such fool plays might trigger self-

reflection as a result of which one might become conscious of one’s own faults and 

undergo a qualitative shift in identity. Erika Fischer-Lichte’s major study, the History of 

European Drama and Theatre (1990), relates carnivals to the notion of cultural 

performance, a term coined by the American anthropologist Milton Singer in the 1950s. 

Fischer-Lichte sees the history of drama as derivative from cultural performances 

(weddings, funerals, christenings, popular festivities etc.) which stage shifts in the identity 

of the community that performs the ritual. The fool plays of carnivals might be seen as 

such cultural performances, the main function of which is to carry out a transformation of 

identity.132 Fischer-Lichte establishes her argument on the ritualistic origins of drama and 

sees its history as the evolving of a collective cultural identity. Such an identity is 

derivative from the cultural performances which eventually stage the shifts in the identity 

of the given community that performs the ritual. Brant seems to have recognised the 

                                                             
130 As this section discusses the use of the ship of fools device in general, I quote the translation of Edwin H. 
Zeydel, based on the 1494 edition of the Narrenschiff.  
131 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. Zeydel, p. 57. 
132 Fischer-Lichte, The History of European Drama and Theatre, p. 4. 
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transformative power of these performances and integrated their patterns into The Ship of 

Fools.133 

Upon discussing the Nuremberg festivals called Schembartlauf, the craft-guild parade 

of butchers in the marketplace, Samuel Kinser refers to a 1539 illustration in the 

Schembart Book, a record of Nuremberg carnivals, which displays a festival with a ship 

featuring fools, beasts, and the devil on the bow.134  

Carnivals are primarily performative events and the record reveals that the ship was 

used as a stage on which fools and other characters enacted. These performances could be 

seen as pageants exhibiting a group of characters led by the devil, and thus regarded as 

dangerous in the eyes of the community. Although the record is later than Brant’s work, 

Kinser argues that these festivals developed between the 1450s and 1530s,135 which 

harbours the assumption that the tradition of fool plays on board of ships had already been 

widespread by the time Brant composed his work.  

In Germany the Fastnachtsspiele were the most significant popular festivals in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth century. “Fastnacht” is the German term for Carnival, during which 

comic street performances and fool processions were held around Shrove Tuesday. 

Kenneth J. Northcott points out that in the earlier forms of these plays there was a prologue 

and an epilogue spoken by a herald pointing out the moral to the play.136 Brant’s 

Narrenschiff follows this structural pattern as it also begins with several introductory 

chapters, which constitute the prologue, in which the didactic aim of the work is 

established. These introductory chapters are followed by the individual portraits of folly, 

which might be seen as a resemblance to the mentioned carnival performances. These fool 

plays carried didactic functions, as they confronted the audience with folly within 

themselves, and they also were of ritual significance.137 

                                                             
133 A poem Brant wrote on the occasion of his election as carnival king in 1482 also confirms the fact that he 
was familiar with contemporary festive rituals. The following translation belongs to Zeydel (Sebastian Brant, 
p. 146):  
As king I live in hope, though fate may be invidious. 
Though you, Fortune, have been able to make a poet king, 
yet you cannot bring it about that such a one be king for long (…) 
After you have taken everything I will still remain 
such a poet, poor as I am among the poor. 
134 Kinser, “Why Is Carnival So Wild?” p. 47. 
135 Kinser, ’Why Is Carnival So Wild?’ p. 46. 
136 Northcott, ’The Fool in Early High German Literature,’ p. 44. 
137 Northcott claims that the shift of the fool transforming from a retarded simpleton into a satirical device 
takes place at the turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth century, which marks a considerable step in the literary 
tradition in which the fool confronts the society with its shortcomings. By doing so the fool’s figure begins to 
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The 1495 edition of the Narrenschiff contains an extra chapter on Fastnachts fools 

(“Von Fastnachtnarren”), a valuable record of Late Medieval carnival fool plays which 

describes fools going from house to house on Shrove Tuesday, the last day before Lent: 

“And when the holy time’s begun, / They like to bother everyone / The one with blackened 

face goes out / And one with rags wrapped all about.”138 The citizens offer cakes to fools 

who “seek all revelry whatever, / Since carnival’s their sole endeavour.”139 These fools, 

like those in the Schembartbuch, have diabolic attributes, their faces are dark and they 

“hold the dunces’ mass at night,”140 which is “Lucifer’s invention.”141 In Barclay’s version, 

the title of the chapter is “Of folys that kepe nat the holy daye,” and it does not specify 

Shrove Tuesday; instead, the chapter criticises those who do not keep the holy days of the 

Catholic Calendar, the days that were “ordeyned for men to exercise / Them selfe in prayer, 

goodness and virtue / Our lorde and his sayntis to honour.”142 The chapter describes a 

revelrous scene in which “The tauerne is open before the churche be / The pottis ar ronge 

as bellys of dronkenes.”143 The chapter exhibits festive revelry in opposition with religious 

life conduct, a dichotomy characteristic of Brant’s work. As Brant was based in Basel, very 

close to France, he was exposed to a variety of German and French carnivalesque 

traditions and wether he exploited the Fastnachtsspeiele or the French Feast of Fools 

cannot be indubitably traced back. Nevertheless, such popular traditions were not 

essentially different; hence Brant might have applied the patterns of both when he was 

compiling his work. 

Both the Feast of Fools and the Fastnachtsspiele highlighted various abnormalities 

within the social framework. Upon discussing the Feast of Fools, E.K. Chambers notes that 

the reflection of the sotties (fool plays) of the French festival can be found in the 

Fastnachtspiele: the characters of such performances are “a string of Narren, and the matter 

of the verses is the satirical vein of the sotties.”144 Even if the Feast of Fools was primarily 

present in France, its patterns spread all over Europe and it can be traced in Germany and 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
carry didactic functions, which become customary in the fifteenth and in the sixteenth century (’The Fool in 
Early High German Literature,’ p 34). 
138 Zeydel’s translation lacks this chapter; he used the 1494 edition of the Narrenschiff, and this section might 
have been added later to the work. It is, however, included in the translation of William Gillis, based on the 
1495 edition which was authorised by Brant ( The Ship of Fools, Trans. William Gillis, p. 313). 
139 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. William Gillis, p. 314. 
140 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. William Gillis, p. 314. 
141 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. William Gillis, p. 314. 
142 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCII/v. 
143 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CIII/r. 
144 Chambers, The Medieval Stage I. p. 382.  
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in some parts of England. In England, as Edward Muir points out, it was known as the Day 

of the Boy Bishop, a festive pattern during which boys, dressed in the robes of bishops, 

performed mock-sermons in churches.145 Ronald Hutton describes boy bishops as the 

ecclesiastical parallels of the Lords of Misrule elected after Christmas and ruling for 

twelve days. Boy bishops were children clad in episcopal vestments and first appeared 

after Christmas on 27th, preceding the feast of the Holy Innocents when the children 

slaughtered by Herod were commemorated. Hutton adds that the boy bishop was the leader 

of a procession of the choristers imitating the higher clergy, which ended in the boy bishop 

delivering a mock-sermon. Surviving records confirm the presence of such sermons in 

Wells, Salisbury, York, St. Paul’s, Exeter, Lincoln, and Beverley.146  

Such records in England mostly belonged to the Church; similarly, records on the 

Continent, mostly Church statutes which abolish the Feast of Fools, confirm that it was 

also popular in the contemporary Basel of Brant. Max Harris refers to a series of decrees 

issued by the council of Basel in 1435, which attempted to regulate inappropriate 

behaviour within the church and which provides a detailed description of the Feast of Fools 

in Basel: 

 

In some churches during certain celebrations of the year, there are 

carried on various scandalous practices. Some people with miter, 

crozier and pontifical vestments give blessings after the manner of 

bishops. Others are robed like kings and dukes; in some regions 

this is called the Feast of Fools, or Innocents, or of children. Some 

put on masked and theatrical comedies, others organize dances for 

men and women, attracting people to amusement and buffoonery. 

The holy synod detests these abuses. It forbids ordinaries as well as 

deans and rectors of churches, under pain of being deprived of all 

ecclesiastical revenues for three months, to allow these and similar 

frivolities, or even markets and fairs, in churches, which ought to 

be houses of prayer, or even in cemeteries.147 

 

                                                             
145 Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, p. 103. 
146 Hutton, The Rise and Fall of Merry England, p. 10-11. 
147 Qtd in Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 209. 
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The increasing popularity of such fool plays can be measured by the hostile reaction of 

authorities. The decree reveals that the fool plays were organised under the supervision of 

the Church. Harris refers to records which suggest that Mother Folly originates in the 

fourteenth-century French Feast of Fools tradition, during which a fool was elected as 

leader. Such fool characters are closely linked with the feast of the Circumcision, the 

celebration of the circumcision of Jesus.148 Harris adds that there were two types of fools 

involved in the feast: liturgical fools wearing ecclesiastical clothes and secular fools 

wearing hoods with ears. 149 Both types contributed to the character of Mother Folly, to 

whom, as Harris argues, are references until 1660.150 With the suppression of similar 

festive events, the performances were excluded from churches and, as the record in the 

Schembart Book shows, took place in the streets. The Day of the Boy Bishop reveals that 

the comic entertainments were largely targeted at the clergy, mocking and ridiculing its 

faults and corruption, but later on they seem to have evolved into entertainments outside 

the realm of the Church. The thesis will elaborate on the homiletic tradition in The Ship of 

Fools in more detail in the last section of this chapter; at this point suffice it to say that the 

homiletic origin of the work is confirmed by the chapters which depict the pulpit: chapter 

104 (“Of hym that dare nat utter the trouth for fere of displeasour or punysshement”) 

discusses the topic of concealing the truth and the woodcut exhibits a fool on the pulpit 

delivering a speech in front of his audience. The background displays a large window 

similar to those in churches and the fool on the pulpit together with his congregation 

evokes the image of a mock bishop’s oration. This image, however, does not display a boy 

dressed as a bishop on the pulpit; it exhibits a fool delivering a sermon resembling Mother 

Folly in Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly. The woodcut in The Ship of Fools appears to refer 

to the secular fools of the feast of Circumcision; yet, its depiction as delivering a sermon 

evokes the Day of the Boy Bishop and Mother Folly. Interestingly, this chapter castigates 

those preachers who do not dare to deliver sermons which are true to the Holy Scripture; as 

opposed to Erasmus’s Mother Folly, who utters the truth, the fool in this chapter of The 

Ship of Fools denotes those members of the clergy who “Sayth nat the trouth lyke as it is in 

dede / But stoppeth his mouth and kepeth so silence.”151  Besides castigating dishonest 

priests, the passage also mentions those who dare to tell the truth “for he that is wyse 

                                                             
148 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 272-73. 
149 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 275. 
150 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 279. 
151 Brant, Stultifera Navis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCXXVII/v. 
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perfytely: doutles / Hath so astablysshyd his mynde the trouth to say / That daunger of deth 

can hym no thynge affray.”152 The text’s meaning becomes twodfold in light of the 

woodcut: on the one hand, the fool on the pulpit may denote the lying priests and their 

deceiving sermons; on the other, the image might also represent the fool who is brave 

enough to utter the truth. The latter would mean that the notion of folly in The Ship of 

Fools is much more subtle than suggested by previous scholars: besides being a castigating 

enumeration of human weakness, it also features the truth-teller fool. In this case, not only 

blindness and sin are linked with folly, but so is truth and deep wisdom. The image lessens 

the seriousness of the text and it also evokes the carnivalesque tradition of either Mother 

Folly’s mock orations or the Boy Bishop’s mock sermons. 

The notion of carnival points beyond the chapters referred to and saturates the whole 

work, which is shown in the cover page of the first 1494 Basel edition. This copy displays 

a horse-drawn cart alongside a vessel: both vehicles, references to carnival processions, are 

filled with fools. As at the turn of the sixteenth century, cover pages already served 

commercial purposes, Brant might have wanted to exploit the already established 

popularity of fool plays and link his work with carnival pageantry. He probably realised 

the power of the device only after the publication of the first edition as later cover pages 

dismiss the cart and only exhibit the vessel. Even so, later editions still display a number of 

carnivalesque patterns, especially in the woodcuts; this raises the main question of this 

subchapter: besides his commercial aims, why did Brant turn to carnival when he 

composed the Narrenschiff?  

Brant balances between the classical tradition and contemporary popular culture, a 

transitory literary state revealed by a poem he appended to the 1511 edition of Erasmus’s 

The Praise of Folly in which he mentions the interrelation between elite and popular 

culture. The following prose translation belongs to Michael Andrew Screech:153 

 

Content to have carried vulgar fools in our Narrenschiff, we 

allowed the toga to go untouched. Moria now comes forth who, 

censuring the burrha [the red cloak of Cardinals], the syrmata 

[academic gowns] and the fasces [the insignia of State], conveys as 

well philosophers and druids [the clergy]. Alas, what commotions, 

                                                             
152 Brant, Stultifera Navis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCXXVIII/v. 
153 Screech, Ecstasy and the Praise of Folly, p. 7 
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what smears of blood she will call forth, arousing anger with 

wrath.154 

 

The text makes a clear distinction between the “vulgar” popular culture, represented in the 

carnivalesque woodcuts, and the classical tradition denoted by the “toga,” referring to the 

text below the images. This qualitative distinction between visual and written culture was 

common at the turn of the sixteenth century when printed texts represented high literature 

to which iconography was inferior. This distinction originates in the Middle Ages, an 

example of which is the Biblia Pauperum, the “Bible of the poor,” the opposite of 

traditional text-based Bibles in which the primary focus falls upon the written word. In the 

Biblia Pauperum tradition the images were placed in the centre of the page, which 

contained only marginal text or no text at all. The word “pauperum” means poor, which 

might refer to both material and intellectual poverty. Although the name would imply that 

such bibles were aimed at uneducated readership, a closer scrutiny of the Biblia Pauperum 

refutes such a suggestion. The assumption that their mere function was to visualise Biblical 

narratives to the poor masses is an oversimplification of the matter and, as György Endre 

Szőnyi emphasises, these picture Bibles were pieces of visual rhetoric by which preachers 

could support the arguments of the sermons.155 Tibor Fabiny comes to a similar conclusion 

when pursues Avril Henry’s argument further and suggests that the Biblia Pauperum was 

not meant simply for the poor, the stupid, or children; instead, it was compiled for 

meditation by a learned theologian.156 The images in it were the means for a deeper 

understanding and reconsideration of certain Biblical passages; additionally, this picture 

Bible might have been appealing for a wider group of readers as it transferred the textual 

Biblical codes into visual rhetoric. The Ship of Fools had to meet the expectations of 

humanist readers, hence its text is heavily loaded with classical references; however, Brant 

seems to have been aware of the commercial benefits of the iconography of popular culture 

and he might have wanted to exploit the commonly known differentiation between secular 

                                                             
154The original Latin text reads (qtd. in Screech, 7):  
“Vulgares nostra stultos vexisse carina, 
    Contenti, intactam liquimus ire togam; 
Moria nunc prodit, que byrrhum, syrmata, fasces, 
    Taxans, philosophos convehit et druidas. 
Heu mihi quas turbas, quas sanguinis illa lituras 
    Eliciet, biles cum stomachisque ciens.”  
155 Szőnyi, Pictura & Scriptura, p. 63. 
156 Fabiny, Lion and Lamb, p. 93. 
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texts, which represented rationality with strict rhetorical principles, and images, which 

were fitting devices to display carnivesque sensuality. He defines his work as “[t]he 

world’s whole course in one brief look” which “[a]re reasons why to buy this book.”157 

The Ship of Fools exhibits the mockery in its highly grotesque images. The characters 

in the woodcuts are out of measure, they are ridiculous and frightening at the same time 

and they do not carry such unequivocal aesthetic values as beauty or ugliness. They 

recurrently mock death by displaying coffins and graves surrounded by fools, transforming 

the dance of death into the dance of the fool.158 The Ship of Fools debases and ridicules 

death as well as the vices condemned by Christian ethics, and instead of the mere 

castigation of humanity (as articulated in the text) it shows up a mirror and educates its 

readers how to use the cleansing and regenerating power of carnival laughter.  

Revelry and the universality of folly culminate towards the end of the work, where 

Brant elaborates on the omnipresence of folly in the chapter on the “Schluraffenschiff” (a 

reference to Shclaraffenland, or the Land of Cockayne). This chapter refers to the large 

number of fools in the world (“Think not we fools are all alone, / For brothers large and 

small we own / In every country everywhere, / Our ranks are swelled beyond compare”159) 

and is included in Barclay’s 1509 edition as well. The English title is “The vnyuersall Shyp 

and generall Barke or Barge,” and the chapter similarly depicts the endless number of fools 

in the world, and the narrator remarks that  

 

Ye haue one confort ye shall nat be alone 

Your company almoste is infynyte 

For nowe alyue ar men but fewe or none 

That of my shyp can red hym selfe out quyte160 

 

The ship stops by at various harbours in various countries and highlights that the number 

of fools in Britain is particularly high: 

 

 

                                                             
157 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. Zeydel, p. 59. 
158 In chapter 5, for instance, the woodcut displays an old fool with one leg in the grave (a visual expression 
of the transition of death), whilst other chapters (such as 29) exhibit men in their death beds surrounded by 
fools. 
159 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. Zeydel, p. 349.  
160 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLXII/r. 
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And lytell Brytayne is all of like assent 

And also the great by ryches excellent 

Whiche nowe is callyd plentyfull in Englonde 

Comyth to our shyp, with Wales, and Scotlande161 

 

The accompanying woodcut corresponds with the verse and displays the ship crammed 

with singing fools in such a large number that the barge can barely hold every one of them. 

The ship sails along the shores of Britain without particular direction, completely exposed 

to the mercy of Fortune, a theme described in the Prologue and towards the end of the 

work (“Schluraffenschiff”), and a number of separate chapters also depict it. The work 

employs a “mirroring technique” by which the central theme of the piece is reflected in the 

individual chapters. 

Brant’s piece is, on the one hand, a catalogue of sins in the form of universal folly, 

while on the other hand, “[f]or fools a mirror shall it be, / Where each his counterfeit may 

see.”162 The work’s definition of itself relates it to the medieval mirror tradition; even 

though it cannot be linked with the Speculum Stultorum directly, the pattern of The Ship of 

Fools might be seen as the continuation of mirror literature of the Middle Ages the aim of 

which is to create reflections from a specific angle. As mentioned, pieces of Speculum 

literature frequently refer to their titles and their function as mirrors and such is the case in 

The Ship. The dissertation elaborates on the interplay between image and text in the 

following subchapter; for now it is enough to say that the work exhibits numerous 

recurring themes either by repetition (for instance in chapters with the same woodcut, such 

as 37 and 56) or by variations of a given theme in the images. The chapters present mirror 

images of each other, which, although not utterly identical, are all alternate reflections of 

folly framed by the ship of fools device. This mirroring technique builds up the structural 

frame of the work, a closer study of which can reveal the more profound underlying 

dynamics of the piece. 

Observing Brant’s “literary fool-pageant” potentially results in facing one’s own folly, 

which, after having been identified, is driven away through the cleansing power of laughter. 

The rite of passage is best captured in the chapters which depict the mutability of life and 

the whims of Fortune. In chapters 37 and 56 the subtexts elaborate on the fall of the mighty 
                                                             

161 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLXII/r. 
162 Brant, The Ship of Fools, Trans. Zeydel, p.58. For the references to the original German edition I use 
Zeydel’s translation which is based on the 1494 Basel edition of the Narrenschiff. 
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and on how easily earthly riches can be lost. Both verses are accompanied by the same 

woodcut with the wheel of Fortune. 163 The image displays three characters attached to the 

wheel, two of them half fools, half donkeys, and there is a hand, the representation of the 

transcendental, in the upper left corner operating the wheel. The iconography of this 

woodcut captures the essence of The Ship of Fools as it exhibits the fools in constant 

motion on the wheel transforming from donkeys into fools and vice versa; they represent 

the “phenomenon in transformation”164  Bakhtin mentions. The donkeys might also 

represent the heaviness of matter and sensuality. Upon discussing Shakespeare’s A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream, Natália Pikli provides a brief outline in which she shows that 

the donkey is frequently applied as the symbol of unknowledge. The donkey is often 

assigned attributes which link it with the physical world; for instance, in alchemy, the 

donkey represents matter constituted of mercury, sulphur, and salt. Similarly, Jesus 

entering Jerusalem on the back of a donkey became a symbol of him overcoming earthly 

delights.165 In The Ship of Fools, the donkey seems to refer to unknowledge of one’s own 

folly, which manifests itself in the behaviour patterns humans exhibit, many of them 

closely related to such sensual pleasures as drinking, eating, or the enjoyment of money. 

This down-to-earth nature of the donkey makes it a fitting image to depict folly, 

represented by the ears on the fools’ hood, the recognition of which results in a different 

perspective to life. Having realised the folly of the earthly roles humans play and the 

profundity and wisdom to this very recognition might trigger a shift in the reader. 

                                                             
163  In his book The Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan Tragedy, Willard Farnham provides a lengthy 
discussion of the wheel of Fortune and points out that the basic idea behind the wheel is the mortal world 
being ruled by Fortune, the irrational spirit of chance. The power of Fortune is the power of God, when 
considered rightly, since all things proceed from God, but it does not make Fortune any less irrational. God 
has different methods of procedure in Heaven, which is perfect, and on earth, which is imperfect. Since 
Fortune dominates the earth, there is no perceptible order of cause and effect which would permit an 
ambitious man to avoid material misfortune by forethought, by wise judgement and action or even by the 
most perfect allegiance to God and the Christian religion. No man has any control over his mortal fate (The 
Medieval Heritage, p. 78.). Boccaccio’s De Casibus Virorum Illustrium also discusses the image and reviews 
the misfortunes of the great of all times and both sexes in order to demonstrate that nobody can avoid the 
power of Fortune, which came into being because of Adam’s and Eve’s disobedience to God (The Medieval 
Heritage, p. 85) Boccaccio’s concept of Fortune is the core of The Monk’s Tale in Chaucer’s The Canterbury 
Tales, which also exploits the wheel of Fortune imagery, and so does John Lydgate’s influential work, the 
Fall of Princes. Lydgate’s text relates the whims of Fortune to the sins of man and suggests that sin is the 
cause of the fall of princes (The Medieval Heritage, p. 161). The wheel of Fortune tradition maintained its 
popularity in the sixteenth century and Farnham points out that it functioned as a nondramatic preparation for 
the establishment of tragedy upon the Elizabethan public stage; English moralities shifted from exhibiting 
God’s saving mercy to God’s avenging justice, a central theme in early modern drama (The Medieval 
Heritage, p. 271). Cf. Howard R. Patch, The Goddess Fortuna in Medieval Literature, Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1927. 
164 Bakhtin, Rabelais And His World, p. 24. 
165 Pikli, “Misztérium szamárháton,” p. 249. 
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Additionally, two of the characters are not only mocking the reader, but they seem to mock 

the divine as well. The donkey on the top is showing its bottom to the reader and the other 

one seems to show its to the hand in the upper-left corner, the representation of the 

transcendent in the image. By such a bold depiction, the woodcut becomes the ultimate 

reperesentation of carnival, which is supposed to upset hierarchies; however, by showing a 

bare bottom to the hand of Fortune, the donkey on the left goes as far as to ridicule the very 

source of its suffering. Such an act carries enormous liberating power as even though the 

donkey-fools are exposed to the whims of Lady Fortune, their mocking her frees them 

from their vulnerable position. Similarly, having realised themselves as fools, the readers 

might also recognise the comic potentials in the unpredictability of life, which is exactly 

where the transforming power of Brant’s work lies. 

The Ship of Fools may thus be seen as the “literary symptom” of an era in 

transformation, a period in which the medieval belief systems were not exclusively valid 

anymore, and the new ones were not yet fully established. The Ship of Fools is a record of 

the rite of passage at the turn of the sixteenth century, a passage not only between the 

medieval and early modern periods, but also between unfixed popular culture and printed 

literature. Towards the end of the fifteenth century Basel became a centre of printing press 

and mass production of books, which seems a clear sign of a cultural need to record pieces 

of both popular festivals and high literature. The Ship of Fools might be seen as an imprint 

of the cultural passage during which unfixed rituals became recorded and transferred to the 

pages of books hence providing access to the increasingly widespread ritual of reading. If 

the fool plays of the fifteenth century can be seen as ritualized performances, The Ship of 

Fools could also be regarded as a ritualized piece of literature, which adopts the structure 

of such fool plays by presenting the types of fools randomly, and which carries the 

potential of driving away the sins of the reader through the liberating power of carnival 

laughter. This carnival laughter is primarily represented in the “vulgar fools” of the 

woodcuts, whereas the verses are heavily loaded with Classical references. Hence, the 

interplay between text and image refers to the interplay between the religious (sermons) 

and the vernacular (fool plays), and the elite and the popular. The following chapter 

elaborates on this interplay by discussing The Ship of Fools in relation to sixteenth-century 

emblem books and singling out some representative chapters in the work. 
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2.3. Text and Picture 

 

In order to explore the interplay between text and picture in The Ship of Fools, we need to 

contextualise the work in late-medieval/early modern iconology.166 To achieve this, the 

piece should be examined in light of sixteenth-century emblem tradition, the dominant 

genre of the era, which combined image and text in order to create multiple layers of 

meaning. This chapter proposes to shed light on the possible interrelation between the 

woodcuts in The Ship of Fools and sixteenth-century emblem tradition; it will discuss the 

genesis of the woodcuts; this will be followed by the analysis of some of the images which 

will be relevant in the fundamental argument of the thesis, namely: the ship of fools, 

introduced in England in 1509, was exploited by Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights, who 

recognised its performative potentials and applied the device in their dramas. 

The Elizabethan era is commonly regarded as highly emblematic and emblems were 

not only vehicles for artistic expression but they often featured various fields of everyday 

life. Emblematic thinking could be characterised as understanding the world as a bundle of 

complex signs, visual and textual, which one can decipher or produce provided they are in 

possession of the adequate cultural codes. Emblematic expression is never direct, the visual 

signs have to be identified and interpreted in correspondence with the accompanying text; 

this process requires the presence of subtle thinking and ability to decode these complex 

signs. Rosemary Freeman sees the sudden emergence of the emblematic tradition in 

England as a continuation of the medieval allegorical thinking,167 and upon discussing the 

popularity of the genre she refers to the accession of Elizabeth I, which was organised into 

an emblematic procession displaying emblems of good government at various locations in 

London.168 Not only were emblems popular among early modern aristocrats, but they also 

seeped into everyday life in the early modern era and all layers of society used emblems as 

                                                             
166 Probably the most fascinating visual representation of the theme is Hieronymus Bosch’s the Ship of Fools, 
likely to have been painted between 1490 and 1500. This painting was ignored until the end of the nineteenth 
century and even at the beginning of the twentieth century scholars regarded it merely as inspiration for Peter 
Brueghel the Elder (Rembert, Hyeronimous Bosch, p. 11). Important Bosch’s painting may be, its relation to 
Brant’s work is highly debatable: we do not know for certain whether Bosch exploited Brant’s work and even 
if he did, it is very unlikely that the painting had any impact on Barclay or the early modern dramatists the 
dissertation is concerned with. Therefore Bosch’s understanding of the ship of fools tradition does not fit into 
the main focus the dissertation; however, in the future I would like to dedicate an article to the possible 
interrelations between Brant’s piece and Bosch’s painting. 
167 Freeman, English Emblem Books, p. 20. 
168 Freeman, English Emblem Books, p. 49. 
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means of either communication or mere decoration. Peter M. Daly points out the 

overwhelming popularity of emblems in the period: they were frequently adapted to 

paintings, portraits, ceiling decorations, carvings, stained glass windows and they were 

popularised in sermons, performances, pageants, and street processions.169 The interest in 

emblems in early modern England was fed by the publication of emblem books in the 

second half of the sixteenth century.  

The first emblem books in England were imported from the Continent, many of them 

from Holland, and the first emblem book printed in England was also of Dutch origin: Ian 

van der Noot’s The Theatre of Wordlings was published in 1569 and it was followed by 

further editions adapted from other Continental sources. Charles Moseley emphasises that 

there was no distinct English tradition of emblem books in the early modern era. He argues 

that available records shed light on the Continental origins of most emblem books in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century and the first English publications were translations of 

foreign works, such as van der Noot’s book.170 The publication of the 1570 Cawood 

edition of Barclay’s The Ship of Fools coincides with the print of such popular emblem 

books as van der Noot’s The Theatre of Wordlings (1569) or Stephen Bateman’s A 

Christall Glase of Christian Reformation (1577), which harbours the assumption that 

Cawood’s reprint of The Ship of Fools might have been due to the increasing interest in 

emblem books. In order to establish the significance of The Ship of Fools in relation to the 

sixteenth-century emblematic tradition, the genre needs to be clarified. 

 Despite the ongoing debates from the 1940s regarding the definition, there is still no 

consensus among scholars as to what exactly constitutes an emblem. It can be established, 

however, that an image, a text, a motto, and a moral are inseparable from the genre; yet, as 

the very essence of the term “emblematic” lies in its multiple layers of meaning, it is 

impossible to provide one indisputably valid definition. The one by Rosemary Freeman 

suggests that the requirements an emblem book has to meet are the following: it has to be a 

collection of moral symbols; should have pictures, or should postulate the existence of 

pictures; attached to each picture should be a motto or a brief sententia; there should be an 

explanatory poem or passage of prose in which the picture and motto are interpreted and a 

moral is drawn.171 More recently, Peter M. Daly offered his minimalistic definition by 

suggesting that “emblems are composed of symbolic pictures and words; a meaningful 
                                                             

169 Daly, ‘England and the Emblem,’ p. 5. 
170 Moseley, A Century of Emblems, p. 20. 
171 Freeman, English Emblem Books I. p. 238-239.  
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relationship between the two is intended; the manner of communication is connotative 

rather than denotative.”172  Daly is right in suggesting that Freeman’s definition is 

somewhat mechanistic; however, it lists the most important parts of an emblem and this 

amended by Daly’s undoubtedly significant point, namely that the communication between 

image and text is connotative rather than denotative, provides an adequate rendering of 

early modern emblematic tradition. In Shakespare and the Emblem, Tibor Fabiny 

described the process of emblematic interpretation as hermeneutical and emphasised that 

the aim of any emblematic understanding should be an attempt at “digging into the deepest 

bottom in search for meaning, which is knowledge.”173 Fabiny adds that during the course 

of such a scrutiny the text unfolds a deeper structure, which reveals the author’s 

“unconscious intention, or mind.”174 This level of authorial intention is closely related to 

the the context of the age, and it is also anchored in “simultaneous existence,” that is in 

tradition.175 This approach might enable the reader to reveal the cultural dynamics behind 

an emblematic work and shed light on the potential traditions which shaped the piece in 

question. 

Whether The Ship of Fools can be read as an emblem book or not is still subject to 

disputes and scholars hold opposing views regarding the nature of the woodcuts in the 

work.176 As discussed in the previous subchapter, the dichotomy of festive revelry and 

religious life conduct is central to the work and the interplay between image and text 

reflects this dynamic. The verses read without the woodcuts are didactic religious tractates 

articulating somewhat unsubtle and dogmatic moral teachings, heavily annotated with 

Classical and Biblical references. Accompanied by the woodcuts, however, a more subtle 

semantic field opens up with seemingly opposing notions. The images place the moralising 

poems into a carnivalesque perspective and hence reflect on late-medieval popular festivals, 

which defined themselves in relation to the religious cultural setting. In this respect, the 

images are more than illustrations, the aim of which is merely to decorate or explain texts; 
                                                             

172 Daly, Literature in Light of the Emblem, p. 8. 
173 Fabiny, ’Literature and Emblems,’ p. 39. 
174 Fabiny, ’Literature and Emblems,’ p. 39. 
175 Fabiny, ’Literature and Emblems,’p. 39. 
176 Herford relates Brant’s work to emblem books and argues that “Brant wrote a quarter of a century before 
Alciatus, the accepted founder of emblem-literature; but the majority of his wood-cuts are nevertheless 
genuine emblems,” (Studies in the Literary Relations, p. 369), that is, visual representations with symbolic 
meaning. Peter M. Daly, on the contrary, argues that the work does not meet the demands of an emblem book 
and therefore it can be considered as a mere illustrated book (Emblem Theory, p. 131). Daly focuses on the 
original German edition of the work and does not mention the English translation. If we agree with Daly and 
accept that the woodcuts are no more than illustrations, that is visual illuminations to the text, we would see 
them as mere images reinforcing the content of the verses.  
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the pictures viewed without the verses and the text interpreted without the woodcuts do not 

reflect the cultural tension between the religious and the secular, of which The Ship of 

Fools is a literary record. 

 Apparently, Barclay also realised the interplay between text and image as he attached 

mottos to the chapters.177 Emblem was and, as the lack of scholarly concensus shows, still 

is an umbrella term denoting complex visual signs, which are assigned different cultural 

functions. Such visual representations are the impresas, which, as opposed to the emblems 

(the depictions of some mythological pattern with moral to them), were the means of 

Renaissance self-fashioning.178 John Franklin Leisher points out that the device became 

fashionable with the Field of Cloth of Gold, when Henry VIII revived the custom of 

wearing personal cognizances with or without motto in order to impress his adversaries.179 

The mottos were the subjects of the contest between the English and the French and in 

order to triumph Cardinal Wolsey commissioned Barclay to compose new impresas for the 

king.180 The Ship of Fools meets every one of Rosemary Freeman’s criteria for emblems 

and the fact that Barclay attached mottos to the chapters might indicate that he had an 

“emblem-impresa book” in mind when he compiled the volume. Since Barclay got the 

royal commission he must have been a master of these compound signs and seems to have 

been fully aware of the tradition, hence regarding the woodcuts in his The Ship of Fools as 

mere illustrations would be a misinterpretation of the work. Even though the 1531 edition 

of Alciati’s Emblemata is regarded as the first emblem book, many “quasi-emblem books” 

preceded this edition, and such works as Brant’s Narrenschiff (with the translations and 

                                                             
177  David Anderson argues that Barclay’s translation resembles emblem books even more strongly than 
Brant’s work and adds that despite the fact that Barclay’s woodcuts are less detailed than those in the German 
original, this makes their quality more emblem-like and symbolic (Evans, ‘The Forgotten Fool,’ p. 55). 
178 In his book on Geoffrey Whitney’s A Choice of Emblems, John Franklin Leisher attempts to clarify the 
ambiguities surrounding the definition of the emblem and he characterises the genre in relation to its courtly 
counterpart, the impresa. The impresa is a device with a motto, mainly used in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. They were easily mistaken for emblems among the contemporaries, so Andrea Alciati, the author 
of Emblemata (generally considered as the first emblem book printed in 1531), drew up a list of principles 
which would define them and distinguish impresas from emblems. According to this, an impresa consists of 
the body (picture) and soul (motto), it is never obscure, it has a nice shape with no human forms in it, and it 
must have a poem which is not an idiom (Whitney’s A Choice of Emblems, p. 27). Despite this, Alciati 
himself in his Diverse Imprese (1549) does not follow his own definition and includes human forms in his 
impresas, which suggests that there was no definite consensus among artists with regard to the generic 
qualities of these visual signs. 
The OED defines the impresa as “an emblem or device, usually accompanied by an appropriate motto.” For 
the sake of simplicity I use the term “emblem” in the dissertation. 
179 Leisher, Whitney’s A Choice of Emblems, p. 31. 
180 Leisher, Whitney’s A Choice of Emblems, p. 35. 
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adaptations) could be seen as the anticipations of the emblematic tradition in the sixteent 

century.181 

Just like its genre, the origin of the images in The Ship of Fools is also subject to 

debates. Scholars mostly agree on that they were partly produced under the supervision of 

Albrecht Dürer; however, the woodcuts lack his special “trademark,”a capital A, thus the 

extent to which he was involved in their production remains unknown.182 After a closer 

scrutiny, it becomes clear that the woodcuts were not produced by the same artist: there are 

considerable differences between groups of cuts, which suggests that various artists were 

commissioned to create the images. Dürer is linked with The Ship of Fools primarily 

because he was in Basel in 1492, soon before the book was published in 1494; 

additionally, Dürer became first famous by producing woodcuts. His first success was a cut 

exhibiting St Jerome in his study, a recurring theme throughout his career, and the theme 

of the first woodcut in The Ship of Fools. David Hotchkiss Price points out that this 1492 

woodblock was the only one that can be unquestionably credited to Dürer in his Basel 

years.183 

This cut was the title page for Nicholas Kesler’s edition of Jerome’s Letters; it is the 

first graphic representation of Jerome as “vir trilinguis,” master of the three holy 

languages, and he is depicted as an inspiration to the sacred philology of the Renaissance. 

Biblical philology and scholarship are common themes in Dürer’s art184 and although he 

was not an academic humanist, his passion for humanism was so impressive that his 

                                                             
181 Emblems and emblematic reading will gain significance in the last section which will contain a tentative 
chapter on some of the themes in The Ship of Fools in relation to Shakespeare’s dramas. Shakespearean 
drama is frequently labelled as emblematic and in order to produce an interpretation which integrates The 
Ship into Shakespeare’s emblematic theatre the work’s emblematic attributes needed to be highlighted. 
182 Edwin Zeydel suggests that he produced about two thirds of the woodcuts (Sebastian Brant, p. 86.), 
whereas others like Erwin Panofsky propose that only a third of them belong to Dürer (The Life and Art of 
Albrecht Durer, p. 29). While Zeydel tends to overrate the Narrenschiff, Panofsky seems to be somewhat 
ignorant and dismissive and he pays little attention to Brant’s work in his monograph on Dürer. Panofsky sets 
up the criteria along which the woodcuts produced at the beginning of the 1490s in Basel can be attributed to 
Dürer. According to these, the images have to originate from Basel, they must have been produced in 1492-
1493, they must fit into Dürer’s artistic development, there must be recurring stylistic elements characteristic 
of him, and they must exhibit a different, “Düreresque” style (The Life and Art of Albrecht Durer, p. 27). The 
latter one is somewhat obscure as Panofsky does not specify what he means by “Düreresque” style. His focus 
of attention is the mature Dürer and such famous engravings as Melancholia I, Knight, Death, and the Devil, 
or St. Jerome in His Study, and he does not pay much attention to the early woodcuts, especially to those in 
The Ship of Fools. 
183 Hotchkiss Price, Albrecht Dürer’s Renaissance, p. 13. 
184 Hotchkiss Price, Albrecht Dürer’s Renaissance, p. 13. 
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contemporaries regarded him as “almost scholarly.”185 Dürer was fascinated by the idea of 

scholarship, and his fascination with the merger between art and scholarship is shown in 

his frequent depictions of St Jerome. 

Jerome was the archetype of the scholar in exile, a very popular theme in both 

Renaissance iconography and literature. Exile was not merely regarded as physical 

displacement in the Renaissance; it was also seen and experienced as a solitary state of 

mind, the prerequisite of profound wisdom, creativity, and scholarship. G.H. Tucker 

emphasises the fundamental link between the idea of travel and the process of writing, and 

he argues that the contours of an unfolding narrative may be seen as the map of a 

journey.186  Travel, Tucker continues, is an interpretative gesture, both spatial and 

intellectual, constituting an active reading and writing of the world as a text. The act of 

writing is a spiritual and intellectual pilgrimage through “the book of the world” and the 

space of the text.187 Jerome, being the translator of the Vulgate, became an archetype of 

scholarship and as he spent much of his life in exile, he became a model of solitary life. 

 The visual depictions of Jerome altered throughout the Middle Ages. As Eugene F. 

Rice argues, medieval representations of Jerome focus on his miracles, aiming to depict 

him with glory as “the athlete of Christ” or a “powerful warrior against heretics,” adding 

the title “doctor gloriosus.”188 Rice also notes that Jerome’s significance as a scholar began 

to be articulated in the works of the early fifteenth-century humanists, who included him 

among the classical authors; they viewed the ancient church fathers as men of letters who 

wrote before Roman eloquence was corrupted by the Goths.189  The Italian visual 

representations of Jerome in the Renaissance originate in the early medieval 

representations of evangelists and doctors showing them writing books or translations and 

they also use the author portraits of antiquity.190 Jerome’s list of writings is extensive, thus, 

it is not surprising that humanists became interested in him and he was frequently depicted 

in the middle of the writing process in visual representations in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. This seems to be the main reason behind the humanist interest in the Saint; from 

                                                             
185 Hotchkiss Price, Albrecht Dürer’s Renaissance, p. 74-75. Price regards Dürer as the “primary designer of 
the woodcuts for Sebastian Brant’s Ship of Fools,” and he notes that his 1492 Jerome woodcut is compatible 
with the compositional style of the images in The Ship of Fools (Albrecht Dürer’s Renaissance, p. 13). 
186 Tucker, Homo Viator, p. 1. 
187 Tucker, Homo Viator, p. 6. 
188 Rice, St. Jerome in the Renaissance, p. 50. 
189 Rice, St. Jerome in the Renaissance, p. 84. 
190 Rice, St. Jerome in the Renaissance, p. 106. 
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the fifteenth century onwards, Jerome was frequently depicted as a philologist engrossed in 

scholarly work in his study. 

Jerome is a recurring character in Dürer’s art; apart from his first success, the woodcut 

displaying Jerome and the lion in 1492, he had a number of further engravings and 

drawings of the saint. The most widely-known of these is the engraving from 1514, an 

image created along the rules of Italian perspective painting depicting Jerome engrossed in 

writing in the solitude of his study.191 Dora Thornton observes that the popularity of the 

theme is mainly due to the fact that Renaissance humanists celebrated the individual and 

the prestige of education by depicting this theme through the scholar in his study, which is 

space set apart for the use of an individual owner; the studies were self-consciously 

constructed to mirror self-representation.192 They were extensions of the scholar’s identity 

furnished with his books, the manifestations of his mental possessions. This individualism 

and the prestige of scholarship are questioned in the first woodcut of The Ship of Fools, 

which may be seen as the continuation of the St. Jerome theme. 

In The Ship of Fools, the satirical depiction of the scholar in his study does not convey 

wisdom or dignity (see figure 1). Instead, he is wearing stylised glasses and a hat 

resembling donkeys’ ears, holding a tiny broom in his hand. As Dürer did not leave his 

monogram, a capital A, in the woodcut, it is not known whether or not this particular 

image was designed by him. However, his woodcut on the title page of Kesler’s edition of 

Jerome’s letters also lacks the initial, his “trademark” later in his career. The “scholar in 

his study” theme would fit into his artistic profile: it was designed around 1492, around the 

Kesler title page and it exhibits a recurring theme in Dürer’s art. If he had designed this 

woodcut, it would illuminate his ambiguous attitude towards scholarship: this would mean 

that the devoted humanist Dürer was fully aware of the pitfalls of scholarly life and could 

distance himself from it through mocking and satire. In The Ship of Fools, exile is seen as a 

literary journey, an internal human experience contrasted in the first chapter as the scholar 

is put on a ship yet is confined in his study. Being lost on the sea and being lost in one’s 

mind are equated here and both the discovery of the external world and the discovery of 

the mind are depicted. Both of them are infinite and impossible to find directions to as the 

ship sails unnavigated and scholarship does not save one from folly.  
                                                             

191 Dürer’s The Knight, Death, and the Devil and his St Jerome in His Study represent the same notion from 
two different angles: the medieval allegorical and the Renaissance humanistic aspects of serving God though 
chivalry and scholarship. St Jerome and The Knight were conceived by Dürer as spiritual counterparts, and he 
was in the habit of giving them away in pairs (Cf. Panofsky, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer, p. 156). 
192 Thornton, Shcolar in His Study, p. 1. 
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 Whether this image can be attributed to Dürer or not, the first woodcut occupies a 

crucial position in The Ship of Fools as it depicts the altered state of mind of exile, in this 

case folly, a synonym for scholarship in this chapter: 

 

I am the firste fole of all the hole nauy 

To kepe the pompe, the helme and eke the sayle 

For this is my mynde, this one pleasoure haue I 

Of bokes to haue grete plenty and aparayle 

I take no wysdome by them: nor yet auayle 

Nor them preceyue nat: And then I them despyse 

Thus am I a foole and all that sewe that guyse 

 

That in this shyp the chefe place I gouerne 

By this wyde see with folys wanderynge 

The cause is playne, and easy to dyscerne 

Styll am I besy bokes assemblynge 

For to haue plenty it is a plesaunt thynge 

In my conceyt and to haue them ay in honde 

But what they mene do I nat vnderstonde 193 

 

On the one hand, this chapter criticises the endeavour to find wisdom in books, which 

seems to be a vain attempt: books do not fulfil their functions as they do not lead to the 

profound understanding of the world. On the other hand, Brant also mocks himself as a 

scholar, which raises the question of narration again: in the Prologue, as argued, the 

narrator and Barclay the poet seem to be deliberately confused, hence creating a narrative 

position in the work which is simultaneously external and internal. The chapter with the 

scholar further complicates this issue: Brant was a scholar himself and the text refers to the 

character in first person singular, as if the scholar was addressing himself, hence he 

becomes the narrator of this chapter.  

The Prologue claims that The Ship of Fools could help to purge oneself from sin and 

the reader might “amende suche fautes as he redeth.”194 However, the fact that the first 
                                                             

193 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIII/v. This chapter focuses on the interplay 
between image and text in light of The Ship of Fools’ domestication in England, hence subsequent references 
will be to this edition. 
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chapter emphasises the vanity of reading books suggests that this purification, as discussed 

in the previous chapter, cannot be reached via scholarly means. The section with the 

scholar in his study questions the efficiency of reading books in this process and suggests 

that one has to temporarily suspend rigorous scholarship in order to realise the folly of it. 

The chapter also implies that books may be seen as extensions of the scholar’s identity; 

however, this sense of identity is false “[f]or all is in them, and no thynge in my mynde.”195 

The verse warns scholars to internalise knowledge instead of merely accumulating it and 

sets the “olde faders” as examples: 

 

But O noble Doctours, that worthy ar of name: 

Consyder our olde faders: note wel theyr diligence: 

Ensue ye theyr steppes: obtayne ye such fame. 

As they dyd lyuynge: and that by true Prudence. 

Within theyr hartys they planted theyr scyence 

And nat in plesaunt bokes.196 

 

Although the text refers to the authority of previous academics, the mocking visual 

depiction of the Jerome theme questions centuries of scholarly prestige and it also defies 

the authority of the Church Fathers as a sign of religious-secular dichotomy. The text of 

The Ship of Fools equates human faults with sin; however, the corresponding images show 

that Brant recognised them as folly and hence broke with the medieval tradition of those 

religious pieces of literature that held promise of eternal damnation for one’s flaws. Also, 

the significance of the inserted woodcuts lies in their ability to draw the scholarly mind out 

of its academic thought structure and introduce alternate angles from which patterns of 

human behaviour can be observed. The character in the woodcut is not a mere illustration 

to the text as the text does not mention the scholar in exile theme; the verse merely 

emphasises the superfluity of books and the scholar’s inability to interpret his reading. The 

scholar in exile tradition behind the image opens up new possibilities of interpretation with 

multiple layers of meaning which point beyond the actual fool in the woodcut and 

correspond with the dynamics of the whole work.  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
194 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM VIII/v. 
195 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIIII/r. 
196 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIIII/v. 
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 Another alternative interpretation of the chapter might be that the scholar in the image 

and the verse fulfil disciplinary funcitons. The character in the woodcut is holding a brush 

in his hand with which he protects the books from “fylth and ordure.”197 The item in his 

hand, however, might not only stand for a brush but also for a birch rod with which 

teachers would discipline their students. Hans Holbein the Younger produced illustrations 

to Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly, and one of the images depicts a tutor hitting a student in 

his bare buttocks with a birch rod as a display of educational disciplinary measures.198 As 

The Ship of Fools is a highly didactic piece, if the brush in the scholar’s hand is to be 

percieved as a birch rod, it might represent the mocking of the didacticism of 

contemporary educators. The scholar is striving for educating his students, that is the 

enumerated fools in the chapters; however, upon doing so he becomes a fool himself as 

such fools, as the text reveals, cannot be educated by scholarly means. They can only gain 

wisdom by being confronted with their own folly. In light of the whole work, the 

educating/disciplining scholar’s image might also refer to the mocking of the didactic tone 

of the book which strives to discipline and educate its readers. 

 As it has been clarified in the previous chapter, The Ship of Fools originates in such 

continental carnivals as the Feast of Fools, the popular features of which were the fool 

plays called sotties, the enumeration of types of fools. Max Harris points out that sotties 

were short fictitious performances, the subgroup of farces in which the actors were dressed 

in parti-coloured green and yellow, and they wore hoods with donkeys’ ears.199 He adds 

that the aim of such festive performances was to correct faults,200 hence cleansing the 

community. These performances were enumerations of folly, led by Mère Folle. She was 

often the persona of dramatic monologues meant for reading or declamation and who 

summoned the fools and declared her authority over them.201 The scholar in the first 

chapter of The Ship of Fools seems to fulfil this function: he is the character which opens 

the procession of fools and declares himself as the first character on the ship. The 

suggestion that this scholar banishes reason at the very beginning of the work and 

establishes the context of the piece as being incoherent, arbitrary, and irrational fits 

perfectly the carnivalesque spirit of the ship of fools tradition.  

                                                             
197 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIIII/r. 
198 Erasmus, The Praise of Folly, ed. Robert M. Adams, p. 52. 
199 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 243-244. 
200 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 279. 
201 Watson, ‘Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly and the Spirit of Carnival,’ p. 339. 
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The first chapter may be seen as a reflection on both the act of writing and reading and 

the scholar in his study, as argued, may mirror both the reader and the author of The Ship 

of Fools.202 Mirroring is a central theme in the work, and the image is recurring in the book; 

it is emphatically present in Brant’s original work, Locher’s Prologue mentions it, and 

Barclay also describes the work as a didactic piece which mirrors its reader: 

 

Therfore let euery man beholde and ouerrede this boke: And than I 

doute nat but he shal se the errours of his lyfe of what condycyon 

that he be. in lyke wyse as he shal se in a Myrrour the fourme of his 

countenaunce and vysage: And if he amende suche fautes as he 

redeth here wherin he knoweth hymself gylty, and passe forth the 

resydue of his lyfe in the order of good maners than shall he haue 

the fruyte and auautage wherto I haue translatyd this boke.203 

 

Barclay describes the pages as a compilation of mirrors bound up in the form of a book in 

which the readers can confront their own reflections. The analogy between literature and 

mirrors was not a novel concept at the turn of the sixteenth century; literary pieces had 

long been described as devices of self-reflection. Upon discussing medieval iconography, 

György Endre Szőnyi refers to the poem of Alanus ab Insulis, the twelfth-century French 

theologian, which compares life to the act of reading the book of nature, which is the 

imprint of God: 

Omnis mundi creatura 

Quasi liber et pictura 

Nobis est, et speculum; 

Nostrae vitae, nostrae mortis, 

Nostri status, nostrae sortis 

Fidele signaculum.204 

 

                                                             
202 This theme will be discussed in the last chapter, in which a tentative study on Shakespeare’s The Tempest 
proposes the correspondence between The Ship of Fools’ depiction of the scholar in his study theme and 
Prospero’s character. 
203 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM VIII/v. 
204 Qtd. in Szőnyi, Pictura &Scriptura, p. 133-134. Every creature in the world is like books and pictures, 
they are like mirrors to us, true signs of our life, death, status, and fate (Own free translation). 
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The poem identifies the natural world with books which function as mirrors in which one 

can recognise their own reflection. The medieval “book of nature” genre resembles the 

already mentioned speculum literature, the aim of which was cataloguing the phenomena 

of the world. Szőnyi notes that this rhetoric was fundamental to early modern theologians 

who regarded emblematic expression as a hermeneutical device which enabled the 

exploration of the natural world, which is ultimately the nature of God.205 Emblems, being 

complex semiotic structures with multiple layers of meaning, were fitting devices for early 

modern theologians, who were trying to capture the mystery of God through emblematic 

expression. The Ship of Fools exhibits the patterns of both the book of nature and the 

emblematic tradition of the Renaissance. The ship denotes human life and the fools aboard 

are representations of human nature looking into which one can recognise their own image. 

Hardly surprising therefore that Brant and Barclay, both theologians, found emblematic 

expression appealing and suitable: the work is presented as the book of human nature, 

which is seen as dominated by folly. 

 The work’s self-definition as a piece of mirror-literature is strengthened by visual 

depictions of mirrors. The chapter “Of folys that stande so well in their owne conceyt that 

they thinke none so wyse, stronge, fayre, nor eloquent, as they ar theself” describes self-

conceited fools who find the greatest pleasure in their own minds and countenances. The 

accompanying woodcut displays an old fool in front of the fireplace holding a mirror in his 

hand and staring at his own reflection instead of focusing on the pot in which he is cooking 

something.206 Another chapter “Of eleuate pryde and bostynge” depicts vain women and 

the woodcut exhibits the image of a young lady who is looking into a mirror whilst a bird-

like monster is watching her from behind.207 Both sections are concerned with the question 

of self-reflection and identity, notions which are best captured in the chapter “Of nevve 

fasions and disguised garments.” In this section the woodcut depicts a fool and a courtier 

holding the same mirror placed in the middle of the image. In this cut it is difficult to tell 

whether the mirror reflects the image of the fool or the courtier. The courtier resembles the 

fool in his garment too: he is wearing a hood with bells, looking like the donkey’s ears hat 

on the fool’s head. The subtext to the image reads: 

 

 
                                                             

205 Szőnyi, Pictura &Scriptura, p.138. 
206 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CXX/r.  
207 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CLXXXXVI/v 
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Drawe nere ye Courters and Galants disgised 

Ye counterfayt Caytifs, that ar nat content 

As god hath you made: his warke is despised 

Ye thynke you more crafty than God omnipotent. 

Unstable is your mynde: that shewes by your garment. 

A fole is knowen by his toyes and his Cote. 

But by theyr clothinge nowe may we many note.208  

 

In this chapter the word “counterfeit,” the synonym of “imitate,” occurs several times and 

the text reveals that by this imitation courtiers often make fools of themselves.209 The 

woodcut questions and mocks the construction of such an artificial identity by imposing 

patterns on the self. The image refers to the distance between the self and the public 

persona, which, being incongruous with the former, is ridiculed. The text suggests that 

imitating others and adjusting one’s identity to the given framework is foolish, as it means 

giving up the assets God has endowed them with. The text refers to how unfixed such 

courtiers’ identity is and how the fleeting nature of their sense of the self is reflected in 

their garments: 

 

Unstable is your mynde: that shewes by your garment. 

A fole is knowen by his toyes and his Cote (…) 

 

Mannys fourme is disfigured with euery degre 

As Knyght Squyer yeman Jentilman and knaue, 

For al in theyr goynge vngoodely them behaue 

The tyme hath ben, nat longe before our dayes 

Whan men with honest ray coude holde them self content. 

                                                             
208 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIX/v. 
209 In 1980 Stephen Greenblatt introduced the term “self-fashioning,” referring to the construction of public 
identity according to the expectations of a given community. Greenblatt establishes his discourse on 
anthropological criticism, such as the studies of Victor Turner, and suggests that the early modern period 
marks an intellectual, social, psychological, and aesthetic change which is in close relation to the urge to 
govern identity (Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 1). In the early modern period autonomy was not a central 
aspect of art. The works of art existed as parts of specific communities, social structures, and structures of 
power. (Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 7). Greenblatt emphasises the lack of individualism and he argues that 
“there is no such thing as a single history of the self in the sixteenth century, except as the product of our 
need to reduce the intricacies of complex and creative beings to safe and controllable order” (Renaissance 
Self-Fashioning, 8). 
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Without these disgised: and counterfayted wayes.210 

 

The passage refers to the unstability of identity, a key feature of the fool’s character. As it 

occupies a liminal position, it cannot be identified with one particular role but can adopt 

many and, similarly, it can put on many garments as well. The fool however, knows that 

these garments are only costumes for cultural performances and it holds a mirror up to the 

courtier, who is linked with the fool in the woodcut not only by the mirror but also by the 

donkey’s ears slung around his neck. The courtiers, therefore, who change their attires as 

quickly as their minds and adjust them to courtly expectations are just as foolish as the fool 

itself; the fool, however, is in the state of permanent transition, and hence does not fully 

identify with the adopted roles. 

The fool in the woodcut confronts the courtier with his own reflection; however, the 

verse does not mention the mirror, hence not only does the image link the construction of 

identity with the mirror device, but it also refers to the whole work as a collection of 

various literary and visual reflections. This mirroring structure multiplies the layers of 

meaning, especially when one looks at the woodcut, which, eventually, reflects the reader. 

The mirror also denotes the fluidity of identity, which is constructed and destructed in the 

woodcut. Imitation enables the adoption of a desired image of the self, yet imitation also 

modifies the already existing identity. Mirrors show objects from completely opposite 

perspectives, and are therefore fitting devices to capture the notion of folly and the 

character of the fool, whose main aim is to turn the world upside down and to provide 

various perspectives of observation. The mirror in the woodcut is the visual device by 

which the identities of the courtier and the fool become blurred. They are linked to each 

other by their reflections to the extent that one almost cannot tell which one of them holds 

up the mirror to the other. The chapter refers to the artificiality of constructed identity 

suggesting that this identity is an illusion, a mere reflection, and hence it is foolish. 

The Ship of Fools conjures up a literary pageant with replaceable stock characters 

which mirror each other and which are led by a scholar in the procession bound up by the 

ship device. The pageant exhibits the patterns of human life that are also chaotic and 

governed by Fortune, despite the occasional illusion of control. Confronting the reader 

with this forces one into self-reflection and awareness of the fact that human nature is 

                                                             
210 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIX/r. 
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immersed in this endless variety of folly, which, nonetheless, is no more than a bundle of 

patterns on the pageant of life. 

The emergence of emblem books in England in the late 1560s coincided with the 

emergence of theatres and the title of Ian van der Noot’s work, The Theatre of Wordlings, 

suggests that relating emblematic and performative expression was common in the early 

modern era.211 In her Shakespeare and the Medieval World, Helen Cooper discusses the 

medieval heritage in Shakespearean drama and points out that the word “theatre” began to 

denote playhouses only from the 1570s, when the first playhouses were erected, especially 

the Theatre in 1576. The word “theatrum” had long been used in the Middle Ages, and it 

also frequently featured in book titles in the sixteenth century; however, it referred to the 

encyclopaedia of the world and not to playhouses. Helen Cooper argues that the name of 

Burbage’s playhouse, the Theatre, seems to have been a conscious choice of Burbage, 

which might have alluded to the Classical amphitheatres, or might have referred to the 

medieval connotations of the word and hence signifying the encyclopaedia of the world.212 

The perception of the world as a universal stage persisted in the early modern era; however, 

a sign of the fragmentation of this unity is that from the second half of the sixteenth 

century the word “theatre,” the summary of the world, was not as frequently applied 

directly to the world but to the playhouse, which is the representation of the world.213 

Similarly, popular festivals became integral parts of theatrical performances and hence 

they did not refer to the world directly anymore; instead, they referred to various layers of 

the performance that took place on the stage. 

 The emblem tradition shares this multi-layered structure as the image refers to the text 

and vice versa, and the reader needs to decipher not the image or the text directly, but 

rather the interplay between these two and the tradition behind their dynamics. This 

complex matrix structure might have been the element which made emblematic expression 

particularly appealing for Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights. Charles Moseley points out 

that early modern emblematists used emblems very often to depict the world as a stage or 

theatre and human life as a series of acts on it.214 Although in Ian van der Noot’s The 

                                                             
211 Besides van der Noot’s book, Thomas Combe’s translation of Guillaume de la Perriere’s The Theater of 
Fine Devices (1614) also links emblems with theatre. 
212 Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, p. 52. 
213 Occasionally, the word ”theatre” was still used to describe the world in the seventeenth century. For 
instance, the title of the work of the English cartographer and historian, John Speed, The Theatre of the 
Empire of Great Britaine (1611), refers to the world and not to playhouses.  
214 Moseley, A Century of Emblems, p. 27. 
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Theatre of Wordlings the word “theatre” refers to the summary of the world, it anticipates 

the word’s use as “the playhouse of the world.” The fact that the Theatre of Wordlings and 

The Ship of Fools were published within such short space of time (1569 and 1570) might 

suggest that the latter was also integral part of the process in England in which perceiving 

the world as a stage became increasingly dominant. In the previous chapter I proposed that 

The Ship of Fools has a number of attributes which link the work with popular 

performative expressions of the late Middle Ages and it might be seen as a literary record 

of such popular traditions. I argue that the performative potentials of The Ship resonated 

with the cultural atmosphere of Elizabethan England, in which theatre gradually became 

the most dominant medium. The thesis discusses the features of emblematic theatre in 

more details in the last chapter; for the time being, in order to gain more insight into the 

performative features of The Ship of Fools, I propose to examine those elements in the 

work which directly link it with theatricality.  

 

 

 

2.4. Performative Potentials in The Ship of Fools 

 

In The Ship of Fools, festivity is represented in the carnivalesque atmosphere and structure. 

The atmosphere is light hearted and ironic fused with the profundity which lies in the 

recognition that life is merely a catalogue of roles carried out on the universal ship/stage of 

folly. Regarding the structure, The Ship of Fools follows the patterns of the fool 

processions of carnivals and the sequential structure of the work might be seen as the roll-

call for fools of the Feast of Fools. The individual chapters resemble the processional fool 

performances, which in the work are represented by the interplay between image and text. 

Spoken words and acting constituted such fool plays, which were recorded in The Ship of 

Fools in the moralising text and the woodcuts. This section offers a discussion of the 

textual and visual features in The Ship of Fools which substantiate the suggestion that the 

work carries performative potentials which have been exploited by Renaissance dramatists. 

 The last chapter of the dissertation will discuss the significance of those early modern 

playwrights whose works contain references to the ship of fools and who also allude to the 

Feast of Fools in their texts. The phrase “Feast of Fools” occurs in the works of Thomas 

Dekker (Guls Horn-Book, 1609) and Thomas Nashe (Summer’s Last Will and Testament, 
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1600), and there are further, though indirect, allusions to the Feast in the works of William 

Shakespeare, who uses the word “sot,” possibly coming from the French sotties, for fools 

in several instances. In The Tempest upon instructing Stephano and Trinculo how to steal 

Prospero’s books Caliban says: “First to possess his books, for without them / He’s but a 

sot” (3.2.92-93).215 The footnote to this section refers to the Oxford English Dictionary, 

according to which “sot” denotes “fool,” especially with the added connotation of 

“drunkard.” Of course, the mere occurrence of the word does not imply that its use is due 

to the Feast of Fools tradition in England; however, records such as Robert Armin’s Foole 

upon Foole strengthen the suggestion that the connotations behind the word can be linked 

with this particular carnival. The full title of Armin’s work is Foole upon Foole, or Six 

sortes of Sottes, which implies that the reader is about to experience an enumeration of 

fools. I elaborate on Armin’s published works in the last section of the thesis; however, at 

this point it should be emphasised that his use of sots in the context of a fool enumeration 

appears to link his characters to those in the Feast of Fools and in The Ship of Fools. This 

is significant as I argue that the ship of fools tradition persisted in England and was 

referred to by Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights primarily because of its performative 

potential. 

 As argued, the carnivalesque plays during the Feast of Fools might be seen as cultural 

performances during which sermons and the act of preaching, the official cultural 

performances of the Church, were mocked. Both the Boy Bishops’ mock sermons and 

regular services took place on the pulpit, the space of performance which recurrently 

appears in The Ship of Fools. Several woodcuts display scaffoldings that resemble pulpits 

and characters delivering speeches in front of an audience. In the chapter “Of the Sermon 

or erudicion of wysdome bothe to wyse men and folys,”216 Wisdom scolds mankind for its 

sins; the “scene” is so spectacularly worded that it evokes the image of the furious Wisdom 

and her audience as depicted in the woodcut. In this woodcut, knowledge derives from the 

transcendental which is signified by the hand reaching down towards the female Wisdom. 

The chapter’s verse contrasts earthly riches and divine wisdom and claims that: 

 

[…] all the worlde or other thynge mundayne: 

There is no treasure: to wysdome comparable 
                                                             

215 References to The Tempest will be taken from the Arden Shakespeare edition by Virginia Mason Vaughan 
and Alden T. Vaughan (2011). 
216 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LVI/v.  
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But it alone is a vertue moste souerayne.217 

 

The verse depicts Wisdom as a character in the middle of a dramatic performance when the 

text reads:  

 

Wysdome stondynge upon a stage on hye 

Cryeth to mankynde with lowde voyce in this wyse, 

I trouth exalte: and vyciousmen dispyse 

Lerne of me wysdome cast out your couetyse 218 

 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines the “stage” as a floor raised above the level of the 

ground for the exhibition of something to be viewed by spectators, and the word can be 

applied to a pulpit. The word “stage” occurs in a number of chapters, for instance, in the 

one with the title “Of the euill examples of elders geuen vnto youth,” which reads:  

 

Ye aged men rotyd in folysshnes 

And folysshe parentis lewde of your langage 

Unto our shyp swyftly your selfe addres 

Syns ye be worthy therin to haue a stage219  

 

Here, the word seems to refer to a status or position which awaits old men to fulfil. The last 

line links the board of the ship with the stage, which in this context appears to be 

synonymous with place, however, the word covers a broad semantic field and can be 

related to performance. Similarly, in the chapter “Of olde folys that is to say the longer 

they lyue the more they are gyuen to foly” an old fool, with one foot in the grave, identifies 

himself with an actor:  

 

I am the actour of myschefe and of stryfe 

The foly of my youth and the inconuenyence 

In age I practyse, techynge by experyence.220 

                                                             
217 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LVII/r. 
218 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LVII/r – LVII/v. 
219 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LXXXXVII/v. 
220 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXIII/v. 
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In this passage ”actour” might refer to the old man committing mischievous deeds, or it 

might signify a fool who plays the old mischievous man’s part. The latter denotation would 

anticipate sixteenth-century stage fools, whose fundamental task is to commit various 

mischievous deeds and provoke strife and conflicts. In another chapter “Of lepynges and 

dauncis and Folys that pas theyr tyme in suche vanyte” the text reads: 

 

And the olde dotarde thoughe he skantly may 

For age and lamenes stere outher fote or hande 

Yet playeth he the fole with other in the bande 

Than lepe they about as folke past theyr mynde.221 

 

This passage is a textual depiction of the dance of fools, a variation of the dance of death 

tradition which the preachers applied to embellish their sermons. The pulpit/stage analogy 

is recurring in The Ship of Fools and the chapter on the preaching Wisdom is mirrored in 

some other chapters either by copying the theme and the woodcut, like in the chapter “Of 

the great might and power of fooles,” or presenting a variation of it. In the chapter “Of him 

that dare not utter the trouth for fere of displeasour or punysshement,”222 a fool is standing 

on the pulpit and delivering his speech in front of an audience; the image of a fool in the 

position of a preacher criticising the credibility of the sermon deliberately blurs the text of 

sermons with the nonsense of folly and hence evokes the tradition of the Day of the Boy 

Bishop (see figure 5). The woodcut appears to refer to the festival and hence not only 

makes a fool of the preacher but it also evokes a performative tradition which was deeply 

embedded into late-medieval and early modern English popular culture.  

The interrelation between the stage and the pulpit had already been established when 

The Ship of Fools was first published in England, and the closest contact between 

performance and liturgy can be detected between moralities and sermons. G.R. Owst 

provides a thought-provoking discussion on the interrelation between the pulpit and the 

stage in medieval England and highlights that homilies and treatises played prominent 

parts in both medieval education and entertainment.223 Although Owst emphasises that the 

early development of sermons and mystery plays were independent of each other, at the 
                                                             

221 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CXXIIII/v. 
222 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM 217/r. 
223 Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England, p. 1.  
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outset the sacred plays of the Middle Ages and the homilies preached from the pulpit must 

have had some subsequent points of contact with each other.224 The spreading of popular 

preaching brought about the secularisation of drama and the pageant-producers followed 

the preacher’s example, giving performances in the churchyard with a sermon attached as a 

prologue. The free vernacular colloquy substituted the liturgical Latin of the older drama as 

preachers were using vernacular language in front of popular audiences. The comic 

interlude of the new drama sprang from the preachers’ merry satires and exempla which, 

such as those of Noah’s shrewd wife or the sheep stealers, interlarded the sermons.225 The 

pulpit has contributed something to the new realism and satire of the medieval stage, for 

instance in the Herod character of miracle plays which was rooted in the preachers’ 

sketches of the proud nobleman.226 In later Renaissance drama, Owst adds, Shakespeare’s 

Ariel and Puck are the characters that could be regarded as merry medieval devils from 

sermon-stories serving their masters and mocking other characters.227 

 The dramatic effect of the sermons was brought about by eloquent rhetoric and vivid 

imagery, which corresponded with the religious iconography of the period. In his The 

Medieval Theatre, Glynn Wickham elaborates on the interrelation between medieval 

drama and sermons and highlights that the visual representations of the plays were closely 

related to the preachers’ “performances.” 228 Popular themes, including Biblical stories, 

lives of saints, as well as stories drawn from classical mythology, were translated into the 

language of iconography, the signs of which were parts of the common visual stock of the 

age.229 The common aim of these visual representations and of contemporary sermons was 

to educate as a wide range of people as possible regardless of their academic background. 

Wickham points out that medieval sermons were coupled with reminders that eternal life 

would last longer than earthly life and only fools would fail to prepare either for heaven or 

hell. The visual depictions of the apocalypse, the dance of death, corresponded with the 

content and rhetoric of the sermons.230 Some dance of death representations also carried 

explanatory poems and they generally depicted death as the reaper leading socially diverse 

                                                             
224 Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England, p. 471. 
225 Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England, p. 478. 
226 Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England, p. 493. 
227 Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England, p. 515. 
228 Wickham, The Medieval Theatre, p. 108. 
229 Wickham, The Medieval Theatre, p. 109. 
230 Wickham, The Medieval Theatre, p. 110. 
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groups of men and women towards the grave. These vivid images and the eloquent rhetoric 

of the preachers gave birth to the Morality Plays of the Middle Ages.231 

Moralities were fundamentally didactic pieces with serious themes; the venues of the 

performances were festive and humour was provided in situation, character, dialogue, or 

the combination of the three. Wickham points out that these medieval dramatic traditions 

were very similar on the Continent; however, for instance in France distinguishing between 

sotties, moralities, and farces is difficult.232 Probably due to this generic heterogeneity, the 

Continental dance of death tradition could easily transform into the dance of the fool by the 

end of the fifteenth century. As the dance of death tradition had already been established in 

England by then, The Ship of Fools, with the patterns of the dance of the fool, found its 

readership in England. While in England the homiletic tradition and the iconography of the 

dance of death were jointly adapted by late-medieval drama, The Ship of Fools unites the 

performative  potentials of the pulpit and the fool-plays of carnivals. Additionally, the 

image of the ship with stock characters on board was probably appealing in sixteenth-

century England, where festive pageants were frequently performed on ship-stages. 

The analogy between stage and ship was still in practice in Elizabethan/Jacobean 

drama and ship-stages were applied as devices by which the infinite potential of the stage 

could unfold. At the beginning of Shakespeare’s Pericles the chorus instructs the audience 

as follows: “In your imagination hold / This stage the ship, upon whose deck / The sea-tost 

Pericles appears to speak” (3. Ch. 58-60).233 This stage tradition originates in the festive 

processions of the Middle Ages. In relation to medieval ship processions, E. K. Chambers 

mentions that during the early spring festivals, which survived in the Plough Monday 

ceremonies, the plough itself had a central role in the rituals and a variant of this custom 

can be traced in certain maritime districts. Here, the agricultural devices were substituted 

with a boat, vessel, or other vehicles of this kind, which were paraded round the scenes of 

the performances. Chambers adds that ship processions were to be found in various parts 

of Germany and in England in Plymouth, Davenport, and Hull.234 At Hull there are records 

of an annual Noah play, with a ship or an ark, which went in procession. The Noah play 

was performed on Plough Monday, and it is possible that one may trace here a dramatized 

                                                             
231 Wickham, The Medieval Theatre, p. 111. 
232 Wickham, The Medieval Theatre, p.119. 
233 Taken from the Wordsworth Edition (1999). 
234 Chambers, The Medieval Stage I, p. 121. 
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version of similar ship processions to those found elsewhere on the coast in spring.235 

Records confirm that ships were regular parts of entertainments in sixteenth-century 

England. Probably the most well-known record of Elizabethan ship-stages was the print of 

vessels in the middle of a crescent pond in the garden of Elvetham which the Queen visited 

in 1591. The pond and the ships were parts of the royal entertainment in honour of 

Elizabeth. During this four-day-long entertainment various allegorical pageants were 

presented to the Queen, the climax of which was the re-enactment of the attack of the 

Spanish Armada in 1588. This historic event fundamentally contributed to the construction 

of English identity, and Elizanethan/Jacobean playwrights were highly interested in 

depicting the battle in their plays. The Anglo-Spanish war is the central theme of Thomas 

Dekker’s The Whore of Babylon, a grandiose series of pageants, which also applies the 

ship-stage, and which I discuss in the last chapter of the dissertation in more detail. 

The use of ship stages in medieval and early modern England coincided with 

carnivalesque ship processions on the Continent, and the ship of fools tradition was highly 

adaptable to the English cultural setting as its festive attributes (most notably those from 

the Feast of Fools) were compatible with some already existing popular traditions in 

England. The presence of performative language and iconography in Barclay’s edition 

reveals that he was also aware of the performative potential of the piece. The Ship of Fools 

became a record of early modern popular culture, especially the fool plays of carnivals, and 

this record reached England where towards the end of the sixteenth century it found its 

way back to Elizabethan drama. One of the main concerns of the dissertation is how early 

modern writers exploited the work and the following chapters seek to explore the use of 

the ship of fools in specific texts in order to demonstrate how the device was adapted to 

English literature and how its potentials were exploited in early-sixteenth-century drama. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
235 Chambers, The Medieval Stage II, p. 120.  
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3. The Ship of Fools Tradition in England in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century 

 

The main goal of this chapter is to map the use of the ship of fools at the beginning of the 

sixteenth century and to explore how it was adapted to the English literary context. My 

main concerns are the following: which attributes of The Ship of Fools were exploited at 

the beginning of the sixteenth century and how were these attributes transferred to early 

modern drama? My choice of literature fell on an anonymous poem, the Cocke Lorell’s 

Bote and two of John Skelton’s works, the allegory of the Bowge of Courte (1499) and his 

interlude, Magnificence (c. 1526). I have chosen these pieces as there are textual and 

thematic correspondences with The Ship of Fools in all three works. These texts 

demonstrate how the ship of fools tradition was implemented in English literature; they are 

also crucial for the dissertation as the last chapter explores plays which display the patterns 

of Cocke Lorell’s Bote, the Bowge of Courte, and Magnificence. 

 

 

 

3.1. Cocke Lorell’s Bote 

 

Cocke Lorell’s Bote gains special significance in the discussion on the ship of fools 

tradition in early modern England as this poem, published possibly around 1509, was an 

adaptation of The Ship of Fools. The work exhibits how the tradition was adaptable to the 

English context as it is set in London and provides a long catalogue of early sixteenth-

century Londoners. Although the poem is based on The Ship of Fools, the characters are 

not explicitly labelled as fools; instead, what we witness in the text is a carnivalesque 

enumeration of lower rank characters, craftsmen, vagabonds, knaves, who are summoned 

to the ship by Cock Lorell, the thief.  

The work was published by Wynkyn De Worde; it is a fragmentary poem which 

exhibits a wide variety of Londoners driven away on the board of a barge. Although the 

piece was published without a date, the four inserted woodcuts from Watson’s translation 

confirm that the poem was adapted from The Ship of Fools and it is quite likely that it was 

published around the time of the 1509 translation. As the work was published by Wynkyn 

de Worde, and as the woodcuts are identical with those in Watson’s it is likely that the 
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prose translation was the primary source for the adaptation;236  however, certain 

correspondences with Barclay’s version suggest that the author might have used his edition 

as well. Although the Cocke Lorell’s Bote is not explicitly a ship of fools, the inserted 

woodcuts all display the fools from The Ship of Fools, and one of them the ship itself. 

Not much is said about Cock Lorell in the poem, but Samuel Rowlands in his 

pamphlet Martin Mark-all, Beadle of Bridewell (1610) mentions him and reveals that he 

was a thief and the most notorious knave of his time. The title page of Rowlands’s 

pamphlet defines the work as a catalogue of London knaves, it is the “Discouering the long 

concealed Originall and Regiment of Rogues, when they first began to take head, and how 

they haue succeeded one the other successiuely vnto the sixe and twentieth yeare of King 

Henry the eight.”237 The title page implies that the pamphlet is an enumeration of rogues, 

similarly to the enumeration of knaves in Cocke Lorell’s Bote. The description of Cocke 

Lorell reads as follows: 

 

Cocke Lorell, the most notorious knaue that euer liued: by trade he 

was a Tinker, often carrying a panne and a hammer for a show: but 

when he came to a good booty, he would cast his profession in a 

ditch, and play the padder, and then would away […] This was he 

that reduced and brought in forme the Catalogue of Vagabonds, or 

quarterne of knaves, called the fiue and twentie orders of knaues238 

 

Similarly to Lydgate’s Order of Fools, Cocke Lorell established the order of knaves, in 

which he collected the vagabonds and rogues of contemporary London. He was the most 

“successful” knave as he “continued among them longer than any of his predecessours 

before him, or after him: for he ruled almost two and twentie yeares, until the yeare 

An.Dom. 1533. and about the five and twenty yeare of K. Henry the Eight.”239 According 

to the record, knaves were associated with fools in the early modern era and the title of the 

pamphlet refers to Bridewell hospital, originally the palace of Henry VIII, given to London 

                                                             
236 As mentioned in the first chapter, the woodcuts in Barclay’s and Watson’s 1509 editions are not identical 
and the images in the latter are of much lower quality. 
237 Rowlands, Samuel, Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, London, Printed for Iohn Budge, and Richard 
Bonian, 1610. All quotes are taken from the original edition as found in the Early English Books Online 
database. 
238 Rowlands, Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, p. 54-55. 
239 Rowlands, Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, p. 56. 
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by Edward VI in 1553. In 1556 it became a workhouse for the poor and a house of 

reformation for vagrants, thieves and dissolute women. This institution was similar to 

Bethlehem (1247), the first shelter for the poor and the sick; the story of the institution 

mingles with that of the knave bedlamites, and it is hard to distinguish between Poor Tom 

the knave, and the fool.240  The suggestion that the words fool and rogue were 

interchangeable in the early modern era is confirmed by Rowlands’ address to the reader: 

 

I shall bring vpon this great Stage of fooles (for omne sub sole vanitas) 

a peece of folly; if such as count themselues wise dare venter the 

reading of it ouer, I cannot let them, but when they haue perused it, 

and finde therein nothing but folly, let them reprehend neither the 

worke nor workemaster, but rather themselues, in that they would 

spent their time so foolishly, being before warned of so foolish and 

idle subiect.241 

 

The text, an enumeration of knaves, refers to rogues as characters enacting the “great Stage 

of fooles,” an expression which corresponds with the lines in Shakespeare’s King Lear. 242 

The words rogue and knave are used interchangeably in the pamphlet, Cocke Lorell is 

introduced as “the most notorious knaue that euer liued,”243 and the ambiguous use of folly 

and knavery suggests a semantic confusion in Cocke Lorell’s Bote, already present in The 

Ship of Fools. To my knowledge, it is the first English literary record which deliberately 

mingles knavery and folly by placing the knaves on a boat, the model for which was The 

Ship.244 

 Although the poem is fragmentary, the sections we know provide a lengthy catalogue 

of representatives of London society: it mainly consists of lower rank characters such as 

tradesmen, craftsmen, or criminals, however, the text also mentions “monkes and frères / 

[…] And many whyte nonnes with whyte vayles,” which evokes Lydgate’s Order of Fools, 

established on the analogy of religious fraternity. The characters swarm the streets to board 

the ship: 

 
                                                             

240 McPeek, The Black Book of Knaves and Unthrifts, p. 56. 
241 Rowlands, Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, p. 5.  
242 “When we are born we cry that we are come / To this great stage of fools” (4.6.178-179) 
243 Rowlands, Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, p. 54. 
244 Cf. McPeek, The Black Book of the Knaves, 1998. 
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Than Cocke cast a syde his hede  

And sawe the stretes all ouer sprede  

That to his bote wolde come  

Of all craftes there were one or other (220-223)245 

 

The attached woodcut displays the crammed ship and Barclay’s version also contains a 

detailed description of the boarding fools:246 “There is great nomber that fayne wold be 

aborde. / They get no rowme our Shyp can holde no more.”247 Similarly, Barclay’s version 

contains a chapter at the end of the work which enumerates craftsmen (‘The vnyuersall 

shyp of crafty men, or laborers’), which might have been inspiring for the author of Cocke 

Lorell’s Bote, especially given that Watson’s edition does not emphasise this much the 

presence of folly in England:248 

 

And sothely he hathe taken vpon hym the translacion of this present 

Boke neyther for hope of rewarde nor lawde of man: but onely for the 

holsome instruccion commodyte and Doctryne of wysdome, and to 

clense the vanyte and madnes of folysshe people of whom ouer great 

nombre is in the Royalme of Englonde.249 

 

The ship is sailing in the world and picks up fools in harbours, especially in those of 

England, a country that in Barclay’s version holds the greatest number of fools. This theme 

is echoed in the Cocke Lorell’s Bote in the description of the knaves sailing aimlessly and 

in the jolly atmosphere on the board: 

                                                             
245 Maidment ed., Cocke Lorell’s Bote, 1841. All quotes are taken from this edition. 
246 Although it seems plausible that the poem was based on Watson’s translation, Herford argues that the poet 
might have known Barclay’s version as well and he proposes that the Cock Lorell’s Bote fused two chapters 
(48, 108) of The Ship of Fools. The author may have also used Barclay’s Prologue, in which the fools trying 
to embark on the ship are described (Herford, Studies in Relations, p. 347). 
247 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM IIII/v. 
248 Herford refers to the chapter ‘The unyuersall Shyp,’ which depicts the distributions of fools in England 
and which reads: 
“Now must we levee eche sympill hauen and porte 
And sayle to that londe where folys abounde and flowe 
For whether we aryue at London or Brystowe 
Or any other Hauen within this our londe 
We folys ynowe shall fynde alway at hande“ 
(Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLXII/v.) Cf. Herford, Studies in Literary 
Relations, p. 348. 
249 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM VIII/v. 
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Tha Cocke wayed anker and and housed his sayle 

And forthe he rowed without fayle  

They sayled England thorowe and thorowe  

Vyllage towne cyte and borowe  

They blessed their shyppe whan they had done  

And dranke about saynt Julyans torne (385-390) 

 

Whilst sailing all over England, the characters transform the board of the ship into a 

stage of revelry: 

 

They wolde not haue vertu ne yet deuocyon  

But ryotte and reuell with joly rebellyon  

They songe and daunsed full merely  

With swerynge and starynge heuen hye (367-370) 

 

This section exhibits the carnivalesque nature of vagrant life on Cock Lorell’s Bote, 

reflecting the carnivalesque features of The Ship of Fools and at the same time adapting the 

work to the English literary context. The ship is a fitting device for the enumeration of 

types of lower social ranks and collects them under the term “knave,” which probably was 

appealing to certain early modern dramatists. It offers the potentials of exhibiting and 

bringing together a wide variety of stock characters interacting with each other in the spirit 

of carnival. At the same time, the criminals are driven away on the vessel, hence cleansing 

London from sin. Whilst Cocke Lorell’s Bote applies the ship of fools device primarily to 

exhibit a heterogenous group of characters and revelry, the Bowge of Courte and 

Magnificence focus on courtly vices. Although both works carry festive traits, the main 

governing ideas behind them relate to the nature of human faults. 
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3.2. John Skelton’s Bowge of Court and Magnificence250 

 

This chapter proposes to demonstrate how The Ship of Fools was exploited in literary 

pieces in the first half of the sixteenth century and how its, although restricted, use in these 

pieces anticipate its application in the works of Elizabethan/Jacobean drama. In the 

following subchapter, I argue that John Skelton’s satire, the Bowge of Courte (1499), and 

his interlude Magnificence (c. 1526) have much in common with The Ship of Fools: both 

depict courtly vices and enumerate various characters; moreover, there are textual 

correspondences between the The Ship of Fools and Skelton’s works. Although Skelton is 

primarily regarded as a satirist and a poet and the Bowge of Courte is a non-dramatic piece, 

in many respects it is the anticipation of Magnificence.  

 The Bowge of Courte (“bowge” meaning “to cause to leak”) follows the generic 

patterns of, on the one hand, medieval dream visions, on the other, medieval allegories. It 

is a relatively long poem with 525 lines at the beginning of which a poet, Drede, recalls the 

ancient bards to inspire him in his own writing. He falls asleep and in his dream he sees “a 

shyppe, goodly of sayle” (36),251 an allegorical representation of the court, governed by 

Fortune. The ship is loaded with royal merchandise and owned by Dame Saunce Pere, who 

is accompanied by her ladies in waiting and courtiers. A sequence of allegorical characters 

appear on the board of the ship, such as Danger, Saunce Pere’s lady in waiting, who wants 

to know about the purpose of Drede’s visit, to which he responds that he wanted to “bye 

some of youre ware” (79), an indication that he wants to be a member of the crew of the 

ship. Drede is addressed by another lady, Desire, who also asks him to tell her what he 

wants, and Drede replies that he seeks the favour of Fortune. The following sections 

constitute the enumeration of courtly vices: Favell (flattery), Suspicion, Hervy Haster, 

Disdain, Riot, Dissimulation, and Deceit. These characters are very similar to the vices in 

Magnificence as they also want to influence Drede. Upon meeting Drede, Suspicion insists 

that “I muste shewe you moche of my counselle” (207) and Riot asks Drede “And, syr, in 

faith why comste not us amonge, / To make thé mery, as other felowes done?” (379-380). 

                                                             
250 I would like to thank Professor Charles Moseley for his supportive remarks on this part of my dissertation. 
He encouraged me to pursue the connection between Skelton and Barclay further and helped me with some 
aspects and insights to start my research with. I am also grateful to Professor Greg Walker, who has produced 
a number of articles and books on Skelton, for directing my attention to some of the more recent scholarly 
findings in the field. 
251 All quotes taken from Williams, W.H. ed., A Selection from the Poetical Works of John Skelton, London: 
Isbister and Company, 1902. 
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The vices in Magnificence also attempt to control Magnificence and characters, such as 

Counterfeit Countenance or Crafty Conveyance, apply false language in order to achieve 

their goals; similarly, in the Bowge of Courte the sequence of cunning characters starts 

with Favell, “full of flattery, / Wyth fables false that well coude fayne a tale” (134-135). 

Drede, however, is not deceived by these vices, he realises the false games of these “lewde 

felawes” (528) and he acknowledges their danger by saying they “[c]ame for to slee me of 

mortall entente” (529), so “as they came, the shypborde faste I hente, / And thought to 

lepe” (530-531). Drede escapes the temptations of the vices by waking up and right after 

his awakening he composes the Bowge of Courte. Some of the themes in Skelton’s poem 

resemble certain chapters in The Ship of Fools, most notably those which castigate courtly 

vices, and a closer scrutiny of the relevant sections reveals some textual correspondences 

as well. Such textual similarities might mean that Skelton found The Ship of Fools 

inspiring, however, the date of the Bowge of Courte complicates the question whether 

Skelton borrowed from Barclay when he composed his work.  

According to the record in the Early English Books Online database, the work was 

published in 1499 by Wynkyn de Worde, although there was another edition without a 

date.252 The 1499 publication rules out the proposition that Skelton borrowed the theme 

from Barclay.253 This, however, does not exclude the possibility that Skelton knew a 

version of the work and used it in his poem. Barclay used the French version of Riviére 

(1497) and the Latin version of Locher (1497) for his translation, which means that both 

editions were available for English poets at the turn of the sixteenth century. Skelton may 

as well have been familiar with either the French or the Latin, or both translations, and thus 

it seems reasonable to argue that Skelton could have exploited The Ship of Fools when he 

was composing his Bowge of Courte. The title itself refers to a ship, bowge meaning “to 

cause to leak,” a reference to the disfunction and dangers of courtly corruption. 254 

                                                             
252 Skelton, Bowge of Courte, London: Wynkyn de Worde, 1499. Copy from the National Library of 
Scotland. 
253 On the date of the Bowge of Courte cf. Helen Stearns Steale, ’The Date of Skelton’s Bowge of Court,’ 
Modern Language Notes 52, 1937, p. 572-574.  
254 Formerly, the very few scholars who discussed the issue had acknowledged the impact of The Ship of 
Fools on the Bowge of Courte, however, during my research I have not found a study which would elaborate 
on the matter in more detail. Charles Herford takes for granted that Skelton knew and used Barclay’s work 
when he composed the Bowge of Courte and he suggests that “ he [Skelton] knew and read this translation 
[Barclay’s] is certain, in spite of his unfriendly relations with its author” (Studies in Relations, p. 351). One 
needs to be careful with this suggestion as Herford does not refer to records to confirm his statement and he 
does not provide a comparative analysis of the two works. More recently, Peter Happé argued that Skelton 
probably used Barclay’s version of The Ship of Fools for his Bowge of Court (‘Staging Folly,’ p. 74), and 
although Happé is much more careful with his wording, he does not provide textual evidence for this 
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The first stanza of the Bowge of Courte introduces the notion of folly, as “our pole 

artyke, smylynge halfe in scorne / At our foly and our vnstedfastnesse” (5-6), and the poem 

begins with the universal perspective of the pole arctic, or pole star, which is still very 

often regarded as a guiding principle. Hence, the first stanza establishes the context of the 

allegory in relation to folly, which is exploted in the sequence of the vices in the poem. 

The character named Riot, for instance, is labelled as a fool, a knave, and an unthrift: 

 

Gone is this knaue, this rybaude foule and leude;  

He ran as fast as euer that he myghte : 

Vnthryftynes in hym may well be shewed (414-416) 

 

This quote mentions Riot as a “foule,” which might refer to a deceitful character or a fool; 

the word fool is spelt as “fole” (446) in other cases, hence foule might also refer to being 

cunning. Anyhow, both the spelling and the pronunciation of the two words are very 

similar and hence “foule” in this quote might be a pun. As the section on Cocke Lorell’s 

Bote has argued, folly, knavery, and unthrift were synonymous at the beginning of the 

sixteenth century, which might place Riot in the fool’s position. Drede describes Riot’s 

outfit as “[h]is hose was garded wyth a lyste of grene, / Yet at the knee they were broken 

[…] / His cote was checked with patches rede and blewe” (356-358), which evokes the 

image of the motley of the court jester. Riot starts to sing (“ay he sange” 360) and so does 

another character, Hervy Haster, who defines himself as “an homely knaue” (264): 

 

A balade boke before me for to laye,  

And lerne me to synge, Re, my, fa, sol!  

And, whan I fayle, bobbe me on th noll (257-259) 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

suggestion either. Robert Lee Ramsay offers a comparative analysis of the Bowge of Court and Barclay’s The 
Ship of Fools and establishes his argument on Herford’s interpretation. Ramsay’s subject of investigation is 
Barclay’s work and his discussion is based on thematic correspondences between the two works, which are 
present in the Latin version as well. He argues that Skelton did not borrow only from one chapter as the vices 
in the Bowge are scattered in The Ship of Fools (Introduction to Magnificence, p. lxxix). Skelton draws up 
seven types of courtly vices in his poem, three of which can be matched with the follies in The Ship’s chapter 
‘Of flaterers and grosers:’ the Bowge’s Favell, Dissimulation, and Subtility or Deceit are very similar to 
flattery, deceit, and mischief-making (Magnificence, p. lxxix). Ramsay observes that Skelton’s reliance on 
The Ship of Fools is strengthened by that he borrowed practically nothing from such English fool-satires as 
Lydgate’s Order of Fools. Although he must have relied either on the Latin or the French version when he 
composed the Bowge of Court, there are textual similarities between Magnificence and Barclay’s version 
(Magnificence, p. lxxxix). 
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In early modern drama, the stage fool is frequently assigned roles which involve singing 

and dancing, a tradition originating in the Middle Ages. Medieval fools were similar to 

minstrels, as Clifford Davidson points out, and dancing fools, wearing hood’s and 

donkey’s ears, appearing on misericords, wooden shelves under the folding seats of 

churches often embellished with carvings, as early as 1520 at Beverley Minster.255 The 

tradition of dancing/singing fools persisted into the seventeenth century and they 

frequently featured in Shakespeare’s dramas, such as Feste in Twelfth Night, in which the 

singing scenes evoke the revelry of the winter festive season.  

In the Bowge of Courte, Riot creates revelry on board the ship (“He set up fresshely 

upon his hat alofte: / What reuell route!” 370) and he says that “This worlde is nothynge 

but ete, drynke, and slepe, / And thus with us good company to kepe” (384-385). The Ship 

of Fools contains a chapter on gluttony and drunkenness, the title of which is “Of glotons 

and dronkardes” in Barclay’s translation,256and in Locher’s version the chapter “De 

potatoribus”257 (of drinkers) also depicts the theme. The woodcut in Locher’s edition 

differs from the one in Barclay’s, however, both display a jolly company drinking and 

eating.  

These images display sots, a word both referring to fools and drunkards; apparently, 

these two connotations of the word were interrelated and closely linked with riot. Skelton’s 

Riot, the foolish character creating a carnivalesque atmosphere on the board of the ship, 

makes this section of the Bowge of Courte remarkably similar to the chapter in Locher’s 

edition of The Ship of Fools. It also resembles Cocke Lorell’s Bote, in which the characters 

similarly dance, drink, and sing aboard. This carnivalesque revelry on vessels appears to 

have been appealing to English authors at the turn of the sixteenth century. The fools on 

the ship are not in control of the barge and hence they are exposed to the whims of Fortune, 

another correspondence with Skelton’s poem. 

One of the central themes in the Bowge of Court is the mutability of Fortune and the 

first stanza of the poem depicts this theme through the description of the change of seasons 

with reference to the mutability of the moon: 

 

                                                             
255 Davidson, Illustrations of the Stage, p. 67.  
256 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XLV/v. 
257 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Jacob Locher, Basel: Johann Bergmann, 1497. FOLIUM 73/r. The 
references are taken from the original 1497 copy of Cambridge University Library, Classmark: 
Inc.5.C.1.14[2378]. 
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In autumpne, whan the sonne in Virgine  

By radyante hete enryped hath our corne ; 

Whan Luna, full of mutabylyte 

As emperes the dyademe hath worne 

Of our pole artyke, smylinge halfe in scorne 

At our foly and our unstedfastnesse (1-6) 

 

The stanza mentions folly in relation to transience, a notion closely related to the theme of 

Fortune in the work. The inscription above the throne of Saunce Pere reads as follows: 

“Garder le fortune que est mauelz et bone” (Keep fortune which is both good and bad). 

The mutability of Fortune, as discussed, is a central theme in The Ship of Fools as well; 

however, the image was so deeply rooted in the Middle Ages that its use in Skelton’s work 

might be due to other medieval sources. Yet, the similarities between Skelton’s ship and 

The Ship of Fools, both guided by blind chance with carnivalesque revelry and fools or 

foolish characters aboard, are remarkable and the suggestion that The Ship might have been 

inspiring for Skelton when he composed his poem seems plausible.258  

In the Bowge of Court, Fortune is not a mere abstraction as Saunce Pere and Fortune 

seem to be fused in the poem. Saunce Pere is the captain of the ship and queen of this court, 

hence she is in charge, yet, when her lady in waiting describes Fortune to Drede, the two 

female characters seem to be the same:  

  

Maystres, quod I. I praye you tell me why soo,  

And how I maye that waye and meanes fynde. 

Forsothe, quod she, how euer blowe the wynde,  

Fortune gydeth and ruleth all oure shyppe:  

Whome she hateth shall ouer the see boorde skyp (108-112) 

 

The confusion of the personal pronoun “she” indicates that the captain can be both Fortune 

and Saunce Pere, as they are both in charge on the barge and they are both female 

characters. The presence of Fortune on the ship makes the Bowge of Court and The Ship of 

                                                             
258 Herford argues that the follies of court on Skelton’s barge closely resemble Brant’s fools as they are 
sanguine and improvident; they are unaware of their folly. He also points out that Skelton’s ship is also 
governed by Fortune (Studies in Relations, p. 355-356). 
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Fools alike; nevertheless, there are further elements which link the two works. In Skelton’s 

work, Desire describes the force of Fortune as follows: 

 

Whome she loueth, of all plesyre is ryche,  

Whyles she laugheth and hath luste for to playe ; 

Whome she hateth, she casteth in the dyche,  

For whan she frouneth, she thyketh to make a fray: 

She cheryssheth him, and hym she casseth awaye (113-117) 

 

The spatial depiction of Fortune’s ways corresponds with the lines in Barclay’s The Ship of 

Fools chapter “Of the mutabylyte of fortune:” 

 

In fortunes whele vnsure and inconstant 

Some assay the whele thynkynge it pleasant 

But whyle they to clym vp haue pleasour and desyre 

Theyr fete them faylyth so fall they in the myre259 

 

The same passage in Locher’s version, “De fortune mutabilitate,” is very similar and 

describes the fate of those who have higher ranks in society: 

 

Quem rota fortunae cupida spe continet, atque  

voluit in excelso sors sibi fausta gradu: 

Ille etiam metuat lapsus quandoque nocentes: 

Perpetuo nescit sors residere loco.260 

This passage describes Fortune as selfish and a force that feeds humans’ hopes for fame 

and high social ranks, which cannot remain constant. Again, this might only refer to the 

popular theme, however, the description of favour and prosperity offered by Fortune might 

be read as another correspondence between the Bowge and The Ship. In the Bowge of 

Courte, the merchants are confident that they enjoy the favour of Fortune: 

                                                             
259 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans.  Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LXXVII/r. 
260 Brant, Stultifera Navis, Trans. Jacob Locher. 1497, FOLIUM 39/v. Those who have high hopes of the  
wheel of Fortune, and / are of higher rank longing for equally favourable fate / are afraid of falling and 
sometimes of sinners: / Human fate cannot remain constant. I would like to thank Judit Mudriczki for her 
help with the translation of the Latin passages. 
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And I with them prayed her [Fortune] to haue in mynde.  

She promysed to us all she wolde be kynde:  

Of Bowge of Court she asketh what we wold haue;  

And we asked Fauoure, and Fauour she us gaue (123-126) 

 

Such confidence is described in The Ship of Fools as follows: 

 

Ye folys that haue in fortune confydence: 

And boste you of welth and of prosperyte 

Leue of your foly, and note by euydence: 

Hir cours vnsure: and hir mutabylyte 

None in this lyfe can byde in one degre 

But somtyme hye, than after pore and lowe.261 

 

The passage on Fortune in Locher’s Latin version is very close to the English translation 

and also highlights the prosperity Fortune can offer: 

 

Stultus qui iactat fortune commoda: certus 

In quibus & stabilis non solet esse gradus 

Fortunam patienter habe: nec prospera iactes 

Fata: hodie diues: cras quod pauper eris.262 

 

This Latin passage mentions that those who boast about their Fortune are fools as Fortune 

is inconstant, hence one has to be patient and modest about her as one can be rich today but 

poor tomorrow. The Latin text corresponds with the Bowge of Courte as the ship of Saunce 

Pere is filled with royal merchandise, and the word ‘fortune’ might refer to both fate and 

wealth.  

Skelton’s description of the merchants flocking to the boat also evokes the image of 

the fools trying to board the ship, many of them forced to swim after it as there is no place 

aboard: 

                                                             
261 Brant, Stultifera Navis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LX/v. 
262 Brant, Stultifera Navis, Trans. Locher. 1497, FOLIUM 28/v. 
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Thus in a rowe of martchauntes a grete route  

Suwed to fortune that she wold be theyre frynde  

They thronge in fast and flocked her aboute (120-122) 

 

The flock of fools trying to board the ship is depicted in two chapters towards the end of 

Barclay’s version and it is also present in Locher’s Latin edition. As mentioned, in the 

Cocke Lorell’s Bote the craftsmen’s boarding the ship is similar to The Ship of Fools’ 

chapter “The vnyuersall shyp of crafty men, or laborers,” the title of which is “Latina nauis 

seu barca socialis” in Locher’s edition. The chapters depict lower rank characters and both 

Barclay’s and Locher’s edition contain the visual depiction of these fools crammed on the 

ship, some of them almost falling overboard in Barclay’s version, and in Locher’s version 

the ship is surrounded by other boats with fools wanting to board the main vessel. A 

variation of this woodcut is inserted into the Cocke Lorell’s Bote, which also describes 

how the characters swarm the ship whilst one of them is held by other fools. Skelton might 

have been familiar with this image of the ship overloaded with singing fools, which might 

have been the model for the description of merchants boarding the ship in the Bowge of 

Court. 

Skelton’s poem resembles particularly those chapters of The Ship of Fools which 

depict and mock courtly life, a theme to which Barclay dedicates a whole chapter (“Of 

flaterers and glosers”). This chapter depicts courtly flatterers who are often cast out of 

favour and it notes that wise men do not use flattery. This theme is central to Magnificence, 

which may be seen as a dramatised version of the Bowge of Courte. Magnificence was 

written much later than the Bowge of Courte, and although the exact date of its publication 

is debatable as the first edition lacks the date, it is likely to have been published sometime 

in the second half of the 1520s,263 hence Skelton could have used Barclay’s version for his 

interlude.264 

                                                             
263 In the entry to the word “fon,” which occurs in Magnificence, the OED implies 1526 as the year of 
publication.  
264 I am restricting my investigation to The Ship of Fools and Magnificence as, although the play is a 
storehouse of elements of morality and folly, the scope of the thesis requires the topic to be narrowed down. 
Hence, I offer a comparative analysis of the two works and attempt to point out how the ship of fools might 
have been exploited by Skelton in his interlude. For more on Magnificence see the introduction of Paula 
Neuss to the critical edition I am referring to. Also Cf. Robert S. Kinsman, ‘Skelton’s Magnyfycence: The 
Strategy of the Olde Sayde Sawe,’ in Studies in Philology, Vol. 63, No. 2 (Apr., 1966), 99-125; Peter Happé, 
‘“Pullyshyd and fresshe is your ornacy:” Madness and the Fall of Skelton’s Magnyfycence,’ in Betteridge, 
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In Skelton’s work, Magnificence is the subject of the allegorical battle of abstract 

characters, like Drede is the subject of the abuse of the vices at Saunce Pere’s court. Like 

the Bowge of Courte, Skelton’s play is also centred on courtly life and both of them exhibit 

the vices of courtiers. Magnificence is the most well-known Tudor interlude; it dramatises 

the allegoric battle within the soul of the main character, Magnificence. The interlude 

exhibits the interplay between Magnificence and a number of abstract characters. The play 

follows the patterns of medieval morality plays adapted to a courtly setting in which 

Magnificence is exposed to the manipulation and evil of courtly vices. 

The play’s opening speech is uttered by Felicity and it, like the first stanza of the 

Bowge of Courte, depicts mutability: 

 

All things contrived by man’s reason, 

The world environ, of high and low estate, 

Be it early or late, wealth hath a season. 

Wealth is of wisdom the very true probate. 

A fool is he with wealth that falleth at debate; 

But men nowadays so unhappily be ured 

That nothing than wealth may worse be endured. (1-7)265 

 

In the footnote to this passage, Paula Neuss observes that wealth is equal to prosperity,266 

which is fleeting, however, it can be maintained “if nobleness were acquainted with sober 

direction” (18). The play is centred on the interplay between folly and reason as many of 

the characters are either fools or they carry foolish traits.267 The mutability of Fortune is a 

central theme in The Ship of Fools and, as it has been discussed, originates in the work of 

Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, which was popularised by Boccaccio’s De Casibus, 

and features in John Lydgate’s Fall of Princes as well as in several sixteenth-century 

editions of the Mirror for Magistrates. Although it was a highly popular theme in the 

Middle Ages and the early modern period, during my research I have not found 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
eds. Thomas and Greg Walker, The Oxford Handbook of Tudor Drama, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012,  482-498; David Bevington, From "Mankind" to Marlowe:Growth of Structure in the Popular Drama 
of Tudor England, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962. 
265 All quotes taken from the critical edition by Paula Neuss (1980). 
266 Skelton, Magnificence, ed. Paula Neuss, p. 68. 
267 Cf. Happé, Peter, ’Fansy and Foly: The Drama of Fools in Magnyfycence,’ Comparative Drama, 27:4 
(1993/1994:Winter) 426-452. 
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contemporary references to it which would link the wheel to folly directly. The chapter 

“Of bostynge or hauynge confidence in fortune” is particularly relevant to Magnificence as 

passages in it correspond with the opening speech of Felicity. The chapter begins with the 

following lines: 

 

He is a fole whiche settyth confydence 

On frayle fortune vncertayne and mutable 

His mynde exaltynge in pryde and insolence 

Because that she somtyme is fauorable 

As if she wolde so be perdurable 

Suche folys oft whan they thynke them most sure 

All sodaynly great mysfortune endure268 

 

The chapter elaborates on fools who boast about their wealth and prosperity and do not 

acknowledge the uncertainty of Fortune: 

 

Thou bostest thy welth and thy prosperyte 

Thy good auenturs, and plentyfull pleasaunce 

Alas blynde fole amende thy ygnoraunce 

And in thy welthe to this saynge intende 

That fortune euer hath an incertayne ende269 

 

Although the passage emphasises the folly of boasting about wealth and prosperity, linking 

these two with the mutability of Fortune and folly makes the passage similar to the Bowge 

of Courte and the opening speech in Magnificence. The central governing idea behind both 

works is the transience and the fleeting nature of life and both works apply the notion of 

folly to depict this theme.  

 Skelton’s interlude presents a variety of vices who turn out to be fools. Such a 

character is Courtly Abusion, who calls himself a “fon,” which, according to the OED 

means “fool:” 

                                                             
268 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LIX./v 
269 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM LIX./r. 
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A very fon, 

A very ass, 

Will take upon 

To compass  

That never was  

Abused before (862-867) 

 

The main aim of the characters is to tempt Magnificence and drive him mad. Conveyance 

anticipates the outcome of their plan in his lines to Collusion: 

 

When we have him 

tither coveyed, 

What and I frame such a sleight 

That Fancy, with his fond conceit, 

Put Magnificence in such a madness 

That he shall have you in the stead of sadness, 

And Sober Sadness shall be your name? (676-681) 

 

Fancy also wants to drive Magnificence mad and Foly makes a fool of everybody: [To 

Conveyance referring to Magnificence] “In faith, I can make you both fools and I will” 

(1175). Towards the end of the play the folly of individual characters becomes universal in 

the play and Fancy concludes that “all is folly that I can see” (1293). A couple of lines 

below, Crafty Conveyance echoes Fancy’s line and elaborates on the omnipresence of folly: 

 

It is wonder to see, the world about, 

To see what folly is used in every place. 

Folly hath a room, I say, in every rout; 

To put where he list Folly hath free chase; 

Folly and Fancy all where every man doth face and 

brace; 

Folly footeth it properly, Fancy leadeth the dance, 

And next come I after, Crafty Conveyance. (1328-1334) 
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At this point, Skelton’s interlude transforms into a dance of the fool led by Fancy. Fancy 

and Folly are the two professional fools in the play, however, their folly turns out to be 

contagious and soon involves an increasing number of characters in the play.270 The dance 

led by Fancy evokes the image of the roll-call for fools in the Feast of Fools,271 and as this 

particular French carnival was not domesticated in England, the suggestion that such an 

enumeration of fools in Magnificence might be due to the impact of The Ship of Fools 

seems plausible.  

Besides the main governing ideas, there seem to be some textual correspondences 

between Magnificence and Barclay’s The Ship of Fools. In particular, Skelton’s interlude 

resembles those chapters in Barclay’s work that depict courtly life, such as the chapter “Of 

newe fassions and disgised Garmentes.” This chapter depicts courtly gallants who ape 

others in order to create a socially acceptable public persona:272 

 

Ye counterfayted Courters come with your fleinge brayne 

Expressed by these variable Garmentes that ye fynde. 

To tempt chast Damsels and turne them to your mynde 

Your breste ye discouer and necke. Thus your abusion 

Is the Fendes bate. And your soules confusion. 

Come nere disgysed foles: receyue your Foles Hode.273 

 

                                                             
270 Peter Happé argues that the fierce criticism of courtly life in the Bowge of Court and Drede’s becoming an 
example of folly himself is the anticipation of Magnificence, in which two fools, Fancy and Foly appear as 
part of a similar moral allegory (‘Fansy and Foly,’ p. 442.). Even though the play has a moral structure, 
Fancy and Foly behave like fools in the drama: their costumes indicate that they are fools as, for instance, 
Foly has a bauble (‘Fansy and Foly,’ p. 434). They differ from Erasmus’s concept of folly: Foly and Fancy 
are not holy fools with deep wisdom; they are mischievous and wicked, Fancy resembling the vice characters 
of morality plays and Foly functioning as the merry entertainer of popular festivities. Skelton’s fools lack the 
depth of Erasmus’s Folly and they are embodiments of evil (‘Fansy and Foly,’ p. 445). The folly of Fancy 
and Foly are accompanied by the courtiers who embody such courtly vices as treachery, double dealing, 
lechery, and avarice, which had already been depicted in the Bowge of Court. Magnificence himself gets 
drawn into folly by Foly and Fancy, which indicates that in part he had already been a fool. Making a fool of 
the king is a fierce criticism from Skelton suggesting that he is just as easily corrupted as his courtiers 
(‘Fansy and Foly,’ p.444). Skelton structures the courtiers’ speeches around the machinations of Fancy and 
Foly, hence blurring the line between courtly vice and folly (‘Fansy and Foly,’ p.445).  
271 Peter Happé also argues that Skelton might have relied on the tradition of sotties, or the Feast of Fools 
(‘Staging Folly,’ p.75).  
272 Cf. Ramsay, Robert Lee ed., Magnificence, Early English Text Society, London: Kegan Paul, Trench, 
Trübner & Co. Limited, 1906. 
273 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXI / r. 
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The verse reveals that courtly gallants fashion themselves because they are not 

satisfied with the assets God has endowed them with: 

 

Drawe nere ye Courters and Galants disgised 

Ye counterfayt Caytifs, that ar nat content 

As god hath you made: his warke is despysed 

ye thynke you more crafty than God omnipotent.274 

 

Magnificence features a character called Counterfeit Countenance, who explicitly calls 

himself and those who follow him fools: 

 

Tell you whereof my name doth rise. 

For Counterfeit Countenance known am I; 

This world is full of my folly. 

I set not by him a fly 

That cannot counterfeit a lie, 

Swear and stare, and bide thereby, 

And countenance it cleanly, 

And defend it mannerly. (409-416) 

 

This is followed by an enumeration of various roles, things, and behaviour patterns humans 

counterfeit (such as the role of a knight, kindness, or freedom); according to Counterfeit 

Countenance those who exhibit such patterns are similar to stock characters acting in a 

play. In many chapters of The Ship of Fools, this is seen as folly, for instance in “Of 

disordred and vngoodly maners,” which draws the picture of  

 

ye folys of lewde condicion 

Of yll behauoure gest and countenaunce 

your proude lokys, disdayne and derysyon 

Expresseth your inward folysshe ignoraunce.275 

 

                                                             
274 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XIX/v. 
275 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXX/r. 
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Counterfeit Countenance claims that the world is full of his folly, and this section in The 

Ship of Fools also refers to the omnipresence of the sin of counterfeiting: 

 

[…] many thousandes folowe vylany 

Prone to all synne and inconuenyence 

Stryuynge who sonest may come to all offence276 

 

Counterfeiting courtiers are objects of derision and are associated with folly; this gains 

crucial significance in Fancy’s counterfeiting the role of Largesse in front of Magnificence. 

Similarly, the mischievous character, Collusion, also counterfeits roles in order to cause 

disorder: 

 

But division, dissension, derision: these three 

And I am counterfeit, of one mind and thought, 

By the means of mischief to bring all things to  

nought. (700-702) 

 

The meaning of counterfeiting in both works is twofold: on the one hand, it is associated 

with role playing and ultimately with sin, and in Magnificence, Counterfeit Countenance is 

one of the vice characters; on the other hand, it is ridiculed in The Ship of Fools and 

Counterfeit Countenance also regards it as folly and uses it as a device for satire.277 

The chapter “Of nevve fassions and disgised garments” links folly with abusion, the 

practice of corruption for which the courtiers in The Ship of Fools are castigated and 

mocked: 

 

To tempt chast Damsels and turne them to your mynde 

Your breste ye discouer and necke. Thus your abusion 

Is the Fendes bate. And your soules confusion.278 

                                                             
276 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXX/r. 
277 Ramsay highlights the correspondence between Counterfeit Countenance and The Ship’s chapter “Of 
newe fassions and disguised garments,” however, he emphasies the character of Courtly Abusion 
(Magnificence, lxxxi), who Paula Neuss calls “evil perversion of gentlemanly behaviour” (Magnificence, 
Paula Neuss ed. p. 66). He manipulates Magnificence by using speckless manners and eloquent language, 
which Ramsay thinks can be paralleled with the chapter in The Ship of Fools. 
278 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXI / r. 
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Robert Lee Ramsay points out the similarity between Courtly Abusion’s description of 

gallants and their description in The Ship: they both apply deceit in order to win the 

affections of ladies.279 Courtly Abusion describes gallants to Magnificence as follows: 

 

So as ye be a prince of great might, 

It is seeming your pleasure ye delight, 

And to acquaint you with carnal delectation, 

And to fall in acquaintance with every new fashion; 

And, quickly your appetites to sharp and address, 

To fasten your fancy upon a fair mistress 

That quickly is envived with ruddies of the rose, 

Inpurtured with features after your purpose (1546-1153) 

 

The passage describes how false pretence can lead women into blind admiration towards 

courtiers, which is described in The Ship of Fools as follows: 

 

And ye Jentyl wymen whome this lewde vice doth blynde 

Lased on the backe: your peakes set a loft. 

Come to my Shyp. forget ye nat behynde. 

Your Sadel on the tayle: yf ye lyst to sit soft.280 

 

A few lines below Courtly Abusion warns Magnificence of the dangers of aping others: 

 

Wisely let these words in your mind be weighed: 

By wayward wilfulness let each thing be conveyed; 

Whatsoever ye do, follow your own will, 

Be it reason or none it shall not greatly skill; 

Be it right or wrong, by the advice of me 

Take your pleasure and use free liberty; […] 

Hear no man whatsoever they say, 
                                                             

279Ramsay also highlights the similarities between Courtly Abusion’s description of gallants and their 
description in The Ship (Magnificence, lxxxii). 
280 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXI/v. 
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But do as ye list and take your own way. (1594-1605) 

 

The corresponding chapter in The Ship of Fools (“Of nat folowers of good counsel”) 

reads:281 

 

Of folys yet another sorte doth come 

Vnto our shyp rowynge with great trauayle 

Whiche nought perceyue of doctryne nor wysdome 

And yet dysdayne they to aske wyse counseyll 

Nor it to folowe for theyr owne auayle282 

 

Although this chapter in The Ship depicts those who do not follow good counsel, the first 

stanza emphasises that the received counsel has to be used for one’s own advantage, that is, 

considered critically. Magnificence is surrounded by bad advisors who often employ 

flattery to persuade him, an issue addressed by Redress at the end of the play: 

 

Comprehending the world casual and transitory,  

Who list to consider shall never be beguiled, 

If it be regist’red well in memory;  

A plain example of worldly vainglory 

How in this world there is no sickness, 

But fallible flattery enmixed with bitterness. (2506-2511) 

 

Bitterness in The Ship of Fools’s chapter “Of flaterers and glosers” appears as venom and 

disharmony: 

 

Some with a fals herte, and a payntyd face  

In his lordes seruyce to haue chefe rowme and place  

Into his lordes erys yetyth secretly  

                                                             
281 Rober Lee Ramsay also refers to this chapter in The Ship of Fools, however, the passage he mentions 
depicts those kings and emperors who do not follow good counsel; Ramsay does not focus on the issue of 
free will and the advice of Courtly Abusion, namely, that Magnificence should be critical and cautious with 
his advisors. 
282 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM XXIX / r. 
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Lyes venemous, debate to multyply 283 

 

Flattery is described as highly dangerous for nobilities and it appears in Magnificence as 

the character of Crafty Coveyance, who is a master of deceit and who claims that  

 

[f]ull much flattery and falsehood I hide, 

And by crafty conveyance I will, and I can, 

Save a strong thief and hang a true man (1379-1381)  

 

Not only is Crafty Coveyance associated with flattery, he is also one of the vices in the 

play and he may also be seen as a fool as he comes second in the roll-call for fools led by 

Fancy (“Fancy leadeth the dance, / And next come I after, Crafty Conveyance” 1333-1334). 

Facing these vice-fools results in the transformation of Magnificence who by truly 

recognising these destructive characters gains wisdom. Brant’s original work had already 

been highly compatible with the English Morality tradition as it enumerates types of fools 

associated with sin and the individual chapters apply didactic language in order to amend 

folly in the reader. Barclay’s translation can be linked with medieval moralities even more 

closely as he applied their patterns in some of the chapters in The Ship of Fools. 

Robert Lee Ramsay makes the remarkable observation that towards the end of The 

Ship of Fools there is a section of three chapters which is not present in the original 

German work. The chapters he refers to are “A concertation or stryuynge bytwene virtue 

and voluptuosyte,” “Obiection of lust blamynge virtue,” and “Answere of virtue agenst this 

obiection of voluptuosyte;”284 Ramsay argues that these chapters constitute a mini morality 

play with three parts.285  The three chapters are centred on the dialogue between 

voluptuousness and virtue, a theme suitable for a mini morality play. The images to the 

first two chapters display female vices and virtues, and especially the first woodcut 

corresponds with the medieval English morality tradition. 

Neither of these images are present in the original German edition, they were inserted 

by Locher and only the one on the left (“A concertation or stryuynge bytwene virtue and 

                                                             
283 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCXIX/r.  
284 Ramsay, Magnificence, p. lxxxvi. 
285 Ramsay, Magnificence, p. lxxxvi. 
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voluptuosyte”) was used by Watson.286 Apparently, Barclay recognised the morality 

tradition in the chapters and exploited them as the accompanying verses are much longer 

than those in Locher’s edition. The iconography of the first woodcut corresponds 

especially with the English morality tradition as it displays the female Vice, the tempting 

and sinister Voluptuosness with Death behind her back, her moral counterpart, Virtue, and, 

Hercules, whose soul is being fought for.287 The two abstractions stand on two hills and the 

valley between them forms two paths, the representations of Hercules’s two choices;288 the 

woodcut visualises the classic setup of medieval Morality plays and is accompanied by an 

introductory poem which informs the reader about the theme of the chapter: 

 

Beholde here man dyrect thy syght to se 

for in this balade I shall vnto the shewe  

The stryfe of uyce and uoluptuosyte289 

 

In most cases, the individual chapters in The Ship of Fools are introduced by a short poem 

which sets the theme of the given section. Out of these three chapters, only the first one is 

introduced, the following two begin with the monologues of Voluptousness and Virtue. 

The introduction follows the patterns of allegorical battles between abstractions of 

medieval moralities and reads: “Wyle Hercules lay slepynge (as I rede) / Two ways he 

sawe full of diffyculte”290 and the chapters depict “The way he entred of vertue and 

                                                             
286 Ramsay is right in suggesting that these chapters are missing from the Narrenschiff, but they are present in 
Locher’s translation. However, Locher’s first chapter out of the three only contains a short epigram besides 
the image, whereas Barclay wrote a long poem to the woodcut. Locher’s titles are the following: “Concertatio 
Virtutis cum Voluptate,” “Obiectio Voluptatis Criminantis Virtutem,” and “Resposio Virtutis Carmine 
Elegiaco.” Barclay’s edition is a bilingual one and he included Locher’s text into his version; however, he 
considerably amended Locher’s first chapter (“Concertatio Virtutis cum Voluptate”) and changed the image 
to the third chapter (“Obiectio Voluptatis Criminantis Virtutem”). 
287 The theme of Hercules at the crossroads was commonly depicted in medieval and early modern visual 
representations; such representations exhibited Hercules as an “everyman” who is the subject of the battle 
between Vice and Virtue. 
288 The choice of Hercules theme was popularised in Coluccio Salutari’s work De laboribus Herculis (1406) 
cf. Ullmann, Berthold L., The Humanism of Coluccio Salutati, Padova: Editrice Antenore, 1963.; the theme 
also features Geoffrey Whiney’s A Choice of Emblems (1586), in which the emblem called “Bivium virtutis 
et vitii” (“The roads of vice and virtue”) displays Hercules between two female figures and captures his 
choice between vice and virtue (p. 40). The reference is to the original edition as found in the Early English 
Books Online database. 
289 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509 FOLIUM CCLII/r. 
290 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509 FOLIUM CCLII/r. 
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goodness.”291 This is followed by a dramatic narrative with dialogues between 

Voluptousness and Virtue, beginning with Virtue’s lines: 

 

[…] I victiousnes confounde  

Opressynge men with fals flaterynge […] 

But vertue I lawde: as goodness moste plesaunt 

Whiche with hir wepen most stronge and tryuphaunt292 

 

The condemnation of flattery and counterfeiting is crucial to this chapter and the poem 

brings the subject to a universal level as it addresses “every man / mayde / childe / and 

wife” and the rewards of Virtue are promised to “mankynde.”293 The mention of “every 

man” and “mankind” unavoidably evokes such moralities as Everyman and Mankind, the 

dramaturgy of which are centred on very similar narratives to Barclay’s mini morality. The 

following chapter (“Obiection of lust blamynge virtue”) is the thematic continuation of this 

one and although Locher’s verse is approximately the same length as Barclay’s, there are 

some peculiar elements to the text which make it particularly “Barclayan.”  

 The narration of this chapter is highly ambigious and resembles the confusing 

narrative technique applied in the introduction. The woodcut displays Lust in the middle in 

the form of a naked young woman surrounded by flowers and gallants who play music to 

her; the woman is Voluptousness from the previous image. The verse begins with her 

address to the gallants, likening herself to virtue; however, from the third stanza she talks 

about her “wanton lye,” and hence shifts the discourse completely. The chapter is based on 

her monologue, but the shift in narration and her emphasis on her incredibility makes it 

into a “quasi-dialogue” about the folly of humans who let themselves be deceived by 

Voluptousness (that is Lust), again, from a universal perspective: “The tyme passyth dayly 

fro mankynde / Our dayes of lyfe longe whyle can nat indure” and invites mankind to be 

“mery the tyme that we ar here / And passe we our tyme away in lusty chere.”294 Not only 

is this an address to humanity, it is also, and maybe more importantly, a verbal challenge to 

Virtue, who responds in the third section of the mini morality. 

                                                             
291 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509 FOLIUM CCLII/r. 
292 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLII/v. 
293 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLII/v. 
294 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLVI/r. 
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 In “Answere of virtue agenst this obiection of voluptuosyte” the woodcut exhibits 

Virtue in a robe holding a spear-shaped stick resembling a broom. 

Virtue’s lines are also of universal nature: 

 

O loathsome lust: o mad mysgouernour 

Of all mankynde, and rote of euery vyce.[…] 

Howe darest thou wretchyd men this wyse abuse 

Or them disceyue by thy chraft of falsnes295  

 

This is followed by a long enumeration of Voluptousness’s sins against mankind arguing 

that those who seek her will be punished and those following the virtuous path will be 

rewarded. To demonstrate this, Virtue draws up a list of mighty rulers such as Julius 

Caesar or Alexander the Great, and ancient poets and philosophers like Virgil, Cicero, or 

Plato. The chapter castigates “fals lust and pleasour corporall”296 as the real vices for 

mankind and it concludes as follows: 

 

So shall your hertis fauour the true doctryne 

And blessyd fayth of Christ our sauyour 

Whiche fayth shall brynge you to the syght dyuyne 

Of goddess presence and celestyall pleasour 

But wordly welth as riches and honour 

Shall in this lyfe be part of your rewarde 

Where as vayne lust endyth in paynes harde.297 

 

Virtue’s response finishes the section and it could be read as an oration delivered to 

humanity; it is considerably longer than Voluptousness’s monologue, which corresponds 

with the dramaturgy of moralities the aim of which is to reinforce the doctrines of 

Catholicism. The dialogicity within this unit is, on the one hand, present in the fist 

section’s conversation between Voluptuousness and Virtue, on the other, the following two 

chapters are also in dialogue with each other, and they may be seen as separate acts of this 

“universal play” concluded by Virtue.  
                                                             

295 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLVIII/v. 
296 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLVIII/r. 
297 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLVIII/v. 
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 English medieval drama, primarily the morality tradition and the Cycle Plays, was 

mainly concerned with universal themes and they exhibited the whole damnation and 

redemption of mankind within the spatial and time limitations of the performance. Helen 

Cooper sees the drama of the Middle Ages as “total theatre” and establishes her argument 

in opposition to the assumptions of those dramatic theories that derive the patterns of 

Elizabethan drama from the Classical tradition. Cooper argues for the universality of 

English drama and points out that early modern English drama refused to fit the rules of 

Greek and Latin patterns.298 She refers to Thomas Heywood’s Apology for Actors (1612), 

in which Heywood expresses the universality of drama in the following metaphor: “The 

world’s a Theatre, the earth a Stage. / Which God, and nature doth with Actors fill.”299 

This universal stage, as Cooper continues, can potentially hold performances which 

represent the history of the world by presenting comprehensive dramatist personae such as 

kings, shepherds, or sailors to a highly heterogenous audience of all social ranks.300 Early 

modern secular drama could be seen as the continuation of medieval religious plays as the 

concept of the world as a universal stage included God as a spectator.301 Although 

Cooper’s subject of discussion is the Cycle Plays, her argument can be easily applied to the 

similarly universal morality tradition. Renaissance English drama was fundamentally 

cosmic and this cosmic drama needed cosmic stage fools that embodied universal folly, 

which involved all the participants enacting the stage. The Ship of Fools was compatible 

with the English dramatic tradition because it presented universal folly to a wide spectrum 

of readership. 

 Skelton’s Magnificence also displays the universal folly of The Ship of Fools as most 

characters are foolish in the play: Magnificence makes fools of other characters302 and he is 

made a fool of by the vices. The title page defines the play as a “goodly interlude and 

merry,” which indicates the twofold atmosphere of the play. In the Bowge of Court the 

“quasi-drama” of courtly vices takes place on Fortune’s universal ship, and although the 

device is not as explicit in Magnificence, the text contains ship references. Towards the end 

of the play Magnificence says: 

                                                             
298 Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, p. 44. 
299 Qtd. in Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, p.53. 
300 Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, p. 53. 
301 Cooper, Shakespeare and the Medieval World, p. 54. 
302 Magnificence: Wherefore, Measure, take Liberty with you hence, 
And rule him after the rule of your school. 
Liberty: What, sir, would ye make me a popping fool? (230-232) 
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Of the terrestre treachery we fall in the flood, 

Beaten with storms of many a forward blast, 

Ensorded with the waves savage and wood: 

Without our ship be sure it is likely to burst. (2555-2558) 

 

Felicity also mentions the ship: “Howbeit liberty may sometime be too large / But if reason 

be regent and ruler of your barge” (37-38). Paula Neuss notes that the ship in this context 

denotes the soul;303 as referred to in the second chapter on the dynamics of the ship of fools, 

the ship might be seen as a symbol for the soul being cast into the body and the sailor 

aboard denotes the explorer on an endless journey.304 Magnificence is a universal morality 

play representing mankind, thus, the ship of the soul could be rendered as the literary 

device which contains the participants of the battle within the universal soul. The 

characters of the interlude are the dramatised projections of this moral conflict and as they 

are all regarded as fools in the play their interpretation as fools on board an allegorical ship 

might not be far fetched. They are stock characters deeply imbedded into previous 

performative traditions and hence easily recognisable for the spectators of the performance. 

From this perspective, an alternative reading of Magnificence as an interlude which 

displays a variety of dramatised features of The Ship of Fools seems possible. 

 The texts discussed in this chapter reveal two literary tendencies at the beginning of 

the sixteenth century: the Cocke Lorell’s Bote adapted The Ship of Fools as a literary 

device suitable for the enumeration of such characters on the social margins as rogues, 

unthrifts, and knaves; Skelton’s Bowge of Court exploited the theme slightly differently 

and applied the ship of fools to castigate courtly vices and produce a moral allegory on the 

analogy of medieval dream visions. Although the Cocke Lorell’s Bote is a non-dramatic 

piece, it shows one way of “Englishing” The Ship and is crucial to my argument as this 

pattern is echoed in Thomas Nashe’s Summer’s Last Will and Testament and in King Lear. 

As for Skelton’s works, the central theme of the Bowge of Court is dramatised in 

Magnificence, both of them being concerned with courtly vices, and Skelton seems to have 

found inspiration in The Ship of Fools when he was composing the pieces. John Marston’s 

The Fawn is also centred on the castigation of courtly vices and he satirizes courtiers by 

                                                             
303 Skelton, Magnificence, ed. Paula Neuss, p. 217. 
304 Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p. 294. 
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applying the ship of fools device. The next chapter proposes to further my argument about 

The Ship of Fools’ impact on early modern English drama by discussing those 

Elizabethan/Jacobean dramatic pieces which either contain textual references to the ship of 

fools, or its patterns are detectable in the plays. 
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4. THE GREAT STAGE OF FOOLS 

 

The main goal of this dissertation is to substantiate the suggestion that the ship of fools 

tradition had considerable impact in sixteenth-century England and its presence can be 

detected in the works of a number of early modern playwrights. This chapter aims to 

explore how the image was exploited by Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights by discussing 

the works of Thomas Nashe, Thomas Dekker, John Marston, and I propose a tentative 

study of William Shakespeare. In order to establish my argument in the academic discourse 

of this particular field, I propose a brief survey of studies relevant to the subject. 

The main difficulty facing the researcher of The Ship of Fools and early modern drama 

is that the work is very rarely discussed in English Renaissance studies; although some 

acknowledged scholars refer to the work as a possible source for early modern playwrights, 

apart from a few instances I have not found studies which would systematically 

substantiate this suggestion. Edwin H Zeydel argues that The Ship of Fools had 

considerable impact on Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon, Thomas Nashe’s Summer’s Last 

Will and Testament, or Thomas Dekker’s Gul’s Hornbooke.305 Zeydel does not pursue this 

further or provide textual references which would confirm such impact, and although all 

three works refer to the ship of fools, he does not elaborate on how the image is applied in 

them. Kent Cartwright in his Theatre and Humanism observes that The Ship of Fools had 

an impact on Elizabethan playwrights, however, he does not elaborate on the matter.306 

Kenneth Muir also refers to The Ship in his edition of Shakespeare’s Macbeth, in which the 

annotation to the “tomorrow and tomorrow” monologue relates the text to The Ship of 

Fools; however, his reference also remains unexplained.307 Unlike Cartwright, Muir, or 

Zeydel, Herford provides an informative summary of The Ship of Fools’ impact on 

Elizabethan drama and links its popularity with its emblematic nature suggesting that the 

work “survived even in the palmy days of the drama as an inexhaustible source of 

allusion.”308 Herford does not elaborate on the emblematic nature of English Renaissance 

drama; yet, his linking the popularity of The Ship of Fools with emblems suggests that he 

recognised the performative potential of the woodcuts and the interrelation between early 

modern drama and visual culture. Another informative study is the article of Robert C. 
                                                             

305 Cf. Zeydel, The Ship of Fools, p. 42. 
306 Cf. Kent Cartwright, Theatre and Humanism: English Drama in the Sixteenth Century, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999. 
307 Cf. Shakespeare, William, Macbeth, Ed. Kenneth Muir, London: The Arden Shakespeare, 2006. 
308 Cf. Herford, Studies in Relations, p. 370. 
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Evans, in which he provides a list of early modern authors, including playwrights, who 

allude to The Ship. However, Evans’s focus of interest is the question that despite its 

demonstrable popularity in the Renaissance, why is Barclay’s book discussed and read so 

rarely today, and hence he does not provide a thorough interpretation of the dramatic 

pieces in question.309 

Although these studies refer to The Ship of Fools with regard to its impact on 

Renaissance English drama, they do not map the references to The Ship systematically in 

order to explore whether there is a pattern in the use of the image detectable in the works in 

question. According to my research, the application of the metaphor in 

Elizabethan/Jacobean drama falls into two main, although not exclusive, streams: the ship 

of fools is applied in order to collect a variety of knavish characters on stage in the spirit of 

carnival, and it is a fitting device for the depiction and castigation of courtly vices. First, 

this chapter discusses those works of Thomas Nashe and Thomas Dekker which contain 

textual references to the ship of fools; this will be followed by the discussion of John 

Marston’s The Fawn, in which the ship of fools becomes the primary dramaturgical force. 

 

 

 

4.1. Thomas Nashe and Thomas Dekker 

 

The ship of fools recurs in the works of both Thomas Nashe and Thomas Dekker and the 

textual references in their works display similar patterns: both authors apply the image as a 

stage metaphor in order to enumerate a sequence of scenes in their pageants. During my 

research I have not found a study that would systematically discuss the issue, and this 

section aims at filling in this gap by examining the use of the ship of fools device in the 

relevant works of these playwrights. The pieces which are the subjects of my scrutiny are 

not exclusively dramatic works; however, I regard them as significant in the understanding 

                                                             
309 Evans discusses The Ship of Fools’ impact on Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist in an essay and proposes that 
the play was influenced by the chapter on alchemy in Brant’s work. Cf. Evans, Robert C. ’Jonson and the 
Emblematic Tradition: Ralegh, Brant, the Poems, The Alchemist, and Volpone,’ in Emblem, Iconography, 
and Drama, eds. Clifford Davidson, Luis Gámez, and John H. Stroupe, Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute 
Publications, 1995, 108-132. 
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of the use of the ship of fools in Nashe’s Summer’s Last Will and Testament and Dekker’s 

The Whore of Babylon. I start my discussion with Nashe and the main focus of my 

argument will fall on his Summer’s Last Will and Testament; however, I also mention two 

non-dramatic pieces in which the metaphor is already present as I am concerned with how 

Nashe interprets the device and whether his use of the ship of fools formulates a pattern in 

his works. 

 Thomas Nashe is not central in the canon of Renaissance drama, and he is not thought 

of primarily as a playwright, rather a pamphleteer. Yet, his contribution to the development 

of Elizabethan/Jacobean drama is considerable, and even though nowadays he is a 

marginal character, compared to dramatists such as Jonson, Marlowe, or Shakespeare, 

among his contemporaries he seems to have been well known. He collaborated with such 

acknowledged writers as Sir Philip Sidney or Ben Jonson: he contributed to Sidney’s 

Preface to the first, unlicensed edition of Astrophel and Stella, and he co-wrote with 

Jonson The Isle of Dogs. He also collaborated on Dido Queen of Carthage (1594) with 

Marlowe and probably wrote part of I Henry VI. He was born in 1567, three years after 

Shakespeare, and died in 1601; he was one of the “University Wits,” a group of late 

sixteenth-century writers, who attended either Oxford or Cambridge and became popular 

secular authors. Nashe went to St. John’s College in Cambridge and by the end of the 

1580s he already became known for his sharp and witty pamphlets and satirical works. 

Nashe was a self-conscious artist, who was fully aware of his contemporaneous cultural, 

literary and political context, always up-to-date, keeping his finger tip on the pulse of his 

time. 

Nashe’s Preface to Robert Greene’s Menaphon reveals that Nashe was a self-

conscious artist, fully aware of his contemporary cultural, literary and political context. In 

his Preface, he enlists the most acknowledged writers of his age, including his 

contemporaries: among others he refers to John Lydgate, Geoffrey Chaucer, John Gower, 

Thomas More, Thomas Achlow, and George Peele. Besides being a “literary critic,” he 

was widely known for his sharp witticism and satirical tone, which he used to articulate 

some of the burning questions of contemporary social and intellectual matters. The ship of 

fools is a recurring device in his works; although the thesis focuses primarily on its 

dramatic implications, in order to get a broader perspective of its use in Nashe’s texts, it is 

worth discussing those of his non-dramatic pieces which contain textual references to the 

ship of fools. 
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 The first one occurs in his Preface to the first edition of Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella 

(1590) in which Nashe expresses his “figurative admiration,” praises the excellence of 

Sidney in contrast with other more inferior writers, including himself. The Preface is 

centered on the ship metaphor and compares other authors’ collections of poems to boats 

loaded with random goods: 

 

Now euery man is not of that minde, for some to goe the lighter 

away, will take in their fraught of spangled feathers, golden Peebles, 

Straw, Reedes, Bulrushes, or any thing, and then they beare out 

their sayles as proudly, as if they were balisted with Bulbiefe. 

Others are so hardly bested for loading that they are faine to retaile 

the cinders of Troy, and the shiuers of broken trunchions, to fill vp 

their boate that else should goe empty: and if they haue but a pound 

weight of good Merchandise, it shall be placed at the poope, or 

pluckt in a thousande peeces to credit their carriage.310 

 

As opposed to this, Nashe emphasises that Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella is not only a 

collection of poems but also an artificial sequence with coherent structure: 

 

Out of whose works (latelie translated into English, for the benefit 

of vnlearned writers) a man might collect a whole booke of this 

argument, which no doubt woulde proue a worthy commonwealth 

matter, and far better than wits waxe karnell: much good vvorship 

haue the Author.311 

 

He compares his own collection of literary crafts to the ship of fools: 

 

Onely I can keepe pace with Grauesend barge, and care not if I 

haue water enough, to lande my ship of fooles with the Tearme, 

(the tyde I shoulde say.)312 

                                                             
310 Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, A4/r. All quotes are taken from the 1591 edition as found in the Early 
English Books Online database. 
311 Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, A4/v. 
312 Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, A4/r. 
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Nashe compares his literary skills to a “Gravesend barge,” and equates it with the ship of 

fools. Gravesend is a small town in Kent on the south bank of the Thames, which had long 

been famous for its river transit before the Renaissance. In the Middle Ages Gravesend 

derived its importance from two ferries that commuted on the Thames up to London or 

even further. In 1555 the Thames boating arrangements underwent revision and an act was 

passed in that year. The preamble of this Statute stated that many misfortunes had 

happened to a great number of the King’s and Queen’s subjects, to the nobility, and to 

commoners on the boats because of the unskilled watermen. This preamble mentions the 

wherrymen as masterless, men of all kinds of occupations and faculties, many boys of 

small age and little skill, being unthrifts who most of their time were dancing or playing 

cards or other unlawful games.313 Nashe’s reference to the Gravesend barge in comparison 

with the ship of fools, a metaphor for literary skills, corresponds with the governing idea 

behind The Ship of Fools and the Cocke Lorell’s Bote. All of these ships carry unthrifts, 

outcasts of society, and Nashe’s comparison of his literary skills to such vessels might 

mean that his pieces lack the principles of classical literature; rather, his works are 

enumerations of “masterless characters and ideas,” a typically carnivalesque pattern which 

constitutes the structural basis for a number of his works. This is pursued further in his 

Pierce Penilesse (1592), a work which belongs to the genre of the so called rogue 

literature. 

 Rogue literature became popular in the sixteenth century and it persisted well into the 

seventeenth century. 314 These pieces depicted various representatives of the underworld, 

                                                             
313 Cruden, The history of the Town of Gravesend, p. 156. 
314 There are manifold social reasons behind this increasing presence of outcasts in the pamphlets of the 
second half of the sixteenth century. The first wave of the appearance of rogues was the result of the land 
enclosures at the end of the fifteenth and at the beginning of the sixteenth centuries. Following the enclosure 
a given piece of land ceased to be common property, its usage became restricted to the owner, and tenants 
were dismissed and became homeless (Kinney, Rogues, Vagabonds, and Sturdy Beggars, p. 20). The next 
wave was after the Act of Supremacy in 1534 when the dissolution of monasteries began (1536-1541) and as 
a result beggars, who could no longer live on the charity of monasteries, flocked to London (Rogues, 
Vagabonds, and Sturdy Beggars, 24). The number of the masterless increased with the disbanding of 
professional soldiers, who were often criminals or crooks levied to the wars by the government. Sailors were 
also apt to join the expanding group of the masterless. Their voyages ended and there were no new ones in 
sight, therefore many drifted along the southern coast of England and eventually made their way up to 
London (Rogues, Vagabonds, and Sturdy Beggars, 23). Through much of the century, most criminals lived 
on the road, often in the barns of unsuspecting yeomen and farmers, or in the suburbs of London, but the city 
tripled in population by the end of the century and reached 150,000 and with this rapid growth the unthrifts 
moved into taverns throughout the town. Across the Thames, Shoreditch and Islington remained the favourite 
districts; however, the rogues also lived in the liberties, (Rogues, Vagabonds, and Sturdy Beggars, 16) where 
the first London theatres were opened.  
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some of whom, like Cocke Lorell, became legendary among English readers.315 Some of 

Nashe’s works display the attributes of the genre, most notably, his Pierce Penilesse 

(1592), a preliminary work to his Summer’s Last Will and Testament. The work is a 

literary self-portrait of Nashe, which established him as an acknowledged writer and in 

which he elaborates on the idea of the impoverished scholar and artist. Pierce, as Charles 

Nicholl points out, is Nashe’s public persona, his literary projection as a discontented 

scholar.316 He adds that Nashe used the homiletic Seven Deadly Sins and the The Ship of 

Fools as shaping factors for his pamphlet. 317 The protagonist, Pierce embarks on a journey; 

he wants to have a “supplication” delivered to the devil, “who was noted for a privy 

benefactor to traiters and parasites, and to advance fools and asses far sooner than any.”318 

The devil would lend Pierce “a thousand pounds upon a statute merchant of his soul;”319 in 

return for the money the creditor would have power over the soul of the debtor.320 First he 

seeks the messenger who would deliver the supplication to the Devil in Westminster Hall, 

among lawyers, but then he finds him at St. Paul’s Cathedral, which was a meeting-point 

of knaves, beggars, and criminals in the sixteenth century. Nashe’s text enumerates abuses 

of contemporary life, by which the crafty ones get hold of earthly wealth, whilst talented 

scholars and writers live in poverty. The work is a catalogue of sins found in sixteenth-

century London, and this catalogue is presented through the narrative of Pierce’s quest. 

This narrative sets up the main structure of the text, which seems to be chaotic and random, 

since it depicts a wide variety of human faults such as religious, political, and social abuses. 

This seemingly random structure resembles The Ship of Fools, in which a similarly diverse 

enumeration of folly is presented. In The Ship of Fools and Pierce Penilesse sin and folly 

can take all shapes in all fields of life; they cannot be rationally grouped since they are 

beyond reason. Undoubtedly, there is a tension between reason and unreason and both 

works attempt to provide a narrative frame to notions (such as sin or folly) that cannot be 

                                                             
315 James A.S. McPeek discusses the emergence of rogue literature in sixteenth-century England as a result of 
the popularity of The Ship of Fools. He argues that for Brant and his translators everyone who deviates from 
pious rectitude is a fool and fools never thrive. They are unthrifts and most of them are knaves, and their 
function is similar to those characters referred to in the Mirror for Magistrates, who hold up a mirror to 
princes and rulers, as The Ship of Fools’ characters do the same to the common man (The Black Book of 
Knaves, p. 43). McPeek sees the the ship of fools as a fitting device to collect a wide variety of characters 
from the margins of society, which makes the image similar to the early institutions, such as Bethlehem, 
Bridewell, or Newgate, giving shelter for the poor, the insane, and the unthrift.  
316 Nicholl, A Cup of News, p. 99. 
317 Nicholl, A Cup of News, p. 100. 
318 Thomas, Pierce Penilesse, ed. J.B. Steane, p. 56. Subsequent references will be to this edition. 
319 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 56. 
320 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 56. 
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strictly defined and catalogued. Pierce Penilesse contains a textual reference to the ship of 

fools in the chapter on “The base insinuating of drudges and their practise to aspyre,” in 

which drudges with no assets are described as parasites who throw themselves in the 

service of some nobleman, either by flattery or by bribes: 

 

Thus do weeds grow up whiles no man regards them, and the Ship 

of Fools is arrived in the Haven of Felicity, whilst the scouts of 

Envy contemn the attempts of any such small barks.321 

 

Such aspirants are likened to weeds that grow uncontrollably and are harmful for other 

plants. They are placed on the ship of fools that sails them to the heaven of felicity, that is, 

to the land of good fortune and happiness. The “scouts of Envy,” however, interfere with 

the ship reaching its destination, which, read in light of The Ship of Fools, may refer to the 

permanent transition of the vessel. The word “folly” in the quote carries moral judgement; 

however, instead of mere condemnation of flatterers, the passage mocks such characters by 

calling them fools, which evokes the light-heartedness of festive fool plays.322 

G.R. Hibbard argues that even though there are moral aspects to Pierce Penilesse, by 

Nashe’s time satire is neither the means of protest nor a moral lesson, but rather it is a 

popular stage/platform on which the writer can exhibit his virtuosity as a writer.323 Wit for 

the Elizabethans meant the agility of mind, the ability to see resemblances where the 

ordinary man sees none, and to render them in poetic imagery.324 This note of Hibbard 

sheds different light on Nashe’s reference to the ship of fools in Astrophel and Stella: 

 

Onely I can keepe pace with Grauesend barge, and care not if I 

haue water enough, to lande my ship of fooles with the Tearme, 

(the tyde I shoulde say.) 

 

                                                             
321 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 72. 
322 G.R. Hibbard emphasises some festive features in Pierce Penilesse suggesting that it derives a great deal 
from the popular mockery of seasonal games. He adds that the text operates with well-known clichés and 
moral commonplaces and the mockery lies in the reversal of these notions (’The Miseries of Authorship and 
Pierce Penilesse,’ p. 18). 
323 Hibbard,’The Miseries of Authorship and Pierce Penilesse,’ p. 162. 
324 Hibbard,’The Miseries of Authorship and Pierce Penilesse,’ p. 160. 
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This passage seems to underestimate the quality of the Preface by likening it to a 

Gravesend barge, a ship for unthrifts and masterless men. The central theme of Pierce 

Penilesse is Pierce writing a supplication and offering his soul to the devil, which might be 

read as Pierce looking for a patron, a recurring theme both in Nashe’s life and works. The 

passage might refer to unthrifts and masterless writers, for which the ship of fools is a 

fitting image; this might also be read as a definition of a type of literature that refuses strict 

literary (particularly classical) conventions and regulations and instead exhibits 

heterogeneity with no obvious structure behind the texts. Nashe’s Pierce Penilesse is a 

literary symptom of a trend that rejects classical principles and makes arbitrariness its 

governing idea, which also manifests itself in the enumerative formula of Summer’s Last 

Will and Testament (peformed in 1592, first published in1600). 

Both pieces are catalogues of types of sins and both are carnivalesque pieces mocking 

authority and morality. In the Prologue, Nashe defines Summer’s Last Will and Testament  

as “no play neither, but a show,”325 hence, strictly speaking, it falls outside the canon of 

Elizabethan/Jacobean drama. Yet, even though it was composed for a private entertainment, 

it exhibits the traits of contemporary performances and it is a valuable record of early 

modern English popular culture. C. L. Barber discusses Nashe’s piece in his influential 

work, Shakespeare’s Festive Comedy (1959), and argues that the lack of a plot shows that 

“the event it was designed to express was the occasion of its performance.”326 It is a 

pageant with a variety of allegorical characters appearing including Summer, who prepares 

his will and wants to distribute his riches. The performance is a roll-call for such 

allegorical figures as Spring, Winter, Harvest, and mythical characters like nymphs or 

Bacchus led by the ghost of Henry VIII’s jester, Will Sommers. Will Sommers, the court 

jester of Henry VIII, was highly regarded and, as Nashe’s play also confirms, alluded to in 

the late-sixteenth century.327  As Barber points out, both religious and non-religious 

festivals in the Elizabethan period corresponded with the cycle of the year,328 and the Lord 

of Misrule character of such festivals can be linked with the Feast of Fools tradition.329 

Will Sommers functions in the pageant as a Lord of Misrule who controls the 

                                                             
325 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 148. 
326 Barber, Shakespeare’s Festive Comedy, p. 64. 
327 John Southworth argues that Will and and Henry were the early modern English manifestations of the 
close relationship between king and his fool as depicted in the Biblical scene of David and his fool; the 
famous illustration to Henry’s personal psalter around 1540 pictures Henry and Will in a similar manner 
(Fools and Jesters, p. 72). 
328 Barber, Shakespeare’s Festive Comedy, p. 4. 
329 Barber, Shakespeare’s Festive Comedy, p. 27. 
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dramaturgical framework of the performance by entering the characters and commenting 

on onstage events. Also, the fact that Summer’s Last Will features only the ghost of Will 

Sommers indicates that the era of court fools has declined, and the pun with Summer’s 

Will and Will Sommers suggests that this might be Will’s last jest. The show is a tribute to 

both popular cultural performances, which were gradually substituted by professional 

theatre, and to professional court fools, who by the middle of the seventeenth century were 

replaced by stage fools.330 Nashe’s play is saturated with elements of early modern popular 

festivities; it exhibits various attributes of carnivals, the fools of which might have also 

contributed to the emergence of stage fools in the sixteenth century. 

Will Sommers is a highly ambiguous character in Summer’s Last Will And Testament: 

he is the stage manager who enters the characters, the interlocutor who observes events and 

comments on them, and also the director who instructs the characters.331 He addresses the 

audience, thus establishing his ambiguous position in which he becomes both an insider 

and an outsider to the play, a narrative position also dominant in The Ship of Fools. Upon 

entering the stage Will utters the prologue in which he claims that “[t]here is no such fine 

time to play the knave in as the night,”332 a line which, coming from a “fool by nature and 

by art,”333 suggests that folly and knavery are both acts to be carried out. Later on Will 

summons the actors saying: “Actors, you rogues, come away,”334 linking the players with 

roguish characters. 

The play is a proliferation of fools on the stage: Will calls himself “a fool by nature, 

and by arte,”335 Ver is called a fool by Autumn,336 and Christmas says about the characters 

                                                             
330 The sources of early modern stage fools cannot be unequivocally identified, and it seems probable that 
both court jesters and fool literature factored in the emergence of the stage fool at the end of the sixteenth 
century. While John Southworth, in his Fools and Jesters, observes that there was an almost completely 
unbroken succession of fools at Elizabeth’s court and he suggests that this courtly tradition was almost 
directly transferred to the stages of popular theatres by the 1590s, E.K. Chambers argues on the contrary 
saying that Elizabethan dramatists such as Shakespeare did not rely on the figure of the court fool as much as 
on the abundant fool-literature of the age when he created his stage fools (The Elizabethan Stage III, p.296). 
Shakespeare’s Touchstone in As You Like It is a professional court jester performing on the stage of The 
Globe and portrayed by Robert Armin, the most significant producer of fool literature at the turn of the 
seventeenth century. 
331 Will functions as Mére Follie (Mother Folly), who leads the parade in the Feast of Fools and is the main 
character in Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly (1511). 
332 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 146. Subsequent references will be to the 1985 Penguin 
Classics edition. 
333 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p.147. 
334 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 149. 
335 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 147. 
336 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 153. 
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in general “Ay, ay, such wise men as you come to beg at such fool’s doors as we be.”337 

Summer, on the other hand, calls Christmas “Gross-headed sot,”338 whilst Will labels one 

of the other characters, Stolstitium an “asse.”339 When Summer wants to appoint Autumn 

as his successor, Winter comments as follows: 

 

He hath no skill nor courage for to rule, 

A weather-beaten banckrout asse it is, 

That scatters and consumeth all he hath: 

Eche one do plucke from him without controll.340  

 

Donkeys are linked with folly, the most outstanding example of which is Bacchus, who 

enters “riding upon an ass trapped in ivy,”341 accompanied by his festive singing and 

intoxicated fellows. This element was typical in the Feast of Fools, which, as Max Harris 

notes, often featured pagan elements, ass-processions into churches accompanied by lively 

singing, which altogether created the narrative of drunken clerics substituting the service 

with Bacchic revelry.342 Summer’s Last Will and Testament is saturated with the traits of 

this festive tradition and its Prologue begins by describing the customs during the “solemn 

feast of the Triumviri in Rome,”343 referring to the winter festival of the triumviri, a period 

during which the medieval Feast of Fools also took place. The carnivalesque nature of 

Nashe’s piece is a well established fact in English Renaissance studies and the play can be 

seen as a continuation of early modern popular performances. Nashe’s pageant exhibits the 

patterns of early modern popular festivals in the form of an Oration of beggars, as Will 

puts it: “So we come hither to laugh and be merry, and we heare a filthy beggerly Oration, 

in the prayse of beggary.”344 Will defines the play as a dramatised mock-oration, yet 

another feature relevant to the Feast of Fools and to The Ship of Fools.  

Besides depicting the carnivalesque spirit and relating to late medieval/early modern 

festivals, there is an additional, didactic element to Summer’s Last Will and Testament. In 

                                                             
337 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 198. 
338 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 198 
339 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 159. 
340 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 185. 
341 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 176. 
342 Harris, Sacred Folly, p. 83. 
343 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 147. 
344 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 157. 
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one of his comments, Will says “I am a sinner as others,”345 by which he acknowledges the 

interconnection between fools and sinners. Nashe’s pageant is a display of fools, drunkards, 

knaves, and criminals and resembles the enumeration of The Ship of Fools. Although this 

enumerative formula had long been present in English pageantry before The Ship of Fools, 

the textual reference to it in Summer’s Last Will and Testament confirms that the device 

was highly compatible with this particular performative tradition. 

 The scene in which Summer summons Orion and asks “With all thy hunting how are 

we enrich’d? / What tribute payest thou us for thy high place?”346 contains a comment by 

Will: 

 

Faith, this Sceane of Orion, is right prandium caninum, ‘a dog’s 

dinner,’ which as it is without wine, so here's a coyle about dogs 

without wit. If I had thought the Ship of Fools would have stayed to 

take in fresh water at the Isle of Dogs, I would have furnished it 

with a whole kennel of collections to the purpose. 347 

 

Orion is an unthrift who wasted the riches Summer endowed him with and he is constantly 

called a dog by other characters. Will’s lines seem to refer to the ship of fools as a stage 

and to Orion as a dog and a fool. The ship of fools is mentioned as if it was a sailing stage 

which stops by at various harbours, where a series of mini dramas take place. Had Will 

recognised at the outset that the performance would take such a twist, he would have 

decorated the stage accordingly. He associates Orion with dogs, which are also the 

symbols of fidelity, yet in the Renaissance were frequently assigned negative connotations; 

they were often the symbols of traitors. The Isle of Dogs refers to the location in London 

near Greenwich, where the Privy Council held meetings, and also to Nashe’s and Jonson’s 

lost play (The Isle of Dogs,  performed in 1597), which was immediately supressed due to 

its alleged satirical tone aimed at the Queen. Orion is not a beggar, nor is he an unthrift like 

Ver, yet the character is labelled as a traitor, an offender of the Queen, which makes him 

an anti-social knave, and therefore a fitting member of the ship of fools’ crew. 

 Nashe’s pageant is a seemingly random roll-call for characters, knaves, unthrifts, and 

criminals that could be collected under the umbrella term “fool,” as most of them are 
                                                             

345 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 182. 
346 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 169. 
347 Nashe, Summer’s Last Will and Testament, p. 170. 
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linked with the notion of folly. The play evokes the popular tradition of the Feast of Fools, 

which was primarily concerned with displaying stock characters in order to confront the 

members of the audience with human faults in a jolly manner. Nashe’s characters are either 

allegorical or they are mere abstractions and are labelled either as fools or asses thus 

exhibiting universal folly. The Ship of Fools similarly features a catalogue of stock 

characters as representations of universal folly and hence it is compatible with Summer’s 

Last Will and Testament. Nashe’s pageant is conducted by the representation of a 

professional court fool who introduces the show, summons the characters, and leads the 

roll-call for fools, an essential part of the Feast of Fools. On the one hand, Will refers to 

festive performances as feasts, on the other hand, the play is saturated with elements of this 

particular carnivalesque tradition.  

This enumerative formula is present in Thomas Dekker’s works, which also apply the 

ship of fools device. Dekker (1572-1632) is not the most central playwright in the canon of 

English Renaissance drama and the critical response to his plays has been somewhat 

dismissive, even though he was acknowledged among his contemporaries and collaborated 

with such playwrights as Jonson, Nashe, Middleton, Webster, Ford, and Marston. The best 

play he was ever involved in was probably The Witch of Edmonton (written in 1621 and 

first published in 1658), and his most well-known and appreciated own plays are The 

Shoemaker’s Holiday (1599) and Satiromastix (1601); the latter was part of the War of 

Theatres around 1600. Dekker was also a prolific pamphleteer and produced a large body 

of prose works. The following section is concerned with how Dekker applied the ship of 

fools in his pamphlet, The Guls Horne-Booke, and his grandiose pageant, The Whore of 

Babylon (1607). Although The Guls Horne-Booke (1609) is a non-dramatic piece, its 

discussion is relevant to my argument as the ship of fools’ use in the pamphlet sheds light 

on its application in The Whore of Babylon. Hence, I propose to further my argument by 

the analysis of the device in Dekker’s pamphlet, which will be followed by the 

interpretation of his pageant. 

The Gul’s Horne-booke is an enumeration of gallants, who according to the OED are 

“men of fashion and pleasure;” a gallant is also somebody “who pays court to ladies, a 

ladies’ man. Also, a lover; in a bad sense a paramour.” The entry to the adjective “gallant” 

defines it as “suited to fashionable society; indulging in social gaiety or display; attractive 

in manners, polished, courtier-like.” Both uses of the word evoke the woodcut of the 

courtier and the fool in The Ship of Fools, in which the fool holds up a mirror to the gallant 
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and the verse suggests that the artificial construction of identity and aping others is foolish. 

Dekker calls his gallants “gulls,” defined by the OED as “a credulous person; one easily 

imposed upon; a dupe, a simpleton, a fool.” The pun in the title mocks courtiers by 

pretending to offer a book of etiquette which instructs men how to adopt behaviour 

patterns so that they appear presentable in the eyes of society. The theme might have been 

adapted from The Ship of Fools’ chapter “Of nevve fashions and disguised garments,” 

which focuses on the construction of the public persona one has to adopt in order to 

function successfully in the courtly setting, a theme also central to Dekker’s pamphlet. 

The main purpose of The Guls Horne-Booke is revealed in the prefaratory passage “To 

all guls in generall, wealth and Libertie,” which states that its aim is to have the guls “well 

schooled.”348 The book resembles The Ship of Fools in its structure too: it is a seemingly 

random enumeration of stock characters, each chapter depicting a gull of some kind in 

various situations with a highly mocking tone. The subtitle reads Stultorum plena sunt 

omnia, a quote from Cicero’s Epistle XI.22, meaning “everything is full of fools,” and 

referring to the universality of folly. The table of contents lists the rules of conduct to be 

followed by a gallant: how a Gallant should behaue himself in an Ordinary […] in a 

Playhouse […] in a Tauern […] passing through the Cittie at all houres of the night etc. 

The chapters are presented as guidelines for the construction of public persona and 

everyday social performances. The piece is saturated with theatrical language and in the 

preface Dekker invites the readers to a universal feast of fools:  

 

I may aptly furnish this feast of Fooles, vnto which I solemnely inuite 

all the world: for at it shall sit not only those whom Fortune fauours, 

but euen those whose wits are naturally their owne. Yet because your 

artificiall Fooles beare away the bell, all our best workmanship (at this 

time) shall be spent to fashion such a Creature. 349 

 

The text distinguishes between artificial and natural fools, that is, professional jesters and 

simpletons. The thesis will discuss these two types in relation to Robert Armin’s works in 

more detail; at this point suffice it to say that at the turn of the seventeenth century there 

was a distinction between these two types of fools and stage folly, to which the word 
                                                             

348 Dekker, The Guls Horne-boke, Imprinted at London for R.S. 1609. All the quotes are taken from the 
original edition as found in the Early English Books Online database.  
349 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 5. 
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artificial refers, became a profession. Early modern texts, such as this one by Dekker or 

many of Shakespeare’s dramas, regard folly as synonymous with role playing, the most 

famous example of which is in King Lear when Lear says: “When we are born we cry that 

we are come / To this great stage of fools” (4.6.178-179).  

 Dekker calls his work a “Comick Theater,”350 and indeed, it is a valuable record of 

how contemporary theatres and stages were designed and what the accepted behaviour 

patterns were in playhouses. The chapter “How a Gallant should behaue himselfe in a 

Play-house” details how one should behave in the theatre and places the gull/gallant on the 

stage, hence blurring the line between the ridiculed courtier and the stage fool: 

 

Whether therefore the gatherers of the publique or priuate Play-house 

stand to receiue the afternoones rent, let our Gallant (hauing paid it) 

presently aduance himselfe vp to the Throne of the Stage. I meane not 

into the Lords roome […] But on the very Rushes where the Commedy 

is to daunce351 

 

The text insists that gallants should position themselves as close to the comic performance 

as possible, so close that they become the part of it: 

 

[…] you mightily disrelish the Audience, and disgrace the Author: mary 

you take vp (though it be at the worst hand) a strong opinion of your 

owne iudgement and inforce the Poet to take pitty of your weakenesse, 

and by some dedicated sonnet to bring you into a better paradice, onely 

to stop your mouth.352 

 

Gallants balance on the line between the audience and the performance, they interact both 

with onstage characters and the spectators, and they give voice to their critical opinions in 

order to ridicule the performance and the author.353 This ambigious position is typical of 

                                                             
350 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 1. 
351 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 28. 
352 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 30. 
353 For more on Shakespearean stage practices cf. Andrew Gurr, The Shakespearean Stage 1574-1642, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009. 
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stage fools and it is also present throughout The Ship of Fools, to which Dekker refers in 

his text. His preface addresses a heterogeneous readership including  

 

any man, woman, or child, be he Lord, be he Lowne, be he 

Courtier, be he Carter, of ye Innes a Court, or Innes of Citty, that 

hating from the bottome of his heart, all good manners and 

generous education, is really in loue, or rather doates on that 

excellent country Lady354 

 

A few lines below Dekker invites all of them to the board of the ship of fools: 

 

if any person aforesaid longing to make a voyage in the ship of 

Fooles, would venture all the wit that his mother left him, to liue 

in the country of Guls, Cockneyes, and Coxcombs; to the intent 

that hauting Theaters, he may fit there like a popiniay, onely to 

learne Play-spéeches, which afterward may furnish ye necessity 

of his bare knowledge, to maintaine table talke, or else heating 

Tauernes355 

 

The text refers to the ship of fools in theatrical terms and likens the voyage on the ship to 

the land of fools and to a theatrical performance; gallants can use their wits to learn 

speeches and become actors in order to be able to perform professionally on the universal 

stage of fools, a notion which also occurs in The Whore of Babylon. 

The Whore of Babylon is a grandiose dramatic piece depicting the battle between 

Titania, the defender of true faith and the dramatic representation of Elizabeth I, and the 

Whore of Babylon, Rome and the Pope. The play is a series of political pageants which 

display the assassination attempts against Titania and they also enumerate the supporters of 

both her and the Empress of Babylon.356 These assassination attempts and Fairyland’s 

responses to such threats make up the plot of this spectacular drama which displays dumb 

shows and enumerates a large number of characters, such as Truth or Time, to capture the 

                                                             
354 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 3. 
355 Dekker, The Guls Horne-Boke, p. 3. 
356 Thomas Dekker was a master of pageantry and he contributed to the royal entry of James I in 1604, which 
he included in his The Magnificent Entertainment (1603), a collection of his pageants. 
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allegoric fight between the two countries.357 Various characters arrive to Fairyland and spy 

on Titania or attempt to plot against her in vain, such as the three Kings who propose to 

Titania, after which they return to Babylon and report about the results of their quest. The 

Empress of Babylon first tries to persuade Titania through her spies to join Babylon, 

however, later in the play the Fairy Queen is exposed to assassination attempts via black 

magic and poison. When these attempts fail Babylon collects a fleet to invade Fairyland, a 

reference to the Spanish Armada’s attack in 1588, however, they do not succeed either. 

Such attempts are depicted in a seemingly random sequence of pageants, and apart from 

the repeated threats on Titania it is difficult to identify one unifying plot in the drama. 

History is presented in the play as separate pageants and the preface indicates that Dekker 

was fully aware of the historical weakness of the drama: 

 

And whereas I may, (by some more curions in cennsure, 

then sound in iudgement) be Critically taxed, that I falsifie 

the account of time, and set not down Occurrents, according 

to their true succession, let such (that are so nice of stomach) 

know, that I write as a Poet, not as an Historian, and that 

these two doe not liue vnder one law.358 

 

In the dramatist personae Titania is described as the “Fairie Queene; vnder whom is 

figured our late Queene Elizabeth,” and in the preface Dekker states that  

 

                                                             
357 The play was novel in many respects, although it failed to meet the taste of contemporary audiences and 
became soon forgotten; George R. Price insisted on providing a favourable recanonisation of Dekker, and he 
sees Dekker’s main achievements in his attempt to break with the traditional sixteenth-century genres of the 
history play and interlude (Thomas Dekker, p. 72-73). The theme of the play is exemplified in two dramatic 
modes: pageant-like series of events, which were remotely connected (historically and chronologically) and a 
number of allegorical episodes and a dumb show representing the death of Queen Mary, the accession of 
Titania, and the conversion of Fairy Land to the true religion (Thomas Dekker, p. 70). Despite the novel tone 
and eloquent verse of the play, Pierce suggests, contempory audience may have found the play’s dramaturgy 
old-fashioned since the taste in literature and theatre had changed and public taste tended towards social 
realism and not allegory (Thomas Dekker, p. 74). Even though the play was meant to be an “antidote” against 
the anxiety generated by the Gunpowder Plot, it failed to meet the expectations of the audience of the early-
seventeenth century (Thomas Dekker, p. 75). Cf. Gasper, Julia, The Dragon and the Dove – The Plays of 
Thomas Dekker, Oxford: Calderon Press, 1990. 
 
358 Dekker, The Whore of Babylon, in The Dramatic Works of Thomas Dekker, Fredson Bowers ed., p. 497. 
All subsequent references to The Whore of Babylon will be to this edition. 
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The Generall scope of this Dramaticall Poem, is to set forth 

(in Tropicall and shadowed collours) the Greatnes, 

Magnanimity, Clemency, and other the incomparable 

Heroical virtues of our late Queene And (on the contrary 

part) the inueterate malice, Treasons, Machinations, 

Vnderminings, and continual blody strategems, of that 

Purple Whore of Roome, to the taking away of our Princes 

liues, and vtter extirpation of their Kingdomes.359 

 

The Whore of Babylon depicts Rome and England as the mirror images of each other: both 

realms have female leaders and they are both surrounded by their courtiers who 

continuously provide them with counsel. Initially, the play seems to exhibit Titania’s land 

as ideal and the complete opposite of Babylon, which is full of treason and vices; later in 

the play, however, the picture Dekker draws becomes more subtle and the text reveals that 

Fairyland is similarly corrupted. Upon meeting one of the characters, Plain Dealing, Truth 

asks him where he was, to which Plain Dealing responds as follows:  

 

Looking vp and downe for thy selfe: and yet I lie too, now I 

remember, I was in the citie: our mistresse would needes 

haue me goe thither, to see fashions: I could make an 

excellent Taylor for Ladies and gentlemen, and fooles, for I 

haue seene more fashions there, then a picture drawer 

makes skuruy faces, the first two yeares of his trade: its the 

maddest circle to coniure in, that euer raiz'd spirit. (3.3.30-

36) 

 

This passage resonates with the description of city gallants in The Guls Horne-Booke, and 

it also corresponds with the chaper in The Ship of Fools, “Of nevve fashions and 

garmentes,” on pretentious courtiers. Plain Dealing describes the city as mad and full of 

fools and later in the dialogue with Titania he links this madness and sinful indulgence 

with the taverns of the age: 

 

                                                             
359 Dekker, The Whore of Babylon, p. 497. 
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Titania  Now Sirra, where haue you bin?  

Plain Dealing Where haue I bin? I haue bin in the brauest 

prison –  

Titania  What prison? a braue prison? Can there be a braue 

prison?  

Plain Dealing All your fine men liue and die there, it's the 

Knights ward, and therefore must needs bee braue: some 

call it an Ordinarie, but I say tis a prison, for most of our 

gallants that are serued euery day with woodcockes there, 

lie there in a manner vpon Execution: they dare not peepe 

out of doores for feare of Serieants. (2.1. 52-59) 

 

In this passage “ordinary” refers to the taverns where people of all social ranks would 

gather and enjoy such pastimes as bear-baiting, cock-fighting and various types of 

performances. Plain Dealing comments on the behaviour of Titania’s gallants in the 

taverns as follows: 

 

Your gallants drink here right worshipfully, eat most 

impudently, dice most swearingly, sweare most 

damnably, quarrell most desperatly, and put vp most 

cowardly. (2.1.71-73) 

 

The description of tavern life corresponds with the already mentioned chapter “Of glotons 

and dronkardes,” the woodcut to which displays a merry company in a tavern-like setting. 

From the middle of the sixteenth century inn yards were frequently used for various 

performances and other entertainments, and The Guls Horne-Booke also refers to the 

gallants’ performances in ordinaries and taverns (Ch “How a Gallant should behaue 

himselfe in an Ordinary;” “How a Gallant should behaue himselfe in a Tauerne”). Such 

public spaces were suitable for dramatic representations.360 Dekker seems to be referring to 

                                                             
360 In his book Shakespearean Playhouses, Joseph Quincy Adams points out that these inn yards consisted of 
a large open court surrounded by two or more galleries. In the yard a temporary platform could be erected for 
a stage, in the adjacent stables a dressing room could be provided for the actors; hence, the structure of these 
yards were very similar to the professional theatres of the end of the sixteenth century (Shakespearean 
Playhouses, p.1). Adams refers to Richard Flecknoe’s Discourse of the English Stage (1664) in which 
Flecknoe calls these reconstructed inns “theatres” (Shakespearean Playhouses, p. 6). Adams adds that the 
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these performance spaces in the ordinaries, the predecessors of public playhouses in 

London.  

 When Plain Dealing mentions the ordinaries Titania asks him where they are situated: 

 

Titannia  Are there such places in our kingdome, as Ordinaries,  

what is the true fashion of them, whats their order?  

Plain Dealing They are out of all true fashion: they keep no order.  

Titania  Where about in Fairie land stand they?  

Plain Dealing In your great cittie: and here's the picture of your Ordinarie. 

 (2.1.65-69) 

 

Plain Dealing’s description of ordinaries as places of revelry with no order also resembles 

the description of fools in The Ship of Fools, to which the same scene contains a textual 

reference. Plain Dealing compares Babylon with Titania’s land and finds the two countries 

rather similar: 

 

Troth mistresse, I left villains and knaues there, and find knaues & 

fooles here: for your Ordinary is your Isle of Gulles, your ship of 

fooles, your hospitall of incurable madmen: it is the field where 

your captaine and braue man is cal'd to the last reckoning, and is 

ouerthrown horse and foot: it is the onely schoole to make an 

honest man a knaue: for Intelligencers may heare enough there, to 

set twenty a begging of lands: it is the strangest Chesse-board in the 

world. (2.1.87-94)  

 

The ship of fools is applied with reference to Titania’s ordinary to describe Fairyland; the 

“ordinary” might also refer to the taverns of the age where people of all social ranks would 

gather and enjoy pastimes such as bear-baiting, cock-fighting and various types of 

performances. Other alternatives to “ordinary” are the Isle of Gulls, a reference to John 

Day’s scandalous comedy with the same title, and the hospital which might allude to one 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
proprietors of certain inns found it to their advantage to subordinate their ordinary business to the urgent 
demands of the actors and the playgoing public. Accordingly, they erected in their yards permanent stages 
adequately equipped for dramatic representations (Shakespearean Playhouses, p. 5), such as Mankind, which 
he says to have been performed in inn yards too (Shakespearean Playhouses, p. 2). 
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of the institutions mentioned previously (Bartholomew, Bridewell, and Newgate) 

especially that Plain Dealing compares the ordinary to a prison.361All these metaphors are 

related to revelry and folly: the taverns are filled with drunkards (and in The Gulls Horne-

Booke fools), the Isle of Gulls with fools, and the hospital with madmen.  Villains stand for 

folly in Plain Dealing’s lines and this folly is closely related to the stage, which is 

identified with the ship of fools. What makes this passage really interesting, however, is 

the reference to the cockpit in Plain Dealing’s response to Titania’s question: 

 

Titania  Affoard our shores such wonders? 

Plain Dealing Wonders? why this one little Cocke-pit, (for 

none come into it, but those that haue spurs) is able to shew 

all the follies of your kingdome, in a few Apes of the 

kingdome. (2.1.98-101) 

 

At first reading, the cockpit seems to denote the ring in which cockfights, a very popular 

entertainment in the sixteenth century, took place; however, in this passage the cockpit has 

theatrical connotations. E.K. Chambers in his commentary on the play mentions that the 

cockpit alluded to a place where follies were “shown in apes,” which referred to the palace, 

where Henry VIII saw plays.362 The “cockpit” may also be associated with the Cockpit 

theatre which operated from 1616 in London near Drury Lane (later the “theatre district of 

London”) and which was reopened as The Phoenix after a fire damage in 1617.363 

                                                             
361 James A. McPeek argues that Brant might have drawn his ideas from the Warnung of Basel, which was 
one of the early institutions giving shelter for the poor, the insane, and the unthrift (The Black Book of 
Knaves, p. 43). Such institutions existed from the Middle Ages in London. Bethlehem (1247) was the first 
shelter for the poor and the sick but after 1377 with the probable transfer of the insane from Stone House at 
Charing Cross it became the principal institution for the mentally diseased. The story of the hospital mingles 
with that of the knave bedlamites, and it is hard to distinguish between Poor Tom the knave, and the fool. 
Three similar institutions were in existence in the sixteenth century. Bridewell Hospital, originally the palace 
of Henry VIII, was given to London by Edward VI in 1553, and in 1556 it became a workhouse for the poor 
and a house of reformation for vagrants, thieves and dissolute women. Newgate prison was originally given 
to London in 1400 and throughout its history it would lodge citizens and nobles, but most commonly it was 
known as a prison. The biggest of all such institutions was Bartholomew, originally a priory (1123), turned 
into a hospital in 1536 when the city acquired the building and from then on it sheltered diseased and vagrant 
people (The Black Book of Knaves, p. 56).  
362 Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage III, p. 296. 
363 The story of the “cockpit,” however, goes way further back to the first half of the sixteenth century. The 
royal residencies usually included entertainment areas with a cockpit, and later on in the sixteenth century 
many of these “performative-entertainment” spaces were converted into professional theatres. Courtly 
performances were popular in the sixteenth century from Henry VIII’s reign onwards and became even more 
significant during Queen Elizabeth; however, they were usually not held in the cockpit, rather in the great 
halls of various palaces. (Cf. Frances Teague ’The Phoenix and the Cockpit-in-Court Playhouses,’ in The 
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The cockpit was a commonly used metaphor for the stage in the early modern period 

and The Whore of Babylon mentions it in line with the ship of fools, a device which carries 

vast theatrical potentials as on its board it can hold a large number of characters 

representing practically all forms of folly known to mankind. This vast theatrical potential 

is present in Dekker’s pageant and Shakespeare also uses the metaphor in Henry V. The 

prologue employs the cockpit image when the Chorus apologises for the poor potential of 

the stage for a play in which grandiose battles and historical events take place, and 

implores the audience to rely on their imagination:  

 

                                       Can this cockpit hold  

The vasty fields of France? Or may we cram  

Within this wooden O the very casques  

That did affright the air at Agincourt?  

O pardon, since a crooked figure may  

Attest in little place a million,  

And let us, ciphers to this great account,  

On your imaginary forces work (Prologue, 11-18).364 

 

The passage mentions other metaphors for the stage, most notably Shakespeare’s most 

famous one, the wooden O, signifying The Globe. Both in The Whore of Babylon and in 

Henry V the cockpit denotes the restricted theatrical space; although both the ship and the 

stage are spatially restricted, the imagination of the audience endows them with unlimited 

potential by which they manage to hold an infinite number of characters. 

 The ship and the sea are both central images in The Whore of Babylon and Dekker 

applies them to describe his dramatic purpose: “In sayling vpon which two contrary Seas, 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Oxford Handbook of Early Modern Theatre, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011). Joseph Quincy Adams 
points out that on birthdays, holidays and festive occasions in general the sovereigns of England and the 
members of the royal family summoned professional actors to present plays at Court (Hampton Court, 
Windsor, Greenwich, St James Palace or Whitehall). Usually the Court performances, like masques, were 
significant, almost official occasions, and many guests, including members of diplomatic corps, were invited. 
To provide accommodation for such an audience, a large room was needed. There was one at Hampton Court 
for many years but the palace at Whitehall for many years had no room of a similar character. In 1559 for the 
performance of a masque the Queen erected a temporary banqueting house, which was followed by some 
more in the next couple of years (Shakespearean Stages, p. 384-385). 
364 Shakespeare, Henry V, The Arden Shakespeare Complete Works, eds. Richard Proudfoot, Ann Thompson, 
and David Scott Kastan. 
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you may obserue, on how direct a line I haue steered my course.”365 A few lines below, the 

prologue conjures up the allegoric battle between Fairyland and Babylon confined to the 

spatially restricted stage: 

 

                   vpon this narrow floore  

Swell vp an Ocean, (with an Armed Fleete,)  

And lay the Dragon at a Doues soft feete. (Prologue, 17-19) 

 

The play is set at two courts, the characters are continuously shipped between Titania’s 

land and Babylon, and the text describes the final sea battle as a performance: “now the 

Armie comes forward: shee takes downe the flagge, belike their play is done” (4.1.46-47). 

The play contains a lengthy enumeration of the crew aboard the battle ships commanded 

by the Empress, whose sanity is questioned by Plain Dealing: “How full of the small poxe 

shee is, what ayles shee to stamp thus? is the whore mad?” (4.1.4-5) The ships sail towards 

Fairyland in order to cleanse it, an act which Plain Dealing also regards necessary. When 

he describes the behaviour of gallants in the ordinaries, Titania asks whether they can be 

cured from their disease: 

 

Titania  Haue we not in our Land Physitions  

To purge these red impostumes?  

Plain Dealing Troth yes mistresse; but I am Plaine dealing, 

and must speake truth, thou hast many Physitions, some of 

them sound men, but a number of them more sicke at heart, 

then a whole parish full of Patients: let them cure 

themselues first, and then they may better know how to 

heale others: then haue you other fellowes that take vpon 

them to be Surgeons, and by letting out the corruption of a 

State, and they let it out Ile be sworne; for some of them in 

places as big as this, and before a thousand people, rip vp 

the bowels of vice in such a beastly manner, that (like 

women at an Execution, that can endure to see men quartred 

aliue) the beholders learne more villany then they knew 

                                                             
365 Dekker, The Whore of Babylon, p. 497. 
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before: others likewise there be of this consort last named, 

that are like Beadles bribed, they whip, but draw no blood, 

and of these I haue made a Rime. (2.1.102-116) 

 

The quote suggests that such cleansing can happen only from within and the cured patients 

can perform deterrent surgery on villains in order to provide moral education for the 

audience. The assassination attempts on Titania can be described in light of Babylon’s 

endeavour to cleanse Fairyland from sin. The dialogue between Plain Dealing and Titania 

reveals that she has no knowledge about the ordinaries and the vices (which might be seen 

as folly) flourishing in her kingdom. However, the supporters of Babylon accuse her of 

feeding amorality in Fairyland. In the dialogue between the agent to the Empress, 

Campeggio, and her supporter, the third King, the King accuses Titania of encouraging 

revelry and folly: 

 

For I was bred (as you) in Fairy Land,  

A Country! well but tis our country: and so,  

Good to breed beggers: Shee starues Arts:·fatts fools,  

Shee sets vp drinking roomes, and pulls downe schools.  (2.2.67-70) 

 

The quotes above depict Fairyland as a kingdom where sin and folly flourish and there are 

attempts to cleanse the land both from within and without. This amorality is linked with 

gallants, who are likened to fools in the last quotation and who are also characterised as 

foolish in The Gul’s Horne-Booke. Dekker’s pamphlet is an enumeration of types of young 

gentlemen who strive to make a good impression in certain circles of society and in order 

to achieve this perform roles in various social situations. This concept is pursued further in 

The Whore of Babylon by the gallants’ depiction as the source of sin/folly in the kingdom. 

Although The Gul’s Horne-Booke is a non-dramatic piece, it defines itself as a comic 

theatre, a catalogue of stock characters, and in the chapter on the gallant in the theatre the 

text links this catalogue directly with theatricality. Just as the characters of The Ship of 

Fools differ only on the surface, as fundamentally they are all fools performing different 

roles, the gallant gulls of Dekker also represent variations of folly. As the textual reference 

in The Whore of Babylon confirms, Dekker realised that the ship of fools is suitable for 
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expressing such variations in dramatic pieces and that the device could be applied as a 

metaphor for the stage.  

The references in Dekker’s works show the circulation of the ship of fools at the turn of the 

seventeenth century and, as in Nashe’s Summer’s Last Will And Testament, it was applied 

by playwrights to enumerate a wide variety of characters in order to display the foolish and 

sinful roles humans play;366 the metaphor also denoted the vastness of the stage, hence 

meeting the Renaissance view which regarded contemporary theatre as universal. 

Universal drama, as it has been argued, is the continuation of the medieval English 

morality and mystery plays and it is also central to Skelton’s depiction of courtly vices in 

Magnificence. John Marston’s use of the ship of fools is similar to that of Skelton’s and the 

following section pursues the further exploration of the application of the device by 

discussing Marston’s dramatic satire, The Fawn. 

 

 

 

4.5. John Marston 

 

Although John Marston’s The Fawn (1606) is not a morality play and it is centred on the 

unveiling and not the fall of the mighty, it depicts courtly vices. As I have argued, 

Skelton’s Magnificence shows correspondences with The Ship of Fools; however, the 

interlude does not contain textual references to the device. This is not true for Marston’s 

play as it mentions the ship of fools, moreover, the image becomes the main governing 

idea towards the end of the drama. The main aim of this subchapter is the exploration of 

the ship of fools device in Marston’s drama by first discussing him as a satirist, which will 

be followed by the interpretation of The Fawn.  

John Marston (1576-1634) established himself in the canon of English Renaissance 

drama primarily as a satirist, but he was also a poet and he integrated satire into his 

dramatic pieces. His highly satirical works and confrontations resulted in his recognition as 

one of the acknowledged playwrights of the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth century 

and his combative nature gained him the “honour” of being included in the bishop’s ban on 

                                                             
366 Mary L. Hunt points out that since Dekker contributed to Nashe’s News from Hell; it is highly probable 
that Nashe supplied him with books, which would explain the use of the ship of fools in Dekker’s works 
(referred to in Riely, The Whore of Babylon by Thomas Dekker - Critical Edition, p. 8). 
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satires and having his works burnt in public.367 Marston was a prolific writer and produced 

a large body of prose and dramatic literature; he gained his position in the canon of English 

Renaissance literature primarily due to his drama, The Malcontent (1603) which depicts 

courtly corruption and hence anticipates The Fawn (1606). 

Marston participated in the so called “War of the Theatres,” the famous controversy 

which unfolded on the stages of London between 1599 and 1602. The main reason behind 

this controversy taking place on the stage and not on the page, as Richard A. McCabe 

observes, was the ban on satire, commonly referred to as the bishops’ ban, issued to the 

master and wardens of the Stationers’ Company in 1599 by the Archbishop of Canterbury 

and the Bishop of London; the ban prohibited the further publication of certain works and 

decreed the destruction of already existing copies.368 Verse satire was one of the most 

popular forms of the day and it became increasingly obvious that the enthusiastic response 

of the reading public was prompted by an awareness that the new writers had begun to 

realise the potentials of their medium as a vehicle for social criticism.369 Following the 

Bishop’s Ban, playwrights used a variety of satirical devices more increasingly.370 

Although English drama had contained satirical elements prior to 1599, the ban most 

probably accelerated the process of transferring the genre to the stage. By doing so, 

playwrights could express their criticism more indirectly as the critical edge was not aimed 

directly at social groups or individuals, but it was expressed by fictitious characters whose 

subjects were other dramatist personae within the play. Thus, satire was expressed not as 

the mocking of a person or a group of persons or social phenomenon, but as the dramatic 

representation of a mocking process unfolding on the stage.  

After the bishop’s ban the stage became the main platform of social and moral 

criticism of which Marston soon became a leading figure. His understanding of the genre 

of satire, however, was not based on the works of classical satirists such as Horace or 

Juvenal; he regarded satire as a dramatic genre. In his address to the reader in The Fawn, 

                                                             
367 Wharton, The Drama of John Marston, p. 2. 
368 McCabe, ‘Elizabethan Satire and the Bishops’ Ban of 1599,’ p. 188. 
369 McCabe, ‘Elizabethan Satire and the Bishops’ Ban of 1599,’ p. 191. 
370 Scholarly opinions vary as to what extent the Ban triggered this shift: whilst Eva Marie Campbell suggests 
that it was fundamentally the Bishops’ Ban that forced satire to the genre of drama (Referred to in John Peter 
Complaint and Satire in Early English Literature, p. 198), F.P. Wilson proposes that this ban was only the 
final straw in the process that had been going on since the prime of Tudor interludes. The “twin genre” of 
satire, the medieval complaint, had long been present in sixteenth century drama and its characteristics are 
detectable as early as Skelton’s Magnificence (Referred to in Complaint and Satire in Early English 
Literature, p. 198). 
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he calls his play a “nimble form of comedy” (Prologue, 19)371 and he sees the genre of 

satire as performative and as comedy rather than tragedy.372 Dramatic satires in the late-

sixteenth century were primarily understood as plays aimed at the lower classes and the 

nobility were depicted in tragedies.373 Marston disregarded “dramatic sterility” based on 

strict generic distinctions and produced plays which exhibit attributes of a variety of 

dramatic genres. The Fawn depicts characters which belong to the nobility and the play is 

set at a royal court. Such generic heterogeneity is also characteristic of The Ship of Fools, 

in which scholars, noblemen, and commoners, in the spirit of carnival, are equally exposed 

to satire and are collected under the umbrella term “fool.” Drama was the most popular 

genre at the turn of the seventeenth century in England, and contemporary playwrights 

could formulate social and moral criticism appropriate to a wide spectrum of audiences by 

transferring satire to the stage.  

Parasitaster, or The Fawne was entered to the Stationer’s Register on 12 March, 1606 

and republished the same year with amendments of which the title page reads as follows: 

“Written by Iohn Marston. And now corrected of many faults, which by reason of the 

authors absence, were let slip in the first edition.” The play is set at the court of Duke 

Gonzago and it ridicules the vices and folly of courtiers. Duke Hercules, disguised as 

Faunus, infiltrates the court of Gonzago and spies on his son, Tiberio, who refuses to get 

married. The court is a storehouse of deceitful members of aristocracy whose promiscuity 

is mocked in the play. The disguised Duke Hercules is the fawn, the flatterer, who gains 

the confidence of some of the influential members of the court and unveils the deceits of 

the unfaithful characters. The play features a professional fool, Dondolo, whose main 

function at the beginning is delivering messages and spreading rumours among the 

characters. He is a merely functional and unsubtle character, and he does not exhibit the 

traits of a classic Renaissance stage fool; that is, although he does make some witty 
                                                             

371 John Marston, Parasitaster, or The Fawn, ed. David A. Blostein, 1978. Subsequent references will be to 
this edition. 
372 According George Puttenham’s influential handbook, The Arte of English Poesie (1589), satire is 
primarily a poetic genre with critical edge directed at human faults; he links it with dramatic genres such as 
comedy or tragedy and claims that satires “make the people ashamed rather then afeard, the said auncient 
Poets vsed for that purpose, three kinds of poems reprehensiue, to wit, the Satyre, the Comedie, & the 
Tragedie: and the first and most bitter inuectiue against vice and vicious men, was the Satyre” which were 
recited by disguised persons “vnder the shape of Satyres” (The Arte of English Poesie, p. 24). Puttenham 
adds that these satires normally featured “marchants, souldiers, artificers, good honest housholders, and also 
of vnthrifty youthes, yong damsels, old nurses, bawds, brokers, ruffians and parasites, with such like, in 
whose behauiors, lyeth in effect the whole course and trade of mans life, and therefore tended altogither to 
the good amendment of man by discipline and example. It was also much for the solace & recreation of the 
common people by reason of the pageants and shewes” (The Arte of English Poesie, p. 25). 
373 Cf. Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, p. 24-25. 
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remarks, his comments upon events are not illuminating. Other characters such as Hercules 

and Herod,374 however, express their critical opinions and by the end of the play almost all 

the characters are labelled either as fools or asses. Hercules says “the duke is an arrant, 

doting ass, an ass, and in the knowledge of my very sense, will turn a foolish animal” 

(1.2.273-274); one of the wives says about her husband that he is a “jealous ass” (2.1.406); 

a character called Zucchone is called a “a very arrant ass” (2.1.446); Gonzago makes a 

remark on young courtiers as “what overweening fools these young men be, that think us 

old men sots.” (3.1.283-284). The ship of fools is recurrently referred to in the play, for 

instance in the dialogue between Herod and Dondolo in which Herod asks “is thy ship of 

fools afloat yet?” (1.2.33-34) This might refer to Herod’s inquiring of Dondolo whether he 

has gathered his thoughts; on the other hand, it might also be the anticipation of the court 

of Cupid, a trial held by Hercules, near the end of the play. The play, similarly to Skelton’s 

Bowge of Courte and Magnificence, depicts the sins of the court, mainly those committed 

in love affairs, and provides an enumeration of courtiers who at the end of the play are 

shipped away in a purging ritual. 

The court feasts the characters recurrently refer to establish the carnivalesque spirit of 

the play hence turning it into a dramatic representation of the Feast of Fools. Gonzago’s 

court is described as the venue of an ongoing festival as one of the characters describes it 

as “[t]here`s show upon show, sport upon sport” (1.2.5-6) to which Herod adds “[s]pirit of 

wine, I cannot tell how these fireworks should be good at the solemnising the birth of men 

or women; I am sure they are dangerous at their begetting. What more fireworks, sir?” 

(1.2.17-20) Herod refers to a “feastful entertainment” (1.2.316-317), and also mentions the 

“court feasts (…) with cups full ever flowing” (2.1.1, 9). The court of Cupid features such 

allegorical characters, on the analogy of the Seven Deadly Sins, as Sloth, Pride, Plenty, 

Folly, Warre, Laughter, Beggary, and Drunkenness. From a carnivalesque point of view, 

Drunkenness has special significance in the text. According to Hercules it is  

 

Tis lamentable pity your grace has forgot it. Drunkenness! O, `tis a 

most fluent and swelling virtue, sure the most just of all virtues, `tis 

justice itself, for if it chance to oppress and take too much, it 

presently restores it again. It makes the king and the peasant equal, 

                                                             
374 Herod’s character might originate in medieval mystery plays, in which he appeared as the prototype of 
bad acting and foolish behaviour. 
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for if they are both drunk alike, they are both beasts alike. As for 

that most precious light of heaven, Truth, if Time be the father of 

her, I am sure Drunkenness is oftentimes the mother of her, and 

brings her forth. Drunkenness brings all out, for it brings all the 

drink out of the pot, all the wit out of the pate, and all the money 

out of the purse. (5.1. 163-174) 

 

In this passage, carnival is denoted by drunkenness, a form of festive indulgence which 

upsets social hierarchy and makes all the participants of the festival equal. The notion of 

this equality culminates in the trial scene near the end of play in which Duke Hercules sets 

up the parliament of Cupid where the courtiers who committed crimes against love are held 

responsible and the court is purified through the banishment of the viceful members of the 

community. The parliament of Cupid regards love criminals equally sinful but it 

distinguishes among them on the basis of social status, which might contradict the notion 

of carnivalesque equality at first sight. However, this contradiction dissolves in light of The 

Ship of Fools: the ship can hold a large number of fools from every social rank; it has a 

heterogeneous crew and its members only differ in their form not in their essence.  

The trial is conducted by Hercules who summons fools falling under the act against, 

for instance, “slanderers of Cupid`s liege ladies` names, and lewd defamers of their 

honours” (5.1.308-309), “against forgers of love letters, false braggarts of ladies` favours, 

and vain boasters of counterfeit tokens.” (5.1.297-299). The court of Cupid is an 

enumeration of types of sins, which are eventually driven away on the board of the ship of 

fools, and Dondolo the fool mentions the ship device in various contexts, alluding to its 

cleansing potential: 

 

O, gallants, my fools that were appointed to wait on Don Cupid 

have launched out their ship to purge their stomachs on the water, 

and before Jupiter, I fear they will prove defective their attendance. 

(5.1.46-49) 
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In the quote the courtiers board the ship in order to purge their stomachs, the bodily 

metaphor of consumption and indulgence.375 The purification of the courtiers’ stomachs is 

the means of the restoration of order at Duke Gonzago’s court; it is a purging ritual, which 

results in the expulsion of folly and also in a qualitative shift within the characters.  

 This shift concerns most notably two characters: Duke Gonzago and the son of 

Hercules, Tiberio. In the first part of the play the Duke is described among the dramatis 

personae as a “weake Lord of a selfe admiring wisedome;” wisdom is one of the central 

themes in the play. It is referred to in the prologue: “Let those once know that here with 

malice lurk, / `Tis base to be wise in other`s work” (Prologue 1-2). This, in my view, 

alludes to those who are wise about others’ business but cannot see their own lack of true 

wisdom. This primarily applies to the Duke, who becomes truly wise after the mock trial 

scene, which confronts him with all the vices he has been surrounded with and this 

confrontation triggers a shift in him. At first, he is unaware of his own folly and gives a 

long description of people who only seem wise but in reality are foolish: “Of all creatures 

breathing, I do hate those things that struggle to seem wise, and yet are indeed very fools” 

(5.1.398-400), to which he adds that “how easy it is in these weaker times to cross love-

tricks – ha, ha, ha! Alas, alas, I smile to think – I must confess with some glory to mine 

own wisdom” (5.1.409-412). The Duke is stunned when he is sentenced to the ship of fools: 

“Me? Ha, me? Me, varlet? Me, fool? Ha! To th` jail with him! What, varlet? Call me ass?  

Me?” (5.1.435-436) Nevertheless, later he understands the aim of this ritual and says to 

Hercules: “By the Lord, I am ashamed of myself, that`s the plain troth. But I know now 

wherefore this parliament was. What a slumber have I been in!” (5.1.473-475). The shift 

impacts on Tiberio as well since he changes his mind about marriage and settles down with 

Dulcimel, the daughter of Gonzago. The duke comments on this as follows: 

 

 

 

`Tis enough. 

This night we will exult. O let this night 

Be ever memorised with prouder triumphs. 

                                                             
375 In Bakhtin’s carnival theory, the lower stratums of the body, especially the stomach and the belly are 
images of indulgence during the festive period, let it be food consumption or sexuality; the carnivalesque 
belly is the symbol of the lack of boundaries and extremities during popular festivals (Rabelais and His 
World, p. 26). 
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Let it be writ in lasting character 

That this night our great wisdom did discover 

So close a practice – that this night, I say, 

Our policy found out, nay, dashed the drifts 

Of the young prince, and put him to his shifts – 

Nay, past his shifts (`fore Jove, we could make a good poet).  

Delight us, on. We deign our princely ear:  

We are well pleased to grace you; then scorn fear. 

Stand. `Tis wisdom to acknowledge ignorance 

Of what we know not; we would not now prove foolish.  

Expound the meaning of your show. (5.1.129-142) 

 

In Marston’s play, the ship of fools fulfils its original aim as a literary device by which 

heterogeneous characters, seen as fools, are driven away in order to purge the community. 

This driving away and the confrontation with sin triggers shifts in some of the characters, 

the Duke and Tiberio, who by acknowledging their folly become truly wise and reintegrate 

themselves in society. The similarities between The Ship of Fools and The Fawn are so 

remarkable that it raises the question whether the ship is a mere device in the play or there 

are direct correspondences in Marston’s drama. The answer to this question demands a 

closer scrutiny of The Fawn in light of certain chapters of The Ship of Fool.376 

 First of all, Barclay’s Prologue already mentions gallants in reference to the 

suggestion that the amount of folly is so vast among them that they cannot even board the 

ship: 

 

From London Rockes almyghty god vs saue 

For if we there anker, outher bote or barge 

There be so many that they vs wyll ouercharge 

Ye London Galantes, arere, ye shall nat enter 

We kepe the streme, and touche nat the shore 

In Cyte nor in Court we dare nat well auenter377 

 
                                                             

376 As I have argued before, I regard John Cawood’s 1570 edition of Barclay’s The Ship of Fools the most 
plausible version to have been familiar to Elizabethan/Jacobean playwrights. 
377 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1570, FOLIUM IX/v. 
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The Ship of Fools regards gallants as the main beholders of folly and although the Prologue 

excludes them from the board of the ship, there are chapters in the work dedicated to them. 

Such chapters are the already discussed “Of nevve fashions and disguised garmentes” and 

“Of flatterers and glosers,” both being concerned with making false impression and 

flattery, also central to Marston’s play. The Fawn presents flatterers as the greatest villains 

at court and Hercules is determined to cure the court by the expulsion of vices:  

 

And forthwith break. O mighty flattery, 

Thou easiest, common`st, and most grateful venom 

That poisons courts and all societies, 

How grateful dost thou make me? (2.1.553-556) 

 

The passage likens flattery to venom flowing in the body of the king and hence the court, a 

simile which also occurs in The Ship of Fools: 

 

The kings court nowe a dayes doth fede 

Suche fayning flatterers, and best they are in grace, 

As chiefe with their lorde, by lyes getting mede, 

Some with a false heart and a paynted face 

In his lords service to haue chiefe rowme and place, 

Into his lords eares putteth secretly 

Lyes venomous, debate to multiplie.378  

 

Flatterers are mischievous characters in The Fawn who enchant their masters with their 

boasting language: 

 

Thou grateful poison, sleek mischief, flattery, 

Thou dreamful slumber (that doth fall on kings 

As soft and soon as their first holy oil), 

Be thou forever damn`d. (1.2.313-316) 

 

Flatterers are frauds in The Ship of Fools who  

                                                             
378 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1570, FOLIUM 208/v. 
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[…] flatter their lorde with wordes fayre and gay, 

And vayne roundinges to cause him to beleue 

That all is truth which they unto him say379  

 

This theme is interconnected with the notion of counterfeiting, a criminal act which occurs 

in many variations at the court of Cupid. Hercules draws the charges against the courtiers, 

many of which are in relation to making fake impressions in order to seduce ladies. Such is 

the “An act against mummers, false seemers, that abuse ladies with counterfeit faces, 

counting only by signs, and seeming wise only by silence” (5.1.371-373), or the “An act 

against counterfeiting of Cupid`s royal coin, and abusing his subjects with false money” 

(5.1.261-262). As it has been argued in the chapter on Magnificence, counterfeiting and 

abusion are linked in The Ship of Fools and, Courtly Abusion’s description of gallants and 

their description in The Ship are very much alike. Such is the case in Marston’s play in 

which courtiers employ fraudulent means, abusion, and “paynted face” in order not to 

deceive the king but, as the charges indicate, the ladies at court.  

 Marston’s use of the ship of fools in The Fawn appears to be more than the mere 

application of the device in order to exhibit the heterogeneity of courtly vices. The 

correspondences between the two works and the fact that approximately the last third of 

the play’s dramaturgy is based on the device imply that Marston was familiar not only with 

the ship of fools tradition, but also with the work itself. It seems plausible to argue that he 

was probably inspired by the 1570 edition of The Ship of Fools. Marston’s play, similarly 

to Skelton’s Magnificence, employs certain chapters in The Ship of Fools in order to 

exhibit courtly vices. Also, The Fawn is similarly set at court which is depicted as a 

playground for vices and ultimately denotes Duke Gonzago, who by being confronted with 

his courtiers’ and his own vices goes through a shift and gains wisdom. Marston applies 

the device in a satire which may be seen as a dramatization of the Feast of Fools, a feature 

which relates this piece to The Ship of Fools even more closely than Skelton’s interlude.  

 From the texts discussed two patterns emerge: Nashe’s Summer’s Last Will and 

Testament and Dekker’s The Gul’s Horne Booke reveal that at the turn of the seventeenth 

century the ship of fools was applied in order to represent a heterogeneous crew of 

characters covered by the umbrella term “fool.” Such characters are knaves, unthrifts, or 

                                                             
379 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1570, FOLIUM 208/r. 
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foolish gallants displaying universal folly. The other pattern employes the ship of fools in 

order to represent a purging ritual on stage, as seen partly in Dekker’s The Whore of 

Babylon, and more notably in Marston’s The Fawn. The ship of fools was a fitting device 

for displaying human folly on the stage and holding up a mirror to the audience looking 

into which might lead to the recognition of this folly in society and themselves. The fact 

that at the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth century it was applied as a literary device 

shows the impact of the original work, and the recurring references to it indicate that the 

ship of fools was part of the common literary stock.  

 The last chapter proposes a tentative discussion of William Shakespeare’s works in 

light of the ship of fools. The study is tentative as Shakespeare’s dramas do not contain 

textual references to the ship; nevertheless, the image is detectable in his plays. In order to 

substantiate this insight, first I discuss some works of Robert Armin and his collaboration 

with the playwright, which will be followed by the interpretation of the ship of fools in 

such Shakespearean dramas as Hamlet, As You Like It, The Tempest, and King Lear. 

 

 

 

4.6. A Tentative Study  

 

The researcher of The Ship of Fools and Elizabethan/Jacobean drama in general cannot 

leave the works of William Shakespeare disregarded; his works are symptomatic of the age 

and they incorporate a vast body of literature and philosophy alongside various elements of 

early modern popular culture. A close scrutiny of his plays sheds light on fundamental 

ideas that were circulating in Renaissance England. The main aim of this chapter is to 

investigate whether the ship of fools tradition is detectable in Shakespearean drama, and if 

so, how the idea is articulated in the works in question. This tentative chapter proposes that 

although the ship of fools is not conspicuously present in Shakespeare’s works, the 

presence of certain themes and images suggests that the circulation of the image reached 

Shakespeare and it seeped into such dramas as Hamlet, As You Like It, The Tempest, and 

King Lear. In order to substantiate this, we must turn to the works of his fool, Robert 

Armin, who seems to have been familiar with the tradition. The next section aims to 

explore the following questions: how can the collaboration between Armin and 
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Shakespeare be traced on a textual level; what are the resemblances between The Ship of 

Fools and certain works of Armin and how did he exploit the tradition in these pieces? 

 

 

 

4.6.1. Robert Armin  

 

It is a commonplace in Shakespeare studies that he tailored the roles he wrote to his actors. 

The differentiation between two of his fools, Will Kemp and Robert Armin, is a similar 

commonplace and the aim of this subchapter is not the comparison of their acting styles; 

instead, I would like to highlight that Armin was a literate fool, who produced a relatively 

large body of literature himself (while Kemp is only known for his Nine Days Wonder, 

1600). I would like to focus on Armin’s published works and their possible impact on 

Shakespearean drama. Until fairly recently, the few academic papers dedicated to Armin 

have been mainly concerned with him as the actor in Shakespeare’s company while his 

literary pieces, pamphlets and dramas, have been neglected.380 Although Shakespeare must 

have had considerable impact on his fool’s texts, Armin’s works reveal that he was a 

highly individualistic and self-reflective artist and had a firm idea about the function of the 

stage fool at the turn of the seventeenth century. His texts also reveal that he created his 

public persona consciously and that he was fully aware of the artificiality of this 

persona.381 The most widely-known evidence for this is his differentiation between natural 

and artificial fools in his Foole upon Foole (1600, 1605).  

                                                             
380 In his recent book, Bart van Es observes that whilst Shakespeare scholarship dedicated much attention to 
the characters tailored to Armin and the actor’s physical appearance, like his body stature and especially his 
motley, his written works have been somewhat ignored, despite the fact that Armin was the only sharer, 
besides Shakespeare, who was engaged in writing on the long term (Shakespeare in Company, p. 169). 
Armin, van Es adds, was a competent poet, who used Latin and Italian comfortably, and he had his own 
literary connections; such familiarity with contemporary literature places Armin’s impact on Shakespeare in 
a different perspective (Shakespeare in Company, p. 170). 
381 Van Es argues that the line between artificial and natural fools was not distinctly drawn and playing the 
fool was not necessarily seen as a fictional act. Court jesters were still popular in the era: some such 
individuals were mentally disabled, while others were playing the role of the fool. Van Es adds that in the 
latter case “it was not a performance that an actor turned on and off; Armin’s public and stage personas were 
inseparable and suggests that his transferring folly from the stage to the page was the sign of the continuity of 
his foolish persona; it “was a mode of behaviour that could carry over into real-world interaction as well” 
(Shakespeare in Company, p. 171). However, Armin’s distinction of natural and artificial fools indicates that 
he was aware of the difference between the stage fool and the court jester: the former is the dramatic 
representation of folly whilst the latter is a persona one adopted for every field of life. Although Armin’s 
published works reflect his understanding of folly, they are also the signs of his self-reflection which shows 
his self-awareness as a stage fool and also a writer. 
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 Similarly to the enumeration of fools in The Ship of Fools, the Foole upon Foole, or 

Six Sortes of Sottes is a collection of stories categorised on the basis of six types of fools: a 

flat foole, a fatt foole, a leane foole, a cleane foole, a merry foole, and a very foole. The 

pamphlet is a collection of behaviour patterns, and refers to the universality of folly, a 

notion already present in The Ship of Fools and popular in Elizabethan/Jacobean drama, 

especially in the plays of Shakespeare. 382  

The work contains short and witty stories dedicated to each fool, which normally end 

with the fool being ridiculed and the moral of the story is drawn.383 The title page indicates 

that these stories are “Shewing their liues, humours and behauiours, with their want of wit 

in their shew of wisdom,”384 suggesting that these fools are unaware of their folly and want 

to prove their wisdom, which turns into folly.  

 Armin clearly distinguishes between natural and artificial fools and in the first chapter 

on Jack Oates, the “flat foole naturall,” 385 he provides a detailed description of the former. 

Jack looks like a village idiot as “[h]e ware a Hat of straw common in view;”386 his 

appearance is out of measure and grotesque as “[h]is nose was something hooked and twas 

short,/ [….] His chinne grew upward to his own auaile,/ […] Big was his belly and he 

would carrous, / Bidding all welcome to his maisters house.”387 One of the pamphlets 

depicts the story of a bagpiper and a minstrel and how they “became a foole artificiall.”388 

Sir William, Jack’s master lied to Jack that he wanted another fool and gave the fool’s coat 

to the minstrel, who by putting on the motley became an artificial fool. Upon seeing the 

                                                             
382 H.F. Lippincott argues that the Foole upon Foole “belongs to the general tradition of Sebastian Brant’s 
Das Narrenschiff (Basel, 1494), a catalogue of vices loosely presented by various sorts of fools. The vogue 
for such fool books largely died out in the mid-sixteenth century following the Englishing of the Narrenschiff 
in 1509” (’King Lear and the Fools of Robert Armin,’ p. 244) Lippincott adds that the sudden revival of 
jestbooks in the 1590s owes much to the emergence of the stage fool and he argues that among these 
jestbooks Armin’s is the most significant (’King Lear and the Fools of Robert Armin,’ p. 244). 
Charles F. Felver sees the work as “moral emblems, illustrated by examples drawn from his experience rather 
than by the more customary allegorical woodcuts of emblem books” (Robert Armin, Shakespeare’s Fool, p. 
28) He links the passages on the futility of speculating about afterlife or seeking answers to the ultimate 
question about life with Brant’s Narrenschiff and Erasmus’s Moriae Encomium (Robert Armin, p. 29). 
383 For instance, the fatt fool, Iemy Camber, after spending a night naked and being stung by nettle and being 
ashamed of this, goes to the churchyard, digs his own grave and dies, a picture which evokes the 
gravedigger-scene in Hamlet.  
384 Robert Armin, Foole upon Foole, London: Printed for William Ferbrand, 1600. All quotes are taken from 
this edition as found in the Early English Books Online database.  
385 Armin, Foole upon Foole, A3/r.  
386 Armin, Foole upon Foole, A3/r. 
387 Armin, Foole upon Foole, A3/r. 
388 Armin, Foole upon Foole, A4/v. 
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minstrel in his position, Jack attacked him and ever after he “would not endure to here any 

talke of another foole to be there.”389 Armin draws the following conclusion in a poem: 

 

Naturall fooles are prone to selfe conceit, 

Fooles artificiall, with their wits lay waite, 

To make themselves fooles, likeing the disguises, 

To feede their owne minds and the gazers eyes.390 

 

The poem reveals that artificial fools do not identify with folly; instead, they make 

themselves fools by adopting certain attributes in order to entertain their audiences. In 

contrast, natural fools are self-conceited, which in this context might not only refer to them 

being selfish; it may also mean that natural fools cannot differentiate between their public 

and private roles. Hence, they become full of themselves almost literally as there is no gap 

between the role they play and the player. Natural fools identify with folly completely; 

they are not distanced from the figure. They become the figure, which makes their 

characters one-sided and somewhat unsubtle. Jack Oates is a simpleton who plays practical 

jokes on others causing embarrassment or displeasure, yet when he is being played a prank 

on, he loses his temper and responds with physical violence. He is described as a heavy-

built, disproportionate man who is occasionally compared to an animal, as if he had been a 

pet in the service of his master, a common status of household fools in the sixteenth 

century: “His necke was swarty ouer growne with hayre / Which for his pleasure he would 

still haue beare.”391  

In contrast, the minstrels fulfil the roles of artificial fools when they put on their 

disguises and they liken themselves to the character as part of a conscious artistic process. 

They are not fully identical with their roles, there is a gap between the player and the play, 

and the player is aware of the character which is being portrayed. This conscious gap 

creates the space for acting the fool and not becoming one, which results in a distanced and 

more subtle character. By not being completely identified with the role, the artificial fool 

can don various disguises and hence folly becomes the device and not the means of his 

performance.  

                                                             
389 Armin, Foole upon Foole, B1/v. 
390 Armin, Foole Upon Foole, B2/r. 
391 Armin, Foole Upon Foole, A3/r. 
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 Although court jesters were still popular at the turn of the seventeenth century, playing 

the fool, as the character of Will Somer shows in the chapter on Nashe, was clearly distinct 

from being a natural fool by that time.392 The artificial fool became an essential part of the 

metatheatrical tradition of early modern drama. Of course, metatheatre had long been 

present in England before the end of the sixteenth century; however, it became undeniably 

crucial at the turn of the seventeenth century. The emergence of the artificial fool collided 

with the period during which Renaissance theatre became increasingly self-reflective and 

its transformation from ritualistic performance into conscious artistic expression was 

completed. Armin’s fools, pamphlets, and dramatic pieces reflect the intensifying of this 

process as they mark the difference between the natural (unaware) fool and the artificial 

(aware) fool.  

 The title page of the Quips Upon Questions (1600) reveals Armin’s ars poetica as the 

poem he appended captures the essence of his folly:  

 

Like as you list, read on and spare not, 

Clownes iudge like clownes, therefore I care not: 

                           Or thus, 

Floute me, IIe floute thee; it is my profession, 

To iest at a Iester, in his transgression.393 

 

This quote sheds light on how Armin approached the notion of folly and how he 

transformed this notion into conscious artistic expression in his stage performances.394 He 

depicts the jester in his transgression, in a transitory state, which characteristically 

describes the fluidity of the fool’s identity.395 The fool’s identity is unfixed; he is a 

marginal character existing on the threshold which enables him to reflect on events around 

                                                             
392 Cf. van Es, Shakespeare in Company, p. 171. 
393 Robert Armin, Quips upon Questions, Imprinted in London for W. Ferbrand, 1600. The quote is taken 
from the original edition as found in the Early English Books Online database. 
394 Bart van Es notes that by addressing his audience in such a manner, Armin brought his stage identity to 
the pages of his pamphlet and Armin’s similar texts may be read as foolish productions through which he 
continued to play the fool in print (cf.Shakespeare in Company, p. 170). 
395 This idea corresponds to Michel Foucault’s notion of liminality, which he believes to be the essence of 
folly. In Foucault’s wording: “Navigation delivers man to the uncertainty of fate; on water, each of us is in 
the hands of his own destiny; every embarkation is, potentially, the last. It is for the other world that the 
madman sets sail in his fool’s boat; it is from the other world that he comes when he disembarks. The 
madman’s voyage is at once a rigorous division and an absolute Passage. In one sense, it simply develops, 
across a half-real, half-imaginary geography, the madman’s liminal position on the horizon of medieval 
concern” (Madness and Civilization, p. 8). 
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him and, as an outsider, have a deeper insight into the mechanisms of human existence.396 

In The Ship of Fools, the fools on board are not in charge of the vessel and they are being 

driven away by the sea; similarly, Armin’s fool also exists in permanent transgression, 

however, he is also the observer of it (“To iest at a Iester”). This implies self-reflection on 

Armin’s behalf and shows that he was fully aware of himself as a fool, yet he was able to 

observe and even jest at himself portraying the fool. The Ship of Fools functions as a 

mirror, looking into which results in self-awareness and self-reflection; this process 

appears to be central to Armin’s works, the Foole upon Foole in particular, in which the 

jester reflects upon the jester, and hence transforms from a natural fool (unaware) into an 

artificial one (aware). 

Records reveal that Armin’s public persona was very similar to his stage persona, 

which is not surprising in an era that regarded the whole world as a stage; nevertheless, the 

critical viewpoint he applies in his writings highlights that he regarded the role of the fool 

as his constructed identity. This seems to be the case both in the Fool upon Foole and the 

Quips upon Questions, the title pages of which feature Clunnyco de Curtanio Snuffe (the 

clown of the Curtain theatre, Snuffe) as the author, and not Armin. Using a pseudonym 

does not suggest that Armin fully identified with the role of the fool; alternatively, it might 

mean that the literate fool is only a role. This appears to be the case in light of Armin’s 

play The Two Maids of More-Clacke (1609), which features Tutch, the artificial and Blue 

John, the natural fool. The first stage direction to Tutch reads: “Enter Tutche the clowne, 

writing.”397 The fact that the act of writing in the play is emphatically depicted as a stage 

performance confirms its fictitious and self-referential nature.  

 Armin was an artist who was aware of the ideas circulating at the turn of the 

seventeenth century, and although his works are not necessarily masterpieces, they display 

artistic consciousness in the use of a variety of literary devices. Such a literary device was 

the ship of fools, in which, as the chapter on its carnivalesque origins argued, the wide 

variety of folly is analogous with human sin, which is ultimately the variety of roles 

humans play on the stage of fools. As an artificial fool, Armin was aware of the vast 

theatrical potentials of folly, hence the resemblances between his works and The Ship of 

Fools.  

                                                             
396 Cf. Victor Turner’s discussion on the ambiguity of the liminal personae as examples of ritualization of 
cultural transitions (The Ritual Process, p. 95). 
397 Robert Armin, The Two Maids of More-Clacke, A2/v. The quote is taken from the original edition as 
found in the Early English Books Online database. 
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Armin’s A Nest of Ninnies (1608) is a rewritten version of the Foole upon Foole, some 

passages are identical in the works and they are compilations of types of fools and their 

stories. The title page reads “Stultorum plena sunt omnia,” (“everything is full of fools”), a 

reference to the universality of folly. The introduction describes the world as contaminated 

with sin and seeks antidote for its disease: 

 

The world wanton sick, as one sin setting on sinne (in morning 

pleasures, noone banquets, after riots, nights moriscoes, midnights 

modicoms, and abundance of trash trickt vp to all turbulent reuellings) 

is now leaning on her elbow, deuising what Doctour may deliuer her, 

what Phisicke may frée her, and what antidotes may antissipate so 

dangerous a Dolemma398 

 

The world is sick of revelry and festive indulgence and the text offers an antidote which 

purges from the contamination of carnival by confronting the reader with six sorts of folly 

in them: 

 

marke me and my glasse, sée into some (and in them thy selfe) whom 

I haue discride, or describde these sixe parts of folly in thée, thou shalt 

sée them as cleare as day, how mistie thy clouds be, and what 

rancknesse raines from them. 399 

 

The A Nest of Ninnies follows the tradition of mirror literature, and, similarly to The Ship 

of Fools, it shows a mirror in which the rankness of folly residing in humans is reflected. 

After confronting this image, the text promises that the reader’s sight clears up and will be 

freed from folly. The application of the mirror image for books could be a cliché in the 

early modern period, but it is certainly a common feature and such a resemblance implies 

that Armin considered the function of literature similarly to its concept in The Ship of 

Fools. Both works apply the image to trigger self-reflection in the readers who can correct 

their lives: 

 
                                                             

398 Robert Armin, A Nest of Ninnies, A3/r. All quotes are taken from the original edition as found in the Early 
English Books Online database. 
399 Armin, A Nest of Ninnies, A3/v.  
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Therfore let euery man beholde and ouerrede this Booke, and 

than I doubt not but he shall see the errours of his life, of what 

condition foeuer he be, in likewise as he shal see in a Mirrour 

the fourme of his countenaunce and visage. And if he amende 

suche faultes as he redeth here, wherin he knoweth him selfe 

giltie, and passe foorth the residue of his life in the order of 

good maners, then shal he haue the fruite and aduauntage wherto 

I haue translated this Booke.400 

 

A Nest of Ninnies also features Jack Oates, who is a fool at the court of the Scottish King 

and who, in order to be purged by the sea, is sent away from court on the board of a ship: 

 

By the Foole is meant all fatnesse, by the King nature that nurst 

him, by the Nobles such as sooth him, and by the Ship, thée, in 

which many dangers are floting through the sense of sinne, and so 

if life were awarranted Fooles, fat ones, rich ones, would giue the 

Chaine of their soules, that is linkt to saluation, onely to inherit this 

earth in thy company, when earth though it bée heauen to hell, by 

reason of the paines, yet the comparison auerts, it is hell to heauen, 

in respect of pleasures.401 

 

The text offers a rather puzzling definition of folly and links the notion with the ship as the 

container of sin; it also seems to suggest that there is less suffering on earth than in hell but 

also less pleasure than in heaven. The fools on the barge, seen as immersed in sin, inherit 

this earth extending folly to mankind and hence bringing it to a universal level. These fools, 

similarly to those in The Ship of Fools, are driven away on the barge, hence cleansing both 

the fools aboard and, by looking into the “mirror pages” of the book, the reader. According 

to my research, this pattern had not been present in English literature prior to The Ship of 

Fools’ 1509 publication. Whether Armin knew the work itself or was merely familiar with 

the pattern cannot be indubitably confirmed. However, the textual correspondences and the 

similarity between the basic idea behind The Ship of Fools and Armin’s overall 
                                                             

400 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Barclay, 1570, FOLIUM i/v.  
401 This passage is included in the Foole upon Foole as well, although there the fool is not Jack Oates, but 
Iemy Camber, the “fatt foole natural,” the court jester of the Scottish king. Armin,  A Nest of Ninnies, D/v.  
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understanding of folly point towards the assumption that he was familiar with the work. 

Shakespeare might have got acquainted with the ship of fools tradition through Armin, 

with whom he had a daily contact at The Globe.  

Their professional relationship and Armin’s impact on the playwright have long been 

subject to debates.402 Undoubtedly, Shakespearean fools before Armin were considerably 

different from the ones after he joined the company. Clowns like Dogberry in Much Ado 

About Nothing, a real simpleton with not much foolish wit and definitely no profound 

wisdom, do not exhibit awareness of their folly. Even though he attempts to seem wise 

occasionally, his lines do not carry much depth and he utters phrases incorrectly and out of 

context. As opposed to this, Tutch in The Two Maids of More-Clacke is a literate and 

artificial fool, who, as the double of Armin, shapes the dramaturgy of the play by 

commenting on events and reflects on the act of writing the play.403 Shakespeare’s clowns 

(such as Dogberry) are simpletons and do not exhibit such wit as the ones portrayed by 

Armin; not until Touchstone in As You Like It do we see a truly witty and self-reflective 

Shakespearean fool; his self-reflection is best shown in him being a court jester on the 

stage portrayed by the new fool of Shakespeare’s company. The fact that the new 

professional stage fool plays the role of a jester for the first time in The Globe corresponds 

with the last line of Armin’s poem in his Quips upon Questions: “Floute me, IIe floute thee; 

it is my profession, / To iest at a Iester, in his transgression.” There had been 

                                                             
402 For Instance, H.F. Lippincott argues that the fools in Armin’s works are unlike those of Shakespeare, 
especially Lear’s Fool, and such scholarly suggestions that Armin’s Foole upon Foole is the source of 
Shakespeare’s stage fools are mere misconceptions (’King Lear and the Fools of Robert Armin,’ p. 245). He 
sees no textual evidence that Shakespeare relied on Armin’s Foole upon Foole when he created the fools 
around and after 1600. Lippincott argues that the occasional similarities between the Foole upon Foole and 
Shakespeare’s dramas are rather echoes of the Shakespearean texts. There are more differences than 
similarities between Shakespeare’s texts and Armin’s pamphlet, the most crucial one being that 
“Shakespeare’s fools […] are all artificial” (‘King Lear and the Fools of Robert Armin, ‘p. 246.) In contrast, 
some of Armin’s fools are naturals, real simpletons with no ability to differentiate between folly and wisdom 
(‘King Lear and the Fools of Robert Armin,‘ p. 246). 
403 Charles S. Felver suggests that Touchstone in As You Like It (ca. 1600) was inspired by the figure of 
Tutch. Armin’s The History of the Two Maids’s first publication date and its genesis is subject to debates, but 
we surely know of an edition from 1608, published years after As You Like It. Even if such an impact cannot 
be fully substantiated, the resemblance of the characters and their names are remarkable. Both of them are 
quick-witted and literate fools, very much unlike Shakespearean fools before Armin joined his company. 
Even if Tutch is not the prototype of Touchstone, another link with Armin strengthens the suggestion that 
Shakespeare had him in mind when creating Touchstone’s figure. Before he was discovered by Tarlton, 
Armin was apprenticed to a goldsmith. Touchstones were used by goldsmiths to identify precious metals and 
to test the value of the material they were working with (’Robert Armin, Shakespeare’s Source for 
Touchstone,’ p. 135-137). Armin represented a new type of fool on the stages of London, which was 
probably unfamiliar to the contemporary audience, and hence needed to be tested (’Shakespeare’s Source for 
Touchstone,’ p. 136). Touchstone’s character might be seen as a tester of the shift in the traditions of fools, 
and although Shakespeare could have drawn the metaphor from elsewhere, using goldsmith terminology for a 
fool played by a goldsmith is intriguing. 
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Shakespearean fools reflecting on events as outsiders (e.g. Lavach) prior to Armin joined 

the company, however, not until King Lear did the fool become a “mirror device.” Lear’s 

Fool’s main function is not entertainment anymore, he appears on the stage to confront the 

king with his own folly and trigger his transformation (“To iest at a Iester, in his 

transgression”).  

According to the records available, it is reasonable to suggest that the collaboration 

between Armin and Shakespeare was very close, and as they worked together on a daily 

basis it is very likely that they exchanged ideas. Such ideas got transfused into their works; 

therefore, Armin becomes a key figure in the discussion on The Ship of Fools and 

Shakespearean drama. 

Armin was an artist whose published works demonstrate the self-reflection which is 

also vital in The Ship of Fools: the fools on the board of the ship represent human faults 

and they are unaware of their own folly, similarly to the readers, who upon facing the 

omnipresence of foolish behaviour undergo a shift and gain profound wisdom. Armin’s 

works reveal that he is an artificial conscious fool who jests at a jester, nevertheless one 

who by reflecting upon the notion of folly proves himself to be wise, a pattern vital to King 

Lear, in which Lear gains deep wisdom only when he becomes fully aware of his folly and 

goes actually mad. Armin’s Foole upon Foole displays the universality of folly and the A 

Nest of Ninnies presents a purging ritual in which Jack is shipped away hence cleansing the 

community of sin and curing himself. The last section of the dissertation proposes to map 

those dramas of Shakespeare, including Hamlet, As You Like It, The Tempest, and King 

Lear, which display the patterns of the ship of fools tradition. 

 

 

 

4.6.2. William Shakespeare 

 

The biggest challenge in the discussion of Shakespearean drama and the ship of fools 

tradition is that although elements of the ship of fools, such as the ship, universal folly, and 

the enumeration of types of fools on stage, are present in his plays separately, these 

elements remain scattered and do not assemble as coherently as in the case of Nashe, 

Dekker, or Marston. This chapter attempts to collect such devices and see whether they 

formulate a pattern in Shakespearean drama, and if so, how the pattern is exploited in the 
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plays. To achieve this, first I offer a brief discussion of certain aspects of the ship of fools 

tradition which could be detected in Shakespearean plays; this will be followed by the 

interpretation of some of his dramas written after Armin joined his company.  

As argued, ships were frequently used as stages in early modern England and the ship 

device is recurring in Shakespearean drama as well, frequently associated with the stage. 

The scope and focus of the dissertation do not allow a detailed elaboration of the ship 

device in Shakespeare’s works; however, a few examples might shed light on its 

significance in relation to the ship of fools. Ships frequently merely denote sea vehicles 

which function as means of transport; in other cases they are assigned more subtle 

significance and become devices to convey complex ideas. Such ideas seem to fall into the 

same two strands the thesis has already elaborated on: purgation and enumeration on the 

stage.  

In The Winter’s Tale Antolycus refers to the grieving king by saying “The king is not 

at the palace; he is gone aboard a new ship to purge melancholy and air himself” (4.3.772-

773).404 These lines refer to the ship as a vehicle with cleansing potentials, an application 

we have seen with reference to the ship of fools in Marston’s The Fawn. Although in The 

Winter’s Tale the king is in grief and the ship drives away his melancholy and not sin, the 

application of the device is very similar to that in Marston’s play, or even in Armin’s A 

Nest of Ninnies; it fulfils a ritualistic function, the driving away of some unwanted moral or 

psychological pattern. This purging ritual takes place on the stage, a platform for 

performances which, in Shakespearean theatre, can hold any representation of human 

experience and which is also associated with ships. In Pericles, as mentioned, after act 2 

scene 5 the chorus’s instruction to the audience reads: “In your imagination hold / This 

stage the ship, upon whose deck / The sea-tost Pericles appears to speak” (3. Ch. 58-60). 

Shakespeare substitutes the setting with rich dramatic language, through which practically 

anything can be staged. Similarly to Dekker’s ship of fools stage, the board of the ship in 

Pericles is the wooden O, the space in which the performance unfolds. Such ships can hold 

a large number of characters like the ones in The Ship of Fools or those in Shakespeare’s 

dramas who often represent folly. These two examples correspond with the two main 

strands in which the ship of fools was exploited by English Renaissance dramatists, and in 

order to gain a deeper insight into the matter, the thesis proceeds by discussing some of 

those Shakespearean dramas which fit into these patterns.  

                                                             
404 William Shakespeare, The Winter’s Tale, The Wordsworth Edition, 1999. 
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The most obvious example of this is in Hamlet, in which Hamlet, who is both a fool and 

an actor, is shipped to England. He is the “official” madman in the play and his shipping 

away has a purging element to it, thus making him the subject of a twisted cleansing 

ritual.405 Hamlet is shipped to England and when he arrives back to Denmark, one of the 

gravediggers tells him that if the prince does not recover his wits there, “’twill not be seen 

in him there. There the men are as mad as he” (5.1.146-147). 406 These lines correspond 

with Barclay’s chapter which depicts the universal ship of fools which sails along the 

shores of England, Wales, and Scotland; the number of fools in Britain is so high that the 

ship cannot hold them (“So many comys that certainly I fere / Within my Shyp they all can 

nat well stonde”407). The island is depicted as a ship of fools both in Barclay’s translation 

and in Hamlet, where everywhone is mad and hence display the universality of folly. 

Hamlet is shipped to England to recover his wits and be purged from madness; his 

shipping away, however, ensues another purging ritual, that of Denmark. Interestingly, one 

the most frequently quoted lines from Hamlet “something is rotten in the state of 

Denmark” (1.4.65) is often assigned to Hamlet, however, a marginal character, Marcellus 

utters the line as a comment to Horatio. Although from Hamlet’s perspective the root of all 

rankness is Claudius, the fact that Marcellus utters the line might suggest that the play does 

not confirm this perspective. Hamlet is most certainly not an innocent figure: he kills 

Polonius without the slightest sign of remorse or pity, he drives Ophelia into despair and he 

also sets up the execution of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Regardless of the often applied 

double standards in case of murder in Shakespeare (namely that regicide cannot be 

compared to other murderous deeds), Hamlet exhibits a number of villainous traits, and 

therefore it might not be far-fetched to argue that there are more than one sources of 

rankness in the play. Additionally, the play is based on mere assumptions, unspoken words, 

procrastination and uncertainty; the only indubitable evidence for Hamlet that Claudius 

assassinated Hamlet Senior is his reaction to the mouse-trap scene.408 This, however, is 

persuasive only for Hamlet and not the whole community. Moreover, the public suspects 

not much of the assassination, which from a communal aspect makes the king’s character 

                                                             
405 For more on the carnivalesque interpretation and the rite of scapegoating in Hamlet cf. Zita Turi, ’Fasting 
and Feasting in Hamlet – A Carnivalesque Interpretation,’ The Anachronist 15, 2010, p. 27-42. 
406 William Shakespeare, Hamlet, ed. G.R. Hibbard. All Hamlet quotes are taken from this edition. 
407 Brant, Stultifera Nauis, Trans. Alexander Barclay, 1509, FOLIUM CCLXII/r. 
408 Even if the encounter with the Ghost triggers the consecutive events and supports Hamlet’s already 
existing suspicion, the endless line of studies on the Ghost’s identity suggests that his words are to be 
regarded with a pinch of salt. 
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not guilty. In this sense, both Hamlet and Claudius can be seen as sources of rankness; 

eventually, they eliminate each other, thus cleansing the community.409 

Claudius assumes that was Hamlet to be eliminated, he would be freed from political 

threat. Interestingly, this cleansing ritual takes place on the board of a ship as Hamlet, the 

madman and fool, is shipped to England, upon which Claudius comments as follows: 

 

Do it, England;  

For like the hectic in my blood he rages,  

And thou must cure me. Till I know 'tis done,  

Howe'er my haps, my joys were ne'er begun. (4.3.67-70) 

 

The sailing away of Hamlet would involve the healing of Claudius, who might be guilty 

from Hamlet’s perspective, but not from that of those who see Hamlet as the cause of 

anxiety. This theme is central to festive fool plays, which can also be seen as literary 

representations of a carnivalesque rite during which the audience is purified from folly, 

that is, sin. Similar is the case in As You Like It; although the ship device is not as 

conspicuously applied in this play as in Hamlet, there is a detectable purgatory element to 

the play.  

 As You Like It was also composed to fit the great stage of fools as many of the 

characters are foolish in the play. This was the first play featuring Armin as the 

professional court jester, Touchstone, and additionally some of the other dramatis personae 

are also labelled as fools. Jacques has aspirations to become one saying “O that I were a 

fool! I am ambitious for a motley coat” (2.7.22-23.),410 he associates Orlando with folly 

when he sees him saying ”By my troth, I was seeking for a fool when I found you” 

(3.2.292.), and Rosalind addresses both Phoebe and Silvius as “Tis such fools as you  

That makes the world full of ill-favour'd children” (3.5.52-53.).  

                                                             
409 In her Shakespeare’s Festive Tragedy, Naomi Lieber argues that tragic heroes can be seen as pharmakoi, 
human scapegoats (often slaves, cripples, or criminals) who were chosen and cast out of disfunctional 
societies; their removal reconfirms the community of the image it has chosen for itself. However, in 
Shakespearean tragedy the entire socio-political organism that contains both hero and society, in turning 
against the representation of itself (the hero), turns against itself (the community), thus evoking the image of 
self-devouring humanity. The pharmakos embodies the socio-political disruption that produces political 
anxiety. The deaths of tragic heroes at the end of the plays represent a sort of self-surgery, a ritualised form 
of clarification and reclaim of the community’s primary values. (Shakespeare’s Festive Tragedy, p.16-17).  
410 William Shakespeare, As You Like It, Wordsworths Editions. All subsequent references will be to this 
edition. 
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When Jacques describes his encounter with Touchstone he links the notion of folly to 

Fortune as Touchstone says “Call me not fool till heaven hath sent me fortune” (2.7.14-19). 

This passage captures Touchstone’s ambivalent attitude towards Fortune as he criticises 

her; yet, this criticism is articulated “in good terms.” He cannot fulfil this function until he 

becomes Fortune’s fool. Being Fortune’s fool, as Jacques reports, is closely related to the 

transcience of life; as Touchstone puts it: “And so, from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, / 

And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot” (2.7.25-27).411 His riddle carries fundamental 

truth and is an expression of Armin’s fools, who are not only witty but they also articulate 

universal wisdom. The passage captures human life in constant motion and permanent 

transgression, first using the passing of time and then the aging of the body as metaphors. 

Touchstone’s character links folly with morality, which impresses Jacques so much that he 

wants to become a fool as well. Touchstone was a courtier himself, who The Duke 

describes as mischievous, foul, and sinful, and both Jacques and Touchstone are one of 

these sinful courtiers who became or want to become fools; however, they represent two 

qualities of courtly life. In the dialogue between Touchstone and Corin, Touchstone says 

“Truly, thou art damned like an ill-roasted egg, all one side” (3.2.34), referring to Corin’s 

infamiliartity with courtly life. According to Touchstone, 

 

Why, if thou never wast at court, thou never sawest 

good manners; if thou never sawest good manners, 

then thy manners must be wicked; and wickedness is 

sin, and sin is damnation.(3.2.41-44) 

 

Corin responds that these standards are relative as they do not apply in the country: 

 

Not a whit, Touchstone: those that are good 

manners at the court are as ridiculous in the 

country as the behavior of the country is most 

mockable at the court. (3.2.46-49) 

 

                                                             
411 Although “ripe and ripe” and “rot and rot” do express the transcience of life, the words “hour” and 
“whore”  were pronounced the same way in Shakespeare’s time and hence this passage is also to be taken as 
a very rude sex joke. Cf. David Crystal, Pronouncing Shakespeare, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005.  p. 41. 
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Both courts are sinful and uncleanly from the perspective of the other and the very 

recognition and mocking of courtly behaviour represents a critical perspective which is 

inevitable for the expulsion of courtly vices. Both courts are exhibited on the stage, which 

upon seeing Audrey and Touchstone enter Jacques likens to a ship: 

 

There is sure another flood toward, and these 

couples are coming to the ark. Here comes a pair of very 

strange beasts, which in all tongues are called fools (5.4.35-37) 

 

Although this is an “ark of fools” and not a ship of fools, the sea vehicle and the embarking 

fools correspond with the device. The reference to the ark might be an allusion to the 

medieval Noah play of the Wakefield mystery plays, which traditionally displayed the 

performance on the board of an ark with the beasts embarking in pairs. Nevertheless, 

according to my research, the Wakefield performances did not link folly with the ark; 

hence it might have been Shakespeare’s own invention.412 The embarking Audrey evokes 

the character of Noah’s shrewed wife who might also be seen as a fool and the arguments 

between her and Noah are inserted in the play as comic reliefs before the flood, the 

narrative of cleansing humanity from sin.  

 In As You Like It, Jacques desires to become a fool because he longs for the liberating 

and cleansing power of folly: 

 

Invest me in my motley; give me leave 

To speak my mind, and I will through and through 

Cleanse the foul body of th’infected world, 

If they will patiently receive my medicine. (2.7.59 – 62) 

 

Jacques makes the conscious decision to become a fool as he wants to play the role of a 

physician, who confronts the “wise” with their folly, the recognition of which cures them. 

This cleansing element to Jacques’s lines resembles the purging in The Ship of Fools, as in 

both cases the very recognition of folly leads one to becoming sane. The Duke’s response 

to Jacques links his lines with the passages in The Ship on the rankness of courtiers (such 
                                                             

412 As mentioned, E.K. Chambers refers to ship processions in various parts of Germany and in England in 
Plymouth, Davenport, and Hull. At Hull there are records of an annual Noah play, with a ship or an ark, 
which went in procession. Cf. Chambers, The Medieval Stage II, 120-121. 
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as the already discussed “Of nevve fashions and garmentes,” or “Of flaterers and glosers”) 

as the Duke points out to Jacques that he, the aspirant for folly, has been a similar gallant: 

 

Most mischievous foul sin, in chiding sin: 

For thou thyself hast been a libertine, 

As sensual as the brutish sting itself; 

And all the embossed sores and headed evils, 

That thou with licence of free foot hast caught, 

Wouldst thou disgorge into the general world. (2.7.65-70) 

 

For Jacques, becoming a fool would mean becoming free from his “chiding sin” and be 

able to distribute the universal remedy of folly. The ship of fools is a fitting device for the 

capturing of courtly vices and presenting various members of the court (in the city and in 

the woods) as fools. The ship device offers the enormous theatrical potential of gathering a 

wide variety of characters in a confined space and the image of a ship cast into the middle 

of the sea evokes the image of the island in The Tempest, which also features actual ships. 

At the beginning of The Tempest, the ship is associated with the state as it carries 

aristocrats and leaders of states aboard, who are ridiculed by Ariel saying “you fools, I and 

my fellows Are ministers of Fate” (3.3.17-18),413 referring to Sebastian and Alonso. 

Similarly, when Trinculo suggests that Stephano should dress in kingly garments Caliban 

reacts saying: “Let it alone thou fool, it is but trash” (4.1.12) and later he calls Stephano a 

“dull fool” (5.1.16). These are direct allusions to the folly of four characters on the royal 

ship and the boat in which Prospero and Miranda fled Milan also contains fools. In act 3 

scene 1, Miranda calls herself a fool (“I am a fool” 3.1. 32) and in the next scene Trinculo 

mentions the “folly of this Island” (3.2.6-7), of which Prospero is the master. Although 

Prospero is not labelled directly as a fool, Caliban says that without his books Prospero is a 

sot: 

 

Remember 

First to possess his books, for without them  

He's but a sot, as I am, nor hath not  

                                                             
413 William Shakespeare, The Tempest, The Arden Shakespeare, eds. Virginia Mason Vaughan & Alden T. 
Vaughan, 2011. All quotes are taken from this edition. 
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One spirit to command. They all do hate him  

As rootedly as I. Burn but his books. (3.2.91-95) 

 

This passage suggests that Prospero’s sanity depends on his books without which he is a 

fool. However, instead of real governance, he uses his knowledge to perform tricks on the 

island, of which he is the omnipresent master. He is the director of the play, which is full 

of such sots as Caliban, Trinculo, and Stephano, the drunkards who are tricked and made 

fools of by Ariel.  

All the fools gather on the island, which represents both freedom and incarceration. 

Prospero and Miranda fled Milan, they are exiles and therefore prisoners, yet they are also 

free in their own empire, not to mention that Prospero can practice his art without the 

constraints of society. The island is the “stage” of Prospero’s magic; nonetheless, the 

frivolous art he performs represents mock and not proper governance.  

Prospero and his books evoke the scholar in exile theme and as his leadership may be 

seen as the mocking of governance, one might associate his character with the scholar in 

The Ship of Fools. The first fool in The Ship of Fools is depicted in a confined space 

among his books and the theme captures the notion of, on the one hand, being incarcerated 

in one’s mind, on the other, opening up infinite space through the mind. The confined 

chamber filled with books represents the lack of social contact and the complete isolation 

of the scholar, and at the same time the books are inexhaustible storehouses of 

knowledge.414 The figure of the scholar might be interpreted together with the tutor who 

wants to educate his students. The woodcut to the first chapter of The Ship of Fools 

displays the scholar holding a little broom, which, as argued, might be interpreted as a 

birch rod with which tutors would discipline their students. If the broom is to be 

understood as a birch rod, it would correspond with Prospero’s wanting to educate and 

discipline Caliban. This reading of The Ship of Fools may correspond with The Tempest as 

Prospero, the almighty magician of the island continuously tries to educate the characters 

in the play: he edcucates his brother, Miranda, disciplines Caliban and Ariel, and tests 

Ferdinand. The scholar in The Ship of Fools, however, is a fool himself as according to the 

                                                             
414 A. Bartlett Giamatti points out that from antiquity through the seventeenth century the mummer, the 
juggler, the mime, the actor, the scholar, the magician, the alchemists were all suspects for their solitary lives. 
They were distrusted for having the abilities to imitate and transform, to change, shape, and surpass limits in 
ways which seemed to threaten divine plan or divinity itself (Exile and Change in Renaissance Literature, p. 
101). In the Renaissance all users of words were regarded as magicians (Exile and Change in Renaissance 
Literature, p. 104). 
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work fools cannot be educated by scholarly means. One cannot gain profound knowledge 

by reading books; what leads to true wisdom is the recognition of one’s own folly. 

Prospero wasted his time and knowledge on the island practicing his magic instead of 

becoming a true leader and only when he breaks his staff and gives up his art does he gain 

true wisdom inevitable for a duke. At the beginning of The Tempest, Prospero reveals their 

story to Miranda and explains her why he resigned and withdrew to his study saying his 

“Library / Was Dukedom large enough” (1.2.22-23) and apart from his books he needed 

nothing else. He was foolish when he ignored his political duties and devoted his life to the 

liberal arts, and when he uses his magic for governing the island he merely performs tricks 

from his books.415 There is an underlying satirical tone in The Tempest, resembling the 

Brantean idea of superfluous knowledge and scholarly life. Prospero cannot apply his 

knowledge in Liberal Arts as the Duke of Milan and he resigns to live for his books. 

Similarly to King Lear, he acts foolishly in doing so, and the almighty lord of the island 

turns out to be a parody of kingship. Prospero resembles the fools on the ship of Brandt 

since they are both excluded from the community, and by their exclusion they experience a 

voyage which eventually transforms them.  

In The Tempest, Prospero’s exile points beyond the mere expulsion of a Duke 

magician; it evokes the scholar in exile tradition and invites an emblematic reading in light 

of the “Scholar in His Study” woodcut in The Ship of Fools.416 The theme coincides with 

                                                             
415 The social status of the scholar and the magician were very similar in the early modern era. Performing 
magic and research were interrelated, the English polyhistor, John Dee was a mathematician, astrologer, 
philosopher, physician, and alchemist at the same time and it is commonly believed in English Renaissance 
studies that Shakespeare based Prospero’s character on him. Cf. Bloom, Harold, The Anatomy of Influence: 
Literature as a Way of Life, New Haven, London: Yale University Press, 2011; Grant, Patrick, “The Magic of 
Charity: A Background to Prospero,” The Review of English Studies, Vol. 27, No 105, 1976, p. 1-16; L. eid, 
Robert, “Sacerdotal Vestiges in The Tempest,” Comparative Drama, Vol 41, No 4, Winter 2007-2008, p. 
493-513; Muñoz Simonds, “My Charms Crack Not:” The Alchemical Structure of The Tempest,” 
Comparative Drama, Vol 31, No 4, Winter 1997-1998, p. 538-570; György Endre Szőnyi, ‘“My Charms are 
all ov'rthrown:” Social Aspects of the Occult in Jacobean Drama,’ in ed. James Hogg, Jacobean Drama and 
Social Criticism, Salzburg University Studies, New York; Salzburg: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1995, 107-125. 
416  Peter M. Daly emphasises that during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries drama was the most 
emblematic of all literary arts, combining a visual experience of character and gesture, silent tableau and 
active scene, with the verbal experience of spoken and occasionally written word (Literature in the Light of 
the Emblem, p. 134). Distinguishing between topoi, symbol and emblem, however, might be problematic and 
Daly warns that images in dramatic texts should be labelled as emblematic only if their formal and structural 
qualities could be translated into the emblem of an emblem book. (Literature in the Light of the Emblem, p. 
135-136). That is, for instance, if a metaphor or motif is merely used for the characterisation of a figure and 
does not contribute considerably to the meaning and the dramaturgy of the play, in other words the drama 
does not provide a “subtext” explaining the image, it is not an emblematic image. Daly refers to Dieter Mehl, 
who discusses the so called “veiled emblems,” emblematic images that are “so closely integrated in the 
dramatic movement of the scene that they lose their static and pictorial character and are hardly recognizable 
as emblems at first sight” (Literature in the Light of the Emblem, p. 136) Daly adds that such devices are 
especially frequent in Elizabethan drama and argues that “if such images have lost their ‘static and pictorial’ 
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the dramaturgy of the play, which exhibits the exile of a magician/scholar/politician, who 

is an outcast of society and lives among his books on the island as a prisoner, but at the 

same time he is free to practice his art; the image in The Ship of Fools’ woodcut especially 

corresponds with the drama as it ridicules such scholarly endeavours. During my research, 

I have not found any other visual representations that depict the theme in such a mocking 

manner; this chapter in The Ship of Fools especially corresponds with The Tempest. 

Similar is the case in King Lear, in which there is also an underlying theme which seems to 

point beyond a mere motif and which highly resembles particular chapters in The Ship of 

Fools.  

King Lear invites numerous emblematic readings and in order to demonstrate the 

possibility of such an interpretation I propose to single out one specific image which is 

dominantly present in both Shakespeare’s drama and The Ship of Fools: the wheel of 

Fortune.417 In his influential work, Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy (1983), Frederick 

Kiefer discusses the presence of Fortune in such playwrights’ works as Marlowe, Kyd, and 

Shakespeare and argues that not until the end of the sixteenth century did Fortune gain 

significance in early modern English drama. A number of the works of these dramatists 

applied the wheel of Fortune device not as a mere image to refer to fate; instead, they used 

it to express the “shift from a concern with Fortune to a concern with man’s decisions and 

their ensuing consequences.”418  He adds, that Fortune represents the profound fears and 

doubts of an era in which faith in providence was being questioned;419consequently, the 

responsibility of the individual was becoming increasingly important. In King Lear, the 

focus on the individual is accompanied by the disintegration of patterns which had been 

organising the characters’ lives; this disintegration is initiated by Lear when he divides his 

kingdom and hence questions his role as a king with divine power. By doing so, he 

dismisses his public persona and the rest of the play captures the king’s chaotic quest in 

search of his identity. When Lear realises that the roles he adopted as a king, father, and 

master to servants are no more than fleeting illusions, he is confronted with a question 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
quality, then it is only the meaning that they convey which can justify their being called emblems” 
(Literature in the Light of the Emblem, p. 136). Daly’s definition of an emblem emphasised that the interplay 
between text and image is connotative and not denotative. In the case of The Tempest and The Ship of Fools’ 
woodcut, the interplay is definitely connotative, and although The Ship is a “quasi emblem book,” such an 
interpretation could be regarded as emblematic. 
417 Given the fact that the wheel of Fortune is a vast topic, I would like to restrict my investigation to the 
representation found in The Ship of Fools and I argue that this particular depiction of the tradition 
corresponds with both the dramaturgy and the notion of folly in King Lear. 
418 Kiefer, Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy, p. xvi. 
419 Kiefer, Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy, p. cvii. 
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which, in my view, is central to the drama: what constitutes one’s identity when they are 

deprived of the roles they play?420 Such roles are closely linked with folly and the wheel of 

Fortune. 

The wheel of Fortune appears to be crucial to the dramaturgy of the play and there are 

numerous references to it in the text. The image of the wheel appears four times in the 

drama: it is mentioned by the Fool (“Let go thy hold when a great wheel goes down / a hill 

lest it break thy neck with following it; but the / great one that goes upward, let him draw 

thee after” 2.2.261-262421); by Kent (“Fortune, good night: smile once more; turn thy 

wheel” (2.2.171), by the base Edmund (“the wheel is come full circle, I am here” (5.3.173); 

and last but not least, upon meeting Cordelia Lear mentions the “wheel of fire” (4.7.47). 

These characters are all labelled as fools in the play: Lear’s Fool does not need to be 

explained, Lear goes mad and exhibits the attributes of fools, he calls Cordelia “poor fool,” 

(5.3.304) and although Edmund is not called as a fool, however, he is called a “knave” by 

Gloucester (1.1.20). I have already argued, unthrifts, knaves, and beggars are closely 

related to folly. 422 The word “fool” in the Renaissance was applied as an umbrella term to 

denote a wide variety of characters on the social margin. According to The Oxford English 

Dictionary, the word “knave” also connoted “an unprincipled man, given to dishonourable 

and deceitful practices” and “base and crafty rogue” as early as 1205. The entries to the 

word “knavery” explain the word as crafty business or trickery (from 1528 onwards), and 

in a weakened sense it may be understood as “knaveship,” which is a mock title of 

someone of roguish nature playing tricks. In relation to this latter meaning, the OED 

mentions Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream in which Oberon says to Puck: 

“This is thy negligence; still thou mistak’st, / Or else commit’st thy knaveries wilfully” 

(3.2.346). Puck is the jester in the play, the fool who complicates the plot by making 

mistakes, and in this quote his character is linked with knavery. 

The identification of fools and knaves is central to King Lear and its most outstanding 

example is when in act 1 scene 4 Lear asks: “Where’s my knave, my fool?” (1.4.42). Lear 

constantly calls the Fool boy or knave and after the first conflict in Goneril’s castle Goneril 

                                                             
420 Kiefer argues that tere is no conplete disintegration in King Lear as the characters are never fully 
abandoned in the drama (Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy, p. 291). However, Lear is deprived of his train of 
followers, and even his clothes, and although the Folio version offers the interpretation that Cordelia is still 
alive when Lear dies, the king, after all, faces death alone.  
421 William Shakespeare, King Lear, The Arden Shakespeare, ed. R.A. Foakes, 1997. All quotes are taken 
from this edition. 
422 Cf. McPeek, The Black Book of the Knaves, p. 217-236. 
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says to the Fool: “You, sir, more knave than fool, after / your master.” (1.4.307). The Fool 

is not the only knave in the play, Kent is also labelled so; before he is put in the stocks 

Cornwall calls him “stubborn, ancient knave” (2.2.124), which gains crucial significance 

later in the scene when Kent utters his famous line: “Fortune, good night: smile once more; 

turn thy wheel” (2.2.171). James A. McPeek remarks that after being deprived of his 

followers Lear is left with nothing of his own, he is reduced to the ranks of rogues and 

vagabonds and this is the point when the theme of madness begins to take shape, 

anticipated by Edgar’s description in relation to the Bedlam Beggars (2.3.5-21).423 Lear 

and Kent are not knaves in the literal sense, since the word primarily connoted lower-rank 

members of society. However, after losing their social positions, they both display the 

universal knavery Hamlet mentions: “We are arrant knaves all” (3.1.129). 

The wheel of Fortune seems to be more than a mere image in the drama; it is in 

dialogue with the text and it also seems to be the central dramaturgical force in the play. At 

the beginning of the drama, the two groups of characters take different directions on the 

wheel: Lear and those linked with him (the Fool, Kent, Edgar, and Gloucester) go 

downwards and the “evil characters” (Regan, Goneril, Edmund, and Cornwall) go upwards. 

They reach the highest and the lowest points simultaneously and arrive at their final 

position at the same time, best described in Edmund’s line: “the wheel is come full circle, I 

am here.” The two directions draw semi-circles and they constitute together the whole 

wheel of Fortune, or wheel of fools, which sets up the dramatic frame of the play. The 

characters in The Ship of Fools’ woodcut endlessly transform from fools into donkeys and 

vice versa, hence they change only the form of folly whilst the essence of folly remains the 

same. Lear’s transformation in the play could be described similarly as when he banishes 

Cordelia he is unaware of his folly, and only when he literally goes mad does he recognise 

himself as a fool. Gloucester’s line “I stumbled when I saw” (4.1.21) carries a similar 

contradiction, especially that Gloucester, the misguided father who banished his son, might 

be seen as Lear’s double in the play. The Ship of Fools tackles the issue of identity by 

highlighting that human life is an endless pageant of fool plays, and it also raises the 

question of what remains once the variations of folly are recognised and driven away. This 

is the central question of King Lear; the play is also a dramatic representation of Lear’s 

deprivation of his social status, human relationships, and even his clothes, which do not 

signify his true identity. The foolish king is attached to his own wheel, which was a 

                                                             
423 McPeek, The Black Book of the Knaves, p. 230. 
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medieval and early modern “commonplace,” and numerous visual representations exhibit 

the image (such as Lydgate’s illustration in his Fall of Princes); however, during my 

research I have not found another sixteenth-century representation of the wheel of Fortune 

that displays fools.424  

The woodcut in The Ship of Fools depicts the mutability of Fortune and besides 

referring to Fate it also exhibits the transcience of life. Frederick Kiefer argues that 

Jacobean audiences might have had different associations to the wheel of Fortune, which 

was sometimes conflated with the wheel of Time, closely associated with mutability.425 

The Ship of Fools’ represents fully this vague semantic field, as the identity of the fool is 

also highly ambigious. The woodcut in The Ship of Fools reflects the doubts in providence 

as one of the donkeys shows its bottom to the hand in the upper-left corner. This depiction 

represents the tragedy of being abandoned by the divine as a comic display and emphasises 

the ambiguity and grotesquery of such a crisis. Similarly, although the story of Lear’s 

deprivation is undoubtedly tragic, the drama is immmersed in the notion of folly and most 

characters, as I have argued, are foolish. The wisdom of Lear is to be found in the 

recognition of the omnipresence of folly, which he expresses in his famous lines to the 

blind Gloucester: “When we are born we cry that we are come / To this great stage of 

fools” (4.6.178-179).  King Lear is an enumeration of folly of all social ranks and both 

sexes, and hence offers a grandiose theatrical tableau within the spatial limitations of the 

stage of fools. Even though the stage is not associated with the ship in King Lear, the stage 

of the world in the play functions similarly to the ship of Pericles.  

 Shakespeare’s plays display a variety of attributes which might link them with The 

Ship of Fools; yet, these features do not assemble into coherent patterns which would fully 

correspond with the work. However, the scattered allusions to ships and fools in the 

dramas seem to fit the two main strands discussed in his contemporaries’ works: on the one 

hand, as shown in Hamlet and As You Like It, the ship has a moral aspect to it and may be 

understood as a device with cleansing potential; on the other, the ship also may be seen as 

                                                             
424 McPeek rightly points out that the wheel of Fortune turns down for Lear, or more precisely he becomes 
deserted by Fortune and thus “The natural fool of fortune” (4.6.187), when the Fool appears in the play (The 
Black Book of the Knaves, p. 227). Lear is a natural fool in the sense that at the beginning of the play he is 
unaware of his folly and only when he acknowledges it does he begin to see clearly. He gains profound 
wisdom when he realises this omnipresent folly and himself as “Lear’s shadow” (1.4.223) and this realisation 
of such foolish illusion enables a qualitative shift within his identity. McPeek discusses the significance of 
Barclay’s woodcut in chapter 37 and 56 and he regards this representation of the wheel of Fortune highly 
compatible with King Lear (The Black Book of the Knaves, p. 229). 
425 Kiefer, Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy, p. 298. 
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an alternative to the stage which a variety of foolish characters can enact. Whether or not 

Shakespeare was familiar with The Ship of Fools cannot be fully substantiated and this 

chapter did not aim at confirming such an interrelation. My aim was to offer tentative 

interpretations of those Shakespearean dramas which potentially exhibit the presence of the 

ship of fools tradition. Shakerspeare might have had access to the ideas in The Ship 

through Armin, and although I am not suggesting that Shakespeare exploited the work 

directly, he might have implemented some of the ideas into his works.  

 Shakespeare captured the essence of human nature with its faults through the notion of 

universal folly. This notion saturates his dramas and the omnipresence of it exhibits human 

existence as a series of pageants on the great stage of fools. It is also a fitting notion to 

depict the transcience of life; fools exist in permanent transgression, a representation of 

which is the wheel of Fortune woodcut in The Ship of Fools, an image which particularly 

corresponds with King Lear. The very recognition of folly within has transformative power 

and triggers a shift in identity, which in Lear’s case is the recognition of the roles he plays 

and the essence of who he is. The ship is also a fitting device to exhibit the cleansing of a 

community from sin, frequently perceived as madness or folly in Shakespeare’s plays, 

which feature a large number of heterogeneous characters and grandiose storylines in the 

confined space of the stage. Shakespeare’s dramas invite interpretations which draw 

parallels between his works and The Ship of Fools as the ship device enables the richness 

of his dramas to unfold on the empty stage and display the “arrant knaves” in order to hold 

a mirror not only to nature but also to the audience. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The dissertation intended to explore the ship of fools tradition in early modern England, a 

subject largely overseen by scholars of English Renaissance studies. The focus of my 

attention fell primarily on the performative potentials of Sebastian Brant’s Das 

Narrenschiff, originating in medieval carnival performances which Brant transferred to the 
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pages of his work. I have argued that The Ship of Fools may be seen as a piece of ritualistic 

literature which, on the one hand, dissolves the religious-secular dichotomy by referring to 

human imperfections of all fields of life as folly; on the other hand, the work displays 

many similarities with medieval pieces of mirror literature, however, it points beyond 

being a mere catalogue of the world. Although the work resembles medieval religious 

tractates and in many respects it castigates human sins, the application of the notion of 

folly and the carnivalesque nature of the woodcuts especially lessen the heaviness of such 

didacticism; instead of condemning fundamental human attributes, the work employs a 

mocking tone and incoherent form which enables the reader to perceive the moral content 

from a different perspective. This different perspective originates in the carnival fool plays 

of the Middle Ages, the patterns of which are the main governing idea behind Brant’s work. 

 I have argued in the dissertation that the ship of fools tradition drew a full circle from 

being the device for ritualistic performance to the professional theatres of the early modern 

period. The fool plays were recorded in a piece of literature, which was transferred to the 

common literary stock of sixteenth-century England and to early modern drama in 

particular. Most academic studies on the subject regarded the work as an incoherent 

enumeration of human sins, however, such scholarly views needed to be revisited in order 

to further understand the underlying dynamics of the piece. A number of English 

Renaissance dramatists recognised at least four theatrical potentials of the work. First, its 

transformative power as a piece of mirror literature, looking into which the audience can 

confront their reflection and the awareness of their own folly can lead to profound wisdom.  

Secondly, the confrontation with one’s flaws has cleansing power and the fools on the ship, 

as well as the vices of the dramas I have interpreted, are driven away by the sea. Third, 

carnival fool plays enumerated large numbers of heterogenous stock characters in order to 

present the various patterns of human behaviour and so did The Ship of Fools and the 

dramatic pieces discussed. Last but not least, the ship of fools device correlates with the 

notion popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth century perceiving the world as a universal 

stage, and human existence as roles acted out on this stage. The Ship of Fools tackles 

fundamental issues of identity and proposes the question what remains of the self after the 

driving away of the foolish parts one plays, a theme echoed in King Lear, which is the 

drama of the King’s deprivation of his mundane roles.  

I included my main philological findings in the following chapters: ‘The Ship of Fools 

Phenomenon,’ ‘The Ship of Fools Tradition in England in the First Half of the Sixteenth 
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Century,’ and ‘The Great Stage of Fools.’ The first one is partly based on those late 

medieval and early modern records that confirm The Ship of Fools’ origins in the 

performative traditions of carnivals, most notably the Feast of Fools; it also refers to 

performance in The Ship of Fools itself by discussing relevant features in the original 

German work and in the English editions. The visual and textual records confirmed my 

hypothesis that the work carries considerable performative potentials, a suggestion which 

is the basis of my third chapter. The chapter ‘The Ship of Fools Tradition in England in the 

First Half of the Sixteenth Century’ proposed to bridge the gap between the 1509 first 

edition of the work and the dramatic works of the turn of the seventeenth century; it also 

wished to demonstrate how The Ship of Fools was adapted to the English literary context 

and which of its features were appealing for contemporary writers. To achieve this, I have 

argued that the anonymous Cocke Lorell’s Bote, and John Skelton’s works, the Bowge of 

Court and Magnificence display correspondences with The Ship of Fools, and in the case 

of Cocke Lorell’s Bote and Magnificence I proposed that they were partly or fully inspired 

by The Ship of Fools. Whilst the Cocke Lorell’s Bote became the model for exhibiting 

heterogenous characters on the ship, both works by Skelton apply the device to enumerate 

courtly vices. The “quasi-morality” in Barclay’s version reveals that he saw the theatrical 

potentials of the work, and it also shows that the ship of fools tradition was compatible 

with both medieval English morality plays and festive pageantry. I have argued that 

Skelton was familiar with The Ship of Fools both in Latin and in English. The 

correspondences between The Ship and the Bowge of Court and Magnificence suggest that 

for the former Skelton found inspiration in Locher’s Latin translation, and many sections in 

his interlude resemble chapters in Barclay’s edition, which harbours the assumption that 

those sections were inspired by Barclay. 

I have mapped the use of the device in the works of Elizabethan/Jacobean drama and 

demonstrated how Nashe, Dekker, and Marston employ the image in order to stage a large 

number of characters and depict the universality of folly. In every case, folly is linked with 

vices within the community and connotes the stage. Although the use of the ship of fools 

varies in each case, the pattern is identical: vices are identified with folly and driven away. 

Robert Armin applies the device similarly and, additionally, his works exhibit a 

fundamental feature of The Ship of Fools, namely, the fools’ permanent transgression, a 

notion which is characteristic of both Armin’s fools in Shakespeare’s company and stage 

fools in general. This permanent transgression gains crucial significance in King Lear, a 
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highly transformative play. Shakespearean dramas, particularly those which were 

performed after Armin joined the company, offer grandiose tableaux which exhibit the 

omnipresence of human flaws on the universal stage of fools. 

 As for future research, I would like to map the use of the device in early modern non-

dramatic pieces (such as in Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy, or Milton’s Prolusion 

VII). I propose to explore the use of the ship of fools in these works and see how it differs 

from its application in drama. Secondly, I am profoundly interested in the interrelation 

between Brant’s Das Narrenschiff and Erasmus’s Moriae Encomium, as the two works are 

two alternate depictions of the notion of folly. Brant and Erasmus knew each other and 

Erasmus had great impact in England, hence a more detailed comparison of the impacts of 

the two works might shed light on the literary representations of folly in the sixteenth 

century. I am deeply interested in the visual adaptations of The Ship of Fools, especially 

that of Hieronymus Bosch whose Ship of Fools is a part of a triptych together with such 

allegorical paintings as the Allegory of Gluttony and the Death and the Miser. I would be 

interested in how Bosch’s ship fits into the context of the other two paintings and how it 

corresponds with Brant’s work, especially with the implemented woodcuts. I would also 

like to explore the ship of fools tradition’s presence in contemporary British and American 

popular culture; I would examine the film drama directed by Stanley Kramer (Ship of 

Fools, 1965), the 1962 novel by Kathrine Anne Porter (Ship of Fools), and it would be 

interesting to see why in the 1960s popular bands like the American The Doors found 

inspiration in the tradition and wrote the song ‘Ship of Fools’ on their 1970 album, 

‘Morrison Hotel.’ Such representations of the device confirm its highly heterogeneous 

application in various art forms, and it also shows that the ship of fools is still present in 

the English speaking world.  

Last but nost least, The Ship of Fools is not well-known in Hungary outside the realm 

of German studies, despite the fact that László Marton produced a Hungarian translation 

published by Borda Publishing in 2008. I am planning to rewrite parts of my dissertation 

for Hungarian publication and I also would like to do research on the work’s impact, if any, 

on Hungarian literature. I am interested in the illustrations István Orosz produced for the 

Hungarian translation. Although they are far from the original woodcuts, and Orosz’s 

drawings do not convey the carnivalesque spirit of the pictures in Brant’s work, they are 

highly allegoric and their reading together with the text might add something to the 

interpretation of the original work. I believe that my project would be interesting for 
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researchers of the Middle Ages and the early modern period in Hungary and could 

contribute to academic knowledge outside the realm of English studies. 
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